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FOREWORD
The practical importance of oiir tollege
yearbook is frequently overlooKed in thrfH-^
hurry and skelter of gri^duixtio'n days
that marks our departure from the
University. While ir is .'thd written and
pictorial record of the graduating cjlass
and the activities and events here ak
L'RI, its major purpose is 'to perpeti^i
the glorious traditions thaq are the
f(
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DEDICATION
WILLI.AM M. BECK
hook, our four year college memoirs, to
n of infinite \'itality, leadership and hu-
mirror which gives back accurate images
ritual, intellectual and athletic facets of
ent of the L'niversity with a priceless
on the I'Kl faculty helped guide thou-
/ileged to have hjm as an instructor, a
The Class of ig6o proudly dedicates this
William Mitchell Hawkins Beck, Jr., a ma
man understanding.
It has been said that human activity is a
of men. The activity of this man in the sp
human life have endowed the environm
heritage.
His unselfish efforts for twenty six yean
sands of young Americans, that were pri
coach, or a friend.
Indeed it is an honor to have had such an honorable and respected man guiding
our school athletic teams and those who knew him and worked with him can al
ready see the void left by his retirement.
His determination, courage, and desire to win that he instilled in all his players
made them and the University more rich. He is a man that gave much to URI, its
students and its athletic teams, and in doing so wrote an incomparable chapter into
the school's history.
To you Billy Beck, do we make this humble gesture in dedicating the i960 Grist,
for your loyal devotion to URI and the character and personality that your name
will mirror always as part of the L'niversity of Rhode Island.
DR. RICHARD T. NEUSE
On being told, four years ago, that the Class of i960 had
chosen me to be its academic adviser, I felt an awe
some burden descend upon me: I envisioned myself
handing out, Solomon-like, counsel and solace to an end
less number of you afflicted with psychic, amatory,
gastric, academic, and heavens knows what other prob
lems of overwhelming dimensions. Such a t;isk wouki
require superhuman resources of mind and heart, and
why then, I wondered, had you chosen one so obviously
unequipped and green that he still has trouble differen
tiating himself from the hVeshman. For we came to this
University together. But it occurs to me now that haU-
consciously you may have selected a faculty member
who appeared as bewildered as yourselves.
Since then, of course, we have all become older and
wiser. But perhaps the bargain has been ton one-sided
in that I learned from you and your sober spirit of in
dependence, whereas you have merely had your class
funds protected against embezzlement, if not against
foolish expenditures. On the other hand, there may be
a certain symbolic significance in the fact that you now
go forth into the world prepared to leave ytiur indelible
mark on it, while I stay behinci. How then should I pre
sume to add my Parthian shot of say advice to those that
will inevitably be inflicted upon you, so that, bearing
the ritual scars-milder than those of a former age-.
Class Advisors Message
you can be released into the great outdoors? But since
your kind editor has given me permission, I cannot re
sist the impulse to tire off at least a parting volley.
Kven so, it is in the form of a hope rather than an in
junction: may the l'niversity have provided you not
only with the skills and knowledge needed to part
icipate in the solemn ritual of adult existence, but also
with that true expansion of the intellect and imagina
tion which has been envisaged as the final goal of a
university education. 1 do nor even think-oh heresy !-
that it matters so much whether in later life you are
happy or not: only preserve the magnanimity, largeness
of spirit and outlook, which is the mark of the trulv ed
ucated. Remember, as one wise New Hnglander put it,
that man's capacities have never been measured. With
that sense of the endless possibilities of human existence,
selves and the society around us.
But pretense to wisdom, as Socrates said, is the worst
of follies, though he was also the Hrst to see that we
begin to be wise when we realize our own foolishness.
Therfore, go forth prudently, magnanimously, but do
not hesitate to be at times just a little foolish,
With the very best wishes of your 'Class Adviser'
Or. Richard T. Neuse
i?Otf / Mis,, Catherine -M. f.i-erlv, >, . , I)-, J.i:: ... P. Ad:in,,. th.,;r.-ian: I'reMdent
S. Sherman, Dr. .Michael F. Walsh, Mr. Hugo R. Mainelli, Mt. Ceurge \V. Kelsey.
iici, H. I lurn, Mrs. Juse M. Ramos. Roa 2: Mr. Robert
Board of Trustees
Executive Council
Standing: T. N. McClure, Dean G. .\. Ballentine, Dean E. H. Wiley, Dean S. T. Crawford, Dr. Pelton. Scaled: Prof. M. O. Sayle.s, Dean H. W.
Youngken, Jr., Dean H. X. Browning, Dean E. B. Morris, Pre.s. F. H. Horn, Dean J. F. Quinn, Dr. E. C. Winslow, F. W. Eastwood, D. E. Fry,
Dean O. P. Bruchcr.
TO THE CLASS OK i960
My congratulations to the members of the Class of i960 upon the completion of
your undergraduate work at I'RI. You have been students at the University during
one of the most exciting periods, certainly the most significant one, in its history.
At no previous time has there been such an expansion of the physical facilities on
campus. But more important, the academic program has been broadened and
strengthened, until now at the time of your graduation, your alma mater has become
a true university. You have shared in the intellectual ferment this transition has
occasioned, and you leave the campus knowing that a great future is assured for
URI. I hope that you will cherish your alma mater even more warmly, that you will
support her generously and loyally, and that you will be increasingly proud of the
institution which has provided you with the education so necessary to your success
and happiness.
You are fortunate to be graduating at this time, far more so than I was, when I
received my bachelor's degree just thirty years ago. Never before has the world had
such need of trained intelligence, of broad understanding and specialized compe
tence, of dedication to the ideal of free minds in a free society. We hope that your
education at URI has helped you lay the foundation of these qualities, and that you
will build upon that foundation a life of service to your community, to your coun
try, and to your fellowmen everywhere. In such services bes life's richest satisfac
tions; and in our precarious world, in such service may indeed rest man's survival.
My best wishes go with you. No matter where you go or what you do, the Kings
ton campus is your educational home. We hope we can welcome you back to it often.
Francis H. Horn
President
December 17, 1959
"Now understand me wellit is provided in the essence of things that from any
fruition of success, no matter what, shall come something to make a greater strug
gle necessary."
JValt M'^hitman
This admonition, couched in different phrases, has been given to us time and time
time again by poets, by philosophers, by statesmen, by historians. Old though it may
be in concept, it continues to bring a challenge not to be ignored in our day.
You graduates of the University of Rhode Island bask in the brilliant and glori
ous light of success. You have struggled to achievement and in the struggle you have
grown in stature, both intellectually and spiritually, and have arrived at Com
mencement Day fully aware that this is the commencement and onlv that of a
life of fulfillment.
I call your attention to the struggle ahead with no intention of casting a shadow.
Rather, I send my message to you with somewhat of a feeling of envy, for even the
obstacles in your path will present a challenge that is thrilling, and overcoming
them will make possible a future of greatness unlimited.
If I were given some magical power to bestow upon you a gift that more than any
other would help you face the challenge of tomorrow, I think I would ask for you
the gift of curiosity. The world in which we live is not for the complacent. Progress
is not born of satisfaction. Answers find no fertile soil in the unquestioning mind.
Graduates of i960, meet the challenge that is before you. Meet it with awareness,
meet it with courage, meet it with curiosity, and may God be with you all along the
road.
Christopher DelSesto
Governor
Miss Olga Brucher
Dean, College of Home Econo??iics
Dr. George Ballentine
Dean, College of Business Administ?'ation DE
Dr. Harold Browning
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Miss Evelyn Morris
Dean of IVomen
Dr. William Wiley
Dean, College of Agriculture
ANS
Dr. John Quinn
Dean of Men
Dr. Herber Youngken, jr.
Dean, College of Pharmacy
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ELSON W. ALDRICH MOOR.\D ALEXAMAX
Auitnal H:isbandiy
Sigma Pi
Brycr Ave.
Physics
Phi Sigmii Kappa
103 AltheaSt.
Jamcsiown, R. I. Providence. R. 1.
DANTE ALMONTE
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
14 Newark St.
Providence, R. I.
ANTHONY D. ALOLSIO
Electrical Engineering
Kappa Sigma Kappa
553 Branch Ave.
Providence, R. I.
ORIS M. ANDREWS
Accounting
Commuter
SAMUEL D. ANTHONY
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
HENRY N. ARNOLD JR
Insurance
Cominuter
Nooseneck Hill Rd.
W. Greenwich, R. 1.
165 Park Holm
Newport, R. 1.
8 Barnes St.
Providence, R. L
.STEPHEN ARONSON
Political Science
Commuter
25 Sheffield Ave.
Pawtucket, R. J.
JOSEPH F. ARRUDA.
Civil Engineering
Phi Gamma Delta
1 0 Benson .\ve.
East Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH J.
Malhen
AUDET
Jcnks 11
Esmon.l
11 R.l.
R. 1.
SALVATORE J. .\UC;ERi
Physical Erilicniiini
Sigma .Mplia Epsilon
Old Post Rd.
Westerly, R. I.
GAIL F. AUSTIN RAYMOND J. AZAR CHARl.F.S S. I',,\I1.EY
Political Science Civil Engineering Polilual S, inirr
Delta Zeta Commuter Sigma Alpha Fpsilon
303 South St. 228 Washington St. Nanaguakct Rd. 19
Plainville, Mass. Central Falls, R. I. Ti\enon, R. 1.
ROY A. BAILEY
Industrial Management
Sigma Chi
1 0 Knowles St.
Bratllord, R. I.
LV.WE B. BAKER
Home Economics
Commuter
17 Almy St.
Lincoln, R. 1.
JOHN L. BALSHAW
Cwil Engineering
Comnuuer
25 Chinch St.
Peace Dale, R. 1.
PAMELA R. BARTON
French
Alpha Chi Omega
5 Mellon Rd.
W. Barrington, R. I.
September 9th a day which we will long remember 689 strong we began our four
year career on the L'niversity of Rhode Island campus Freshman Week "You're
in Group C, What's a sorority forum. How do you fill out these registration forms?"
these were commonly heard questions during our initiation into life on the campus.
After all this came cl.isses and with the advent of classes we added a new word
to our vocabulary cut.
Thirty-two new faculty members were appointed
for knowledge.
I'Veshmen Traditions were no longer in effect and
dreaded Vigilante Court.
Then came our first football game as we marched
der to aid us in our search
^e did not have to face the
Meade Field complete with
ever-present beanies; Rhody emerged the victor, be :ing the Northeastern
the U Mass RedmenHuskies 13-12. Our only other vie
We managed to hold Brown until the last period then the bottom fel
ANTHONY D. BASILICO
Industrial Management
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
195 .Modena Ave.
Providence, R. I.
SANDRA E. BOUMENOT
Nursing
Sigma Kappa
55 Bellevue Ave.
Westerly, R. I.
MALCOLM BEATON
Mathematics
Theta Chi
27 Hoxic Ct.
W. Warwick, R. I.
u r
Hitchcock Presents
KENNETH A. BEAUREGARD
Marketing and Advertising
Ihcta Chi
31 Jane St.
Pawtucket, R. 1.
Rhody spirit never dampened.
S.ANFORD E. BECK
Economics
Alpha Ep.^ilon Pi
5565 Kings H'way.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
RICI4ARU A. BENNETT LESLIE M. BENT
Gent ral Teacher Education English
Commuter Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
Leader St. 31 McKinnon Ave.
Coventry, R. I. Milton, Mass.
MARIE L. BERCiANTlNl ARMANI) J. BERGERON MARY ELIZABETH BESI
English Engineering Mathematics Histoiy
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall Commuter Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
187 Camp St. 71 Lupine St. 1 1 Park St.
Providence, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I. Newport. R. I.
CHARI.OITE M. BINGHAM
Home Economics
Sigma Delta Tau
1 75 Riverside Dr.
Riverside, R. I.
LOUIS BlSC:i
Mechanical Engineering
Commuter
26 Brighton Si.
Providence. R. I,
JOAN ELLEN BLACKWOOD
Sociology
Chi Omega
503 Pontiac Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
ALFRED V. BOARO
General Agriculture
Commuter
R.F.D. 2
Andover, Conn.
RICHARD P. BOCK BARBARA A. BOG VCKI BRENDA J. BOLEYN
Industrial Engineering Home Economic Biology
Theta Chi Alpha Delta Pi Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
44 Woodruff Ave. 30 Manning Dr 2 Essex St.
V\'akeneld, R. I. Riverside, R. I. Lexington, Mass.
JOHN C. BOLGER
industrial Engineering
Tau Kappa Epsilon
1 17 High St.
Wakelieid, R. 1.
UCIIARD E. BOOTH
Insurance
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
137 Sinclair Ave.
Providence. R. I.
I'-ML J. BOUCHER
Che in icat Engineering
Sigma Nu
45 Burnett St.
[ohnston, R. 1.
THOMAS O. BOULEY
Business Education
Commuter
21 Campbell St.
West Warwick, R. I.
BARBARA A. BOURBON
English
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
57 Sumpter St.
Providence, R. 1.
MARILYN J. BR.ADLEY
Home Economics
Beta Epsilon
199WoodhavenRd.
Pawtucket, R. I.
PETER G. BRADLEY
Speech and Dramatic Arts
Theta Chi
50 Welfare Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
THOMAS F. BRADY
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
878 Newport Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
MARY LOU BR.ASIIEARS
Home Economics
Sigma Kappa
71 Brook St.
Garden City, N. Y.
RU.SSELL S. RR:\\
EngineeringMathematics
Commuter
Mulljcrry Rd.
Bristol, R. I.
EDVYARD J. BRAZIL
General Agriculture
Commuter
North Road
Jamestown, R. 1.
New treat at the Student Union "Ramburger" introduced. However, you had
to be quick and eat it before "Sadler" arrived.
Bond issue of $5,000,000 very much in the news Referendum rallies "Re
member November" We were all urged to help persuade the citizens of the state
to vote "yes."
We elected Skip Finizio prexy of the class Carol Cole, veep Nancys Gordon as
secretary Charlie Randall, social chairman and Kenneth Perlow, treasurer.
Our first Aggie Bawl and we were very proud as Pat Martineau, a member of our
class was crowned queen of this dance.
Sorority bids came out on October 20th and we were very happy and excited to
march around campus with our brand new sorority blazers and pledge pins prom
inently displayed.
IFC was the sponsor of the first Bachelor's Ball Pete Kohisatt became Rhody's
first "Most Eligible Bachelor."
Many sighs of relief as our Referendum was approved.
Mayoralty Campaign was staged, but quickly shot down as it was pretty uncon
trolled. Golden Budda, Alley kahn, Humphrey, Elegante (a lady mayor? ? ?),
Mighty Moe Young This campaign proved to be the END for the Mayor of
Kingston.
GERALD M. BRENNER
General Teacher Education
Alpha Epsilon Pi
718 Harris Ave.
Woonsocket, R. I.
IRA S. BROADMAN
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
234 Pavilion Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
RONALD L. BROCHU
Chemical Engineering
Phi Kappa Theta
Green Kenyon Dr.
Narragansett, R. I.
Someone said beach party
RONALD G. BRODEUR
Civil Engineering
(Commuter
1 15 Archambault .Ave.
W. Wanvick. R. I.
CYNTHIA A. BR(.)\\ N
General Teacher Education
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
20 Manister St.
Pawtucket, R. 1.
- and in the shower,
DONALD M. BROWN
Physical Education
Theta Chi
Succotash Rd.
E. Matunuck, R. I.
NINA ANN BROWN
Chemistiy
Alpha Chi Omega
Swifts Beach Rd.
AVareham, Mass.
ROBERT B. BROWN BE\ERLV L. BROWNING C.Aa IIERINK W. BRUCE
Political Science Political Science Polilual Science
Commuter Delta Zeta Eleanor R.>srvcll 1 l:dl
Angel 1 Rd. 60 Anawan Rd. 45 t. .Main Si.
Narragansett, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I. Avon, Conn.
HOW.\RD ). lUJCKLIN SALLY F. BURKE
General Teacher Education English
Sigma Chi Sigma Kappa
79 Wallace St. 66 Narragansett St.
Providence. R. I. Edgewood, R. I.
Heathciiffc's the r
JOHN R. BURTON HENRY G. CANICiLIA
Business education Botany
Commuter Phi Gamma Delta
Chopmist Hill Rd. Shepburn St.
Chepachct. R. I. W. \\'arwick, R. I.
JOAN M. C.ANN.WO |OHN H. CAPALBO ALBERT M. CAPU'IO
Biology Insurance Mathematics
Alpha Delta Pi Sigma .Alpha Epsilon Commuter
Cooper Rd. 35 Church St. 557 Laurel Hill .Ave.
Harmony, R. 1. Bradford. R. I. Cranston, R. I.
JOHN R. CARDOSA
Civil Engineering
Sigma Chi
I2(il Broad Si.
Central Falls, R. 1.
ALBERT E. CARLO'FTI
Biology
Sigma Nu
1 1 1 Valentine Circle
Warwick, R. I.
ROBERT S. CARLSON
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Chi
74 Memorial Rd.
Pro^idence, R. I.
ROBERF J. C.\RNF\ALE
Marketing and Advertising
Beta Psi Alpha
719 River Ave.
Providence, R. I.
RICHARD B. CARPENTER
General Business
Phi Gamma Delta
37 Harding Ave.
Cranston. R. I.
THEODORE B. CARTER
Elistory
Phi Gamma Delta
22 Everett St.
Newport, R. 1.
EAN P. CARTIER
III A ultur
Commuter
Post Rd.
Penyville, R. I.
JOSEPH L. C.VSINELLI
Pharmacy
Kappa Sigma Kappa
84 Robin St.
Providence, R. I.
KATHLEEN C;. CASS
English
-Alpha Chi Omega
173 Camp St.
Providence, R. I.
FEL1C:1A CASTIGLIONI
Nursing
Sigma Kappa
37 Elm Dr.
Cranston, R. I.
W'.ALTER R. C.AS'^\'ELL
Chemical Engineering
Theta Chi
39 Hazard Ave.
Wakefield, R. I.
Homecoming Day Delta Zeta won float and display awards Phi Mu had best
fraternity float and Sigma Chi took first place in the lawn display V Conn routs
Rams 51-6 before a capacity crowd.
Fraternity Sing Phi Mu and Theta Chi tied for honors.
We began to read the newspapers Suez, Hungary, Russia the ROTC majors
shuddered Drill was held on the sandy shores of South County.
Water fight on Lower College Road the Gaza Strip was crossed. Time for pre-
registration so soon?
Time rolled around for a much needed rest Christmas vacation was upon us
Then, too soon, back for finals our numbers had already begun to dwindle.
Beacon Staff changed Greek World replaced Pipeline.
Sorority elections held, but we were still lowly pledges.
A Nite to Forget officially opened second semester.
CARMINE J. CATALANO
Pharmacy
30 Hunncucll Ave.
Providence, R. I.
[AMES O. CAVANAUGH
Industrial Management
Phi Mu Delta
39 Palmer St.
Pawcatuck, Conn.
JAMES R. CHAMPLIN
Industrial Management
Commuter
121 Main St.
N. Kingstown, R. I.
|OHN V. CHIMENTO KENNETH \V. CHIRNSIDE
General Business Economics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
112 Tower St. "48lerrace Ave.
Westerly, R. I. Pawiuiket. R. I.
This is my hcttcr sidi
ELDON M. CHORNEY ELEANOR M. CL.VRK
Political Science Food ::'Xulrilion
Tau Epsilon Phi Beta Epsilon
60 Winihrop ,Ave. llSAddingtonRd.
Providence 8, R. 1. Brookline, Ma.ss.
SHEIL.A J. CLARKE
Child Development
Commuter
784 Washington St.
West Warwick, R. I.
VLFRFI) 1.. COA ITS
Chemical Engineering
Phi KappaVheia
"
9601/2 Main Si.
Wakefield, R.l.
WTHON"!' E. COCCOLl
Mechanical Engineering
Commuler
62.A Bergen St.
Providence, R. 1.
JOEL A. COHEN
General Teacher Education
72 Carr St.
Pi-ovideiuc 5, R. I.
CAROL A. COLE
Home Economics
Sigma Kappa
1 80 CJrove Ave.
East Pro\idencc, R. I.
JOEL M. COHEN
leral Teacher Educntio
Alpha Epsilon Pi
85 Parkview Blvd.
Cranston, R. I.
T 11 1 M K
SONDRA M. COLE
Mathematics
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
62 James St.
Wcsiwood. N. J.
STUART CO.MAN, JR. LUKE R. CONBOY LESLIE B. CONKLIN
Mechanical Engineering IndustrialManagement Industrial Management
Sigma Chi Phi Kappa 'I'heta Sigma Chi
Indian Lake Shores 111 Massachusetts Ave. 48 Clierry Place
A\'akefield, R. I. Providence, R. I. Hillsdale, N. J.
ROBERT L. CONSIDINE
English
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
83 Betsy Williams Dr.
Cranston, R. I.
SIEPHANIE L. COOK
Psychology
Sigma Kappa
Carolina Rd.
Carolina, R. 1.
.MARILYN J. COOKE
English
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
327 Woodvale Ave.
Statcn Island, N. Y.
NEIL L. CORRY
Marketing and Adverlis
Phi Mu Delta
9 East Ave.
Lincoln, R. I.
DONALD J. CORVESE
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Nu
79 Sycamore St.
Providence, R. I.
KENNETH COSTA
Chemical Engineering
25 North Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
1109 Charles St.
N. Providence, R. I.
DANIEL F. C:oill.rKRS, JR.
Electrical Engineering
Comnnitcr
2138 Post Rd.
"Warwick, R. I.
I'.ALERIE A. COUN IWAY ORMLLE CO\', .IR- JOSEPH D. CRADDOCK
English Accounting Electrical Engineering
Commuter Commuter Commuter
4 South Rd. 47 Bailey St. 120EllerySt.
Kingston, R. I. Cranston, R. 1 Providence, R. I.
MARII,>N A. CREC;ELIUS
English
.\lphaXi Delta
I .\lfred Dr.
Barrington, R. I
JOHN P. CRETELLA
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
92 Hudson St.
Providence, R. I.
Fraternity rushing started and now the male members of our class had to make up
their minds.
Students donated towards Hungarian relief
Basketball season opened with the team led by Von Weyhe and Marozzi "the
Gold Dust Twins."
Da%^e Brubeck entertained at Edwards a fine turnout!
1957 Rhody Revue coordinated by Judv Smith and Bruce Langgreat show
"Dixie Jubilee," "Over the Rainbow," "Al American Girl," "The Nirhody Quartet."
Fraternity bids on a h'riday night cannons boomed no dates, as pledge parties
followed.
SACHEMS, SENATE, AND BEACON fought to revive Freshman Traditions.
MERC Week Donnelly's, Giros, Neptune at the expense of the co-ed's too!
Male members of the class thought that it should have lasted much longer.
Freak Day the last to take place on campu.s "Who ever dreamed up that
outfit?"
Senatore Pastore at an Ail Lhiiversity Convo.
ANTHONY P. CROCE
Electrical Engineering
Phi Gamma Delta
lOI Lawn St.
Providence, R. I.
STANLEY J. CROMPTON
Mathematics
Commuter
47 Giotto Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
JUDY .A. CRONIN KENNEIH R. CROWLEY
English Industrial Engineering
Delia Zeta Tau Kappa Epsilon
188 Mt. Vernon Blvd. 105 Chaplin Si.
Pawiuckct, R. I. Pawtucket, R. 1.
RAV.MONl) R. CUI.GIN. JR.
Industrial Engineering
'
Sigma ivu
8 Bradford Rd.
Cranston, R. I.
ROBFRl CU.M.MIXGS
English
9 Upper College Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
DONNA L. CUNNINGH.AM GEORGE E. CUSHMAC GEORGE CUSIER
Eood 6- Nutrition Chemistry Mechaniial Eiigniecnr
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall Sigma Nu Ki.pp^, Sigma Kappa
Diamond Hill Rd. 36 Lillian Ave. 196 Newlaiul ,\vr.
Cumberland, R. I. Providence, R. 1. Woonsocket. R. 1.
ROSEMARY DAGOSTINO
Bacteriology' cr Biology
Commuter
I02PawtuxetTer.
WestWarwick, R. L
KENNETH F. DALTON
Civil Engineering
Sigma Nu
58 Rebekan St.
Woonsocket, R. L
DUDLEY D. DAVENPORl JEAN P. DAVIGNON
Physical Education Pharmacy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Commuter
Lynch's Trailer Camj) 351 County St.
N. Kingston, R. L New Bedford, Mass.
CHARLES A. DAVIS SALLY B. DAVIS FREDERICK R. DeCESARIS
Accounting Home Economics General Business
Commuter Eleanor Roosevelt Hall Theta Chi
6 West Dr. 1390 Quincy Shore Blvd. 877 Hartford Ave.
Providence, R. I. Quincy, Mass. Providence, R. I.
-MICH.AEL S. DEEB HERBERT DEETHS, JR. MICHAEL D. DeGUZMAN
Political Science Physical Education Sociology
Commuter Theta Chi Theta Chi
125 Carolina Ave. 718 Route 23 110 Main St.
Providence, R. I. Wayne, N. J. N. Kingston, R. I.
MARIA A. DELGADO
General Teacher Education
Alpha Delta Pi
35 Stedman Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
RONALD D. DENELLE
General Business Administratio
Commuter
742 Armistice Blvd.
Pawtucket, R. I.
MARIO DePALO
Industrial Engineering
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
75 Rangeley Rd.
Cranston, R. I.
FRANCIS A. DeRISO
Median ica I Engin eering
Beta Psi Alpha
28 Canarid Dr.
Warren, R. I.
CL.AUDE DE.SJARDIN
Agriculture
Phi Sigma Kappa
Cornell Rd.
Adamsville, R. I.
RICHARD P. DcSTEFANO
Insurance
Tau Epsilon Phi
25 Markwood Dr.
Barrington, R. 1.
DEANNA M. DiBI.ASIO
Home Ee, Teacher Ed.
Sigma Kappa
582 Kingstown Rd.
Peace Dale, R. I.
GUIDO N. DiBlA.SIO
E.conoinics
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
41 O'Neil St.
Providence, R. I.
New Sachem requirements listed, then tapping.
EX DerbyJo Johnson's legs led Chi O to victory.
Nancy Gordon named queen of the Freshmen Dance the "
.A fortunate few of us attended the Jun ior Prom. Senic,r Week came and went
quicklvnot nlanv of us present.
As the year drew to a close we reali zed that we had mc,ved up one rung on the
ladder leading togiaduation.
.As sophomoi /e played the dual i-ole . )f guiding and then harassing the: Fresh-
men "Where" s thiIt Beanie?" Many welcome back parties as we renewed old ac-
quaintances and m<n-ed into our respective: housing units.
Freshmen Tiadit ions had been reinsl:ated1 and once again Beanies dotted the cam-
pus. SEN.ATE and SACHEMS preachled and attempted tc . help the Frosh sitruggle
through the firSt W(eek.
Fee increase; on term bill announci;d f<,r new bowling alley.s-we had already
voted it down twio
President Woodvvard announced hi;; retirement.
DONNA L. DIVENS WILLIAM S. DODCJE GAIL A. DOLLAR
Biology English Mathematics
Alpha Chi Omega Commuter Chi Omega
27 Coronet Dr. 5 Thorpe St. 68 .Main st.
Tonawanda, N. Y. Greenville, R. I. No. Kingston, R. I.
this be the Ott/'j Head!
iARBAR.V A. DONMl. FY
Zoolo^
Alpha Chi Omega
64 Prairie Ave.
Newport, R. I.
CHARLES J. DONOVAN
cneral Business Administration
Theta Chi
345 Beach Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
CA'FHERINE A. DOON.AN
Social Studies
Alpha Xi Delta
21 Plea.santSt.
Pascoag, R. 1.
ANTHONY G. DORI
Industrial Engineering
Commuter
76 Preston St.
Cranston, R. 1.
GEORGE S. DOUGLAS
Agriculture Economics
Theta Chi
769 Newport Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
JAMES R. DRAPER CHARLES H. DRE.SS
English
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tower Hill Rd.
Wakefield, R. I.
Till! Ei)5ilon Phi
131 4th St.
Providence, R. I.
CLIFFORD E. DUHA.MEL ELLEN A. DUNN
Agriculture Home Economics
Commuter Sigma Kappa
RED #1 15 Don Ave.
Bradford. R. I. Rumford, R. I.
LAWRENCE G. DUQUETTE RICHARD A. DUR.ST
Chemistry Chemistiy
Lambda Chi Alpha Butterfield Hall
161 Ottawa Ave. 9 Sylvan Ter.
Warwick, R. I. Newport, R. I.
ALAN M. EARNSHAW CHARLES H. ECKART RUSSELL E. EDBERG, JR.
38
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
146 Church St.
E. Greenwich, R. I.
Chemical Engineering
Commuter
1 320 Atwood Ave.
Johnston, R. I.
Civil Engineering
Sigma Pi
Faculty Apt. A-3
Kingston, R. I.
RAYMOND EICHENBALM
Chemistiy
Commuter
1224 Kingston Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
DAVID H. EPSTEIN
encral Teacher Educatio
Commuter
20 Holly St.
Providence, R. L
EDGAR ETHIER
Economics
Commuter
59 Summit Si.
W^oonsocket, R. L
:-;^T^"-^i^'
NEAL H. E\\ EN
English
Tavern Hall, Kingsto
Pound Hill Rd.
Woonsocket, R. I.
BETSY FARLANDER THOMAS H. FARRELL GERALD K. FARRINGTON
Nursing General Business Administration General Business Administration
Chi Omega Commuter Commuter
57 Morse Ave. 7 1 Philmont Ave. 74 Forest St.
Woonsocket, R. I. Cranston, R. I. Providence, R. I.
ROBERT J. EEDERICO
Ac ng
Sigma Alpha Epsilo
79 Granite St.
Westerly, R. I.
DONALD N. FEED
Insurance
Theta Chi
260 Washington Rd.
W. Barrington. R. I.
WARREN J. FERRITER
Accounting
Phi Mu DeUa
189 Auburn St.
Cranston, R. I.
NORMAN J. FINIZIO
Mathematics
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
9 Boy Scout Dr.
Westerly, R. I.
Ernie Calverly, former Ram star, returned to coach basketball team.
Raccoon coats became a familiar sight on the campus.
Rams started football season by edging Northeastern 12-7. Roger Pearson began
his climb to football fame. Maine next victim 25-7. Adams and Mairs Rhody stars.
Brandeis and U Mass next to fall. Bill Poland adds points to U.R.I, total.
Rhody met its Waterloo in Brown 21-0.
Our second Homecoming Day a wet one again. Kathy Doyle named first Home
coming Queen DZ, 'Fheta Chi, and SAE won the display awards. Grads returned
to attend parties and greet old friends.
U Conn weekend Rams attain a moral victory holding the Huskies to a 0-0 tie.
Last game for many of the seniors.
Roger Pearson and Bill Poland, two members of our class named to .All I'ankee
Conference Team.
Our turn to rush the Freshmen. Result 122 girls pledge sororities.
Kathy Mooney Aggie Bowl Queen.
IFC granted full disciplinary power by faculty committee trend continues for
student self-government.
BERNIE FINKEL
Marketing and Advertisi
.Alpha Epsilon Pi
1853 E. 23rd St.
Brooklyn 29, N. Y.
^ 4
RICHARD S. FISCHER
Geolo^
Commuter
136 Pocahontos Dr.
Warwick, R. I.
DAVID E. FISHLOCK
General Business Administratio
Lambda Chi Alpha
349 Warwick Neck Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
DENNIS W. FLO^VERS
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
387 Broadway
Pawtucket, R. 1.
WILLIAM J. FLYNN
Chemistiy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
55 Columbia Ave.
Rockville Center, N.Y.
LOIS L. FORD PETER G. FORTIN
Elome Economics Gr,mat Business Administration
Beta Epsilon Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
40 Olney St. 95 Don .Ave.
Providence, R. I. Rumford 16, R. I.
WILLIAM D. FORIUNE BARBAR.V NOR.MAN .VLBERT V. ERA! INI
Chemical Engineering FRACASSA Chemistry
Commuter HivneEcunoiiius Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
131 Sweet Fern Rd. Sigma Kappa 78 Arck St.
Warwick, R. I. Box 1120 Post Rd.
Wakefield, R. I.
I-Iamden, Conn.
NANCA' A. FREDETTE
Ptditical Science
Delta Zeta
19McGlynnSt.
W. Warwick, R. I.
EDWARD R. FRENCH
Agriculture and Agronmn)
Sigma Chi
106Lindley Ave.
N. Kingston, R. I.
GUSTAVE E. FRIEDRICKS JUDITH C. FRYAR
Mechanical Engineering English
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alpha Chi Omega
337 So. Main St. 284 Beaver Dam Rd.
Woonsocket, R. I. Scituate, Mass.
JOAN S. FRYE
leral Teacher Education
Commuter
97 Warrington St.
Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH M. FUGERE
Economics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
1235ManvilleRd.
Woonsocket, R. I.
EVERITT L. FULLERTON, JR.
General Business Administration
Commuter
Maple Root Trailer Pk.
Coventry, R. I.
%< w
ANTHONY R. FUN.\RO
Pharmacy
Kappa Sigma Kappa
82 Whitehall St.
Providence, R. I.
ARTHUR R. GA.M.VCHE
Mechanical Engineering
Commuter
12 South Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
PAUL B. GARDNER
Commuter
Wood River Junction, R. I.
MAUREEN B. GAUTHIER
iological Laboratory Technology
Student Apartments
15 County Road
Barrington, R. I.
|OHN R. GAVITT'
General Agriculture
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
47 School St.
Westerly, R. I.
MANUEL GERMANO
General Business Administrnt
Sigma Chi
25 Charles St.
Bristol, R. I.
GUY P. GIAMMASI
Marketing & Advertising
Phi Sigma Kappa
59 Plymouth Rd.
N. Providence, R. I.
HELEN A. GIBBS
Home Economics
.\lpha Chi Omega
25 Sylvia Lane
Plainview, N. Y.
DONNA GILBERT
Home Economics
Sigma Kappa
1207 Kingstown Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
MARVIN GINSBURG
Zoology
Commuter
131 Adelaide Ave.
Providence 7, R. 1.
JOSEPH J. GIORDANO
Insurance
Phi Mu Delta
10 Harrison Ave.
No, Easton, Mass.
ROBERT I. GLOVIER
Chemical Engineering
Phi Kappa Theta
39 Kersey Rd.
Peace Dale, R. I.
First Greek Week at L'RI Fraternity Sing Theta Chi taking the honors.
Herb Pomeroy presents Jazz ConcertFred Katzenstein--"Most Kligible Bach
elor." Pan Hel and IFC fostered relations.
W^SGA Career Day something new at U.R.I.
New officers elected Skip Finizio and Nancy Gordon re-elected as president and
secretary Patti Rainone, V. P. Warren Ferriter, treasurer and Guido Di Biasio
as social chairman.
Asiatic Flu created havoc on the campus ^house after house hit just
semesters did same. Infirmary could offer "Standing room only."
Sputnik became the leading topic of conversation.
Time for pre-registration again!
Happy Hour and Friday afternoon club established at B.V.
Home again for Christmas time for many pinnings and engagements.
Bowling alleys installed in Union a good excuse for spending more tin
"lower regions."
Faculty evaluation forms released our turn to be the judges.
Social season opened after everyone had recovered from exam-itis.
mid-
the
ALBERT GOLDM.AN
EngineeringMatlicmatics
Phi Kappa Theta
94 Taylor St.
Providence, R. 1.
HARVEY GOLDMAN
General Teacher Educatioi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
53Talt Avenue
Providence, R. L
Looking into the futui
LEO A. GONYA
ral Business Administratii
Sigma Pi
(i5 Dedham Rd.
Warwick, R. I.
FREDERICK N. GOODRICH
Electrical Engineering
Bressler
285 Reservoir Ave.
Lincoln, R. I.
Encouragement from the Prex
WARREN A. G00LC;AS1AN BARRY GORMAN
Pharmacy Accounting
Kappa Psi Phi Kappa Theta
75 ,Moore St. 217DeerfieldRd.
Providence, R. I. Cranston, R. I.
IRVING GORMAN WILLIAM GRANDE, JR. HOWARD J. C;REENE
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
34 Abrams St.^
Providence, R. I.
Economics
Commuter
422 Broadway
Providence, R. I.
Biology
Alpha Epsilon Pi
85 Princeton Ave.
Hewlett, N. Y.
ANDREW J. GRIMES
Industrial Management
Phi Kappa Theta
1 1 1/2 Perkins Ave.
Narragansett, R. I.
JOSEPH GUGLIELMELLO, JR.
Accounting
Commuter
73 Summer St.
Westerly, R. I.
You gotta be cool, man .
RICHARD GUINDON
General Teacher Education
Lambda Chi Alpha
93 Occupasstuket Rd.
Warwick, R. I.
RUSSELL F. HACKETT
IndustrialManagement
Phi Mu Delta
102 Columbia St.
Wakefield, R. I.
JOHN HALLAL
Electrical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
17 Lilac St.
Pawtucket, R. I.
CYNTHIA BATEMAN
HAMMETT
Home Economics
.Alpha Chi Omega
1 1 Cummings Road
Newport, R. I.
ROY C. HAMPSON
Civil Engineering
Commuter
65 Hopkins Hill Rd.
Coventry, R. I.
DON.ALD HARDCASTLE
IndustrialManagement
Phi Mu Delta
Glen Rock Rd.
West Kingston, R. I.
EDWARD F. HARRINGTON
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
14 Fifth St.
East Providence, R. I.
THOMAS G. HARRINGTON
Business Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
121 Maple Ave.
Riverside, R. I.
ROBERT W. HARRIS
Mechanical Engineering
Commuter
ISWhitfordSt.
Wakefield, R. I.
ELIZABETH A. HARSON
Nursing
Commuter
570 Broad St.
Providence, R. I.
ANASTASIA HASEOTES
History
Alpha Chi Omega
Fairhavcn Rd.
Cumberland, R. 1.
ROBERT W. HATCH
Engineering Mathematics
Phi Gamma Delta
578 East Main Rd.
Middletown, R. I.
CAROL J. H.ATH.AWAY
English
Hutchinson Hall
98 OverhiU Rd.
E. Greenwich, R. 1.
BARBARA E. HAZARD
Nursing
Sigma Kappa
17 Johnson Place
Wakefield, R. I.
WILLIAM D. HEAGNEY
Marketing and Advertising
Sigma Clii
733 West Shore Rd.
Warwick, R. I.
MARION C. HEBDEN
General Teacher Education
Alpha Chi Omega
I2BlackstoneSt.
Lonsdale, R. I.
Sixth annual nite to fo
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search by facul-
viU he be like?"
affair that many^ of us
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members of the Freshman Class
ROBERT G. HENDERSON
Mechanical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
12 Lane G.
Warwick, R. I.
DANIEL J. HERMAN
Philosophy
Commuter
202 Power St.
Providence, R. I.
DONALD E. HILL
Mechanical Engineering
Kappa Sigma Kappa
67 Legion Way
Cranston, R. I.
How are you fixed for blades
JA.MES F. HILL ROGER L. lill.L
General Business AdminisI ration Physical Education
I beta Chi Tail Kappa Epsihm
52 Quonset Axe. (i3 Federal Rd.
Warwick, R.l. Barrington, R. 1.
D.ALE O. HINCHI.IFFE MARCIA L. HITTNER
Median ica I Engineering Sociology
Commuter Commuter
Kenyon, R. 1. 20 Midler St.
Cranston, R. I.
.ALPH HOFFMAN ROBERT N. HOKKANEN ^VILl.I.X.M R. HOLLAND
History Electrical Engineering Geiical Teacher Education
Commuter Commuter Phi Mu Delta
1 1 1 Woodbine St. 794 Kingstown Rtl. 917 Kingstown Rd.
Cranston, R. 1. Peace Dale, R. I. Peace Dale, R. 1.
VR311UR F. IIOLMAN M.ARILYN P. HORMAN
Animal Husbandly Political Science
Commuter Student Apartments
lOSBoyceAve. Sneach Pond Rd.
Pawtucket, R. 1. Cumberland, R. I.
INA G. HORVITZ
Political Science
Eleanor Roosevelt Hal
15 Basswood Ave.
Providence, R. I.
MARILYN HURLEY
English
Beta Epsilon
77 Dexterdale Rd.
Providence, R. I.
Sandwiches, grinder^, pit-i^ and milk.
ALAYNE L. HURWITZ
English
Hutchinson Hall
41 Maplewood Ave.
Newton Center, Mass.
OROTHY J. HYDE ANTHONY E. INF.ANTOLINO
English IndustrialManagement
Delta Zeta Sigma Nu
189 Eastwood Ave. no First Ave.
Providence, R. I. Cranston, R. I.
CAROL C. JACOBSON
Biological I.aboratoiy Technology
Chi Omega
1191 Main Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
DICK W. JEW
Physics
Phi Kappa Theta
264 Massachusetts Ave.
Providence, R. 1.
DAVID ANTHONY JOHNSEN
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Nu
1 298 Kingstown Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
UNE FLEURY JOHNSEN
Business Education
Sigma Kappa
1 298 Kingstown Rd.
Kingstown, R. I.
BEVERLY J. JOHNSON
Home Economics
.Alpha Chi Omega
Tanner Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
NICHOLAS J. JOHNSON
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
160 Sherburne St.
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT JORDAN
English
Commuter
177 Northampton St.
Warwick, R. I.
LEONARD M. KAHN
Marketing
-Alpha Epsilon Pi
67-70 Y'ellowstone Blvd.
Forest Hills, N. Y.
W1LLI.A.M |. KEATING
Cvil Engineering
Commuter
251 31 -42nd Ave.
Little Neck, N.J.
ROBERT W. KEIGHLEY
Mathematics
Phi Kappa Theta
15 Barber Circle
Rumford, R. I.
IAN ICE A. KASZUBA
Sigma Kappa
Ipswich, Mass.
ROBERT L. K.AUFMAN
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
80 Ontario St.
Providence, R. I.
Rameses VI, Rhody's new mascot, made his official debut at the URI-North-
eastern game Rameses not much help as URI is downed 26-6.
Sorority rushing got underway early with informal parties. Frosh entertained
amidst Chinese gongs, pizza, highland flings, and milkmaids.
New women's residence halls opened named Hutchinson and Peck "Just like
living in the Waldorf."
Our contribution to medicine 17 junior nurses capped in traditional ceremony.
You were suddenly "out of it" unless you could twirl a hula hoop. Athletic skill
was also measured by how many times you could catch a "Frisbee."
We saw history being made on October 15th, as Dr. Francis H. Horn was inau
gurated as the sixth president of U.R.L We also had the opportunity to see many
notables march in the academic procession.
Fines before and after holidays were suspended on a trial basis. The responsibility
for making this suspension a reality depended on the students.
THOMAS A. KENNEDY
Sociology
Sigma Chi
155 Hamilton St.
E. Providence, R. I.
FREDERICK KENYON, JR.
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Mu Delta
44 Babcock Rd.
Westerly, R. 1.
^S9^
.Cm^ >
RICHARD H. KENYON JA.MES H. KI.MNER
General Business Administration Industrial Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha Phi Kappa Theta
12Eldredge.Ave. 1 Albion Rd.
E. Greenwich, R. I. Lincoln, R. 1.
ARTHUR J. KLONSKY
Horticulture
Tau Epsilon Phi
1221 LeflertsRd.
Hewlett, L. I., N. Y.
CHARLES W. KING
Mechanical Engin
Phi Gamma Delta
52 Oregon Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
"S
WILLIAM S. KINGSON
General Business Administratii
Commuter
1050 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.
HELENA R. KOECHLING
Home Economics
Alpha Chi Omega
55 Primrose Ave.
Floral Park, N. Y.
.SARKIS G. KOJIAN
Physical Education
Theta Chi
278 Plain St.
Providence, R. I.
.I.VRLAAI R. KRIEGER THADDEUS J. KROLICKI
Sociology Political Science
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall Commuter
170 Ninth St. 14 Longley Ct.
Providence, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I.
^^I^^P^^^
FRANK KUBA
IndustrialManagement
Commuter
106 Columbia St.
Wakefield, R. I.
THEODORE S. KULLBERG
Accounting
Butterfield Hall
30 Beach Rd.
Bristol. R. I.
PAULA KUTNESKI ROBERT J. LACKEY ELIZABEl II ,M. LAHOUD
cneral Teacher Education IndustrialManagement English
Sigma Kappa Sigma Chi Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
77 Victory St. 52 Fruithill Ave. Eustis .Ave.
Cranston, R. I. Providence, R. 1. Newport, R. I.
VELMA E. L.ANDOR
Mathematics
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
GEORGE E. LATOUR
English
Phi Mu Delta
JOHN A. I.AWSON, JR
Agricultural Business
Butterlield Hall
10 MacArthur Dr.
Stratford, Conn.
1354 Broad St.
Providence, R. I.
120\Vilson.Ave.
Runilortl, R. I.
CARL H. L.AYER
Chemistry
Commuter
100 Garden City Dr.
Cranston, R. I.
tfMi^
WILLIAM A. LAZAREK HOMER C. LEIGHTON ROBERT L. LEVIN
Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering
Phi Mu Delta Adams Hall Commuter
Hinckley Hill Rd. 104 Highland Ave. 35 Pidgc Ave.
Pawcatuck, Conn. West Warwick, R. I. Pawtucket. R. I.
IC:h.\rd a. LEUROPA
II idllsl rial M.Clila'j,emenl
Bi la Psi AlplK,
47 Ranki n .\\e.
Pn ividence, R. i.
M.
STANLEY B. LEVY
hanical Engineering
ButterfieldHall
288 Swan St.
Providence, R. I.
EVERETT M. LEWIS, JR.
Biology
Theta Chi
1 5 Warner Ave.
Wakefield, R. I.
HARRY A. LEWIS, JR.
Marketing Advertising
Commuter
32 Main St.
Wickford. R. I.
MAX J. LOUDENSLAGER
'jeneral Business Administration
Phi Mu Delta
22 Frank St.
Newport, R. I.
e, defeating the L'niversity of New
I and Ray Charron were outstanding
the Rams downed Brandeis 52-22.
wl.
ved as secretary, Gail .Austin, V. P.,
sio was re-elected as social chairman.
The football team won their first football gar
Hampshire 20-I.i. Don Brown, Roger Pearson
in this victory. The record was evened 2-2 as
Kathy Doyle reigned as Queen of .Aggie Ba
Finizio again heads class. .Ann Haseotes ser
Charles Donovan, treasurer and Guido Di Bia
Rhody tied for second place in the Yankee Conference race after 24-8 victory
over Massachusetts.
Twenty-eight students elected to 'AVho's Who"- six juniors were among those
selected.
WRIF covers National Elections. Returns broadcast direct to lounge of Student
Union Ike again emerges victorious with Del Sesto moving into the governor's
spot.
"Dirty Work at the Crossroads" well received by campus audience.
Homecoming and again the rains came down Jane -Ann Mairs crowned queen
Alpha Chi, (Sleigh the Huskies) and Phi Gam (Husky on a Hot Tin Roof) win
with their float and lawn display Rhody unable to overcome U Conn lose game
36-8.
JERRY E. LUBUSKY
Insurance
Tau Epsilon Phi
23 Exeter St.
Providence, R. I.
ELAINE B. LUNDGREN
General Teacher Education
Commuter
222 Tiffany Ave.
Wanvick, R. I.
JOAN B. LYNCH
Nursing
Commuter
19 Pennsylvania Ave.
Providence, R. 1.
RICHARD K. LYONS
Chemistry
Sigma Nu
73 Cypress St.
Providence, R. I.
. and their honor guard.
CiLENN A. MacC:ORKLE
Insurance
Sigma Pi
18 Conway Dr.
W. Barrington, R. I.
BARBARA S. MaclNTOSH
English
Alpha Chi Omega
232 Medway St.
Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH J. MACHADO
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Chi
36 Cottage St.
Bristol, R. I.
EDWARD R. MACKIE
neral Business Administration
Sigma Alpha E])silon
22 Whelan Rd.
Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH A. MAGLIOCCO
Physical Education
Theta Chi
24 Fortin Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
H.AROLD A. .VIAGNUSSON
Insurance
Sigma Pi
244 Helena Ave.
Yonkers, N. Y.
ROBERT E. .MAHLER
Biology
Theta Chi
221 William St.
Scotch Plains, N. J.
I" .
ARTHUR L. MALENFANT
Chemistry
Commuter
16 Austin St.
Wakefield, R. I.
'SriLLLAM M.ALKIN
Civil Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
19-29 Hollis Ct.
Flushing, N. Y.
PHILIP S. MANCINI, JR.
Civil Engineering
Commuter
2 Millard Ave.
N. Providence, R. I.
ROBERT AV. MANCINI
Civil Engineering
Phi Mu Delta
746 Park Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
ROBERT C. MARBLE
Accounting
Phi Mu Delta
140 Spencer Ave.
Wanvick, R. 1.
JUDIFH M. MARCUS
Histoiy
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
3111 AureliaCt.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
JOHN A. MAREK
Industrial Engineer
Butterfield Hall
141 Fuller St.
Lutllow, Mass.
",?
ROBERT E. MARONEY
IndustrialManagement
Sigma Nu
14 Earl St.
Providence, R. I.
ANGELO A. MARSOCGI
Electrical Engirreering
Commuter
1 7 Adelaide Ave.
Natick, R. I.
PATRICIA MARTINEAU
Nursing
Delta Zeta
793 Namquid Dr.
Warwick, R. I.
ALAN N. MASON
Agriculture
Butterfield Hall
Old Diamond Hill R.
Cumberland, R. I.
-MARGERY E. MATIIEWSON
English
Alpha Delta Pi
23 S. Atlantic Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
(..\iL . MA MERSON
Mathematics
.\lphu Delia Pi
27 Knickerbocker Rd.
Scotia, N. Y.
JULIA E. .M.ATTFIEWS
General Teacher Education
Eleanor Roosexelt Hall
58 John St.
Westerly, R. I.
the wheel of fortune at the Union's
Christmas vacation -mail lost "Guess who my mailn
Finals ugh!
President Horn donned dark glasses
Nite to Forget.
Beacon staff elections Barbara Bogacki became new editor Guido Di Biasio
named Managing Editor. Typists began to be recruited for Sunday afternoons.
Sorority elections our turn to preside over Wednesday night sessions. "Don't
bang that gavel too hard!"
Basketball Tom Harrington made record-shattering fiftv point performance.
Sore fingers from signing so many autographs.
Sinatra topped the Jazz Polls of 1959.
Beta Epsilon organized as local sorority.
Fraternity elections and 17 new prexies all with revolutionary ideas take over.
Dean Mason Campbell retired as head of College of .Agriculture.
MURRAY MAYER
Marketing If Advertising
Tau Epsilon Phi
54 Conklin Ave.
^Voodmere, N. Y.
JOSEPH V. McCABE, JR.
Industrial Engineering
Phi Gamma Delta
82 IVinter St.
Woonsocket, R. I.
JANE E. McCALL
Social Studies
Chi Omega
91 Richland RcL
Cranston, R. I.
Which way is left?
MARILYN McCANN ROBERT G. McCAULEY
Nursing Sociology
Commuter Phi Mu Delta
77 Main St. 84 Ormsby Ave.
Mapleville. R. I. Warwick, R. I.
"I wish they'd spend as much time study
BRENDA A. McCONAGHY
Nursing
Sigma Kappa
56 Lockwood St.
Providence, R. I.
JOAN V. McCOLLOUGH
Mathematics
Commuter
25 Friendly Rd.
E. Greenich, R. L
JAMES J. McCORMICK
Physical Education
Tau Kappa Epsilon
228 Saratoga St.
Providence, R. I.
JEAN C. McCORMICK
Home Economics
Sigma Kappa
15 Liberty St.
AVilton, Conn.
FRANCIS J. McELROY
Mecliaijical Ens,ineering
Sigma Nu
31 DuPont St.
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT J. McELROY PATRICIA M. McKEEVER
Histoiy Htrine Economics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Delta Zeta
53 Hemlock Ave. 35 Wesleyan Ave.
Cranston, R. I. Warwick, R. I.
JUDITH A. MEUNIER
Chemistry
Chi Omega
28 East Greenwich Ave.
W. Warwick, R. I.
JOHN A. MEROLLA
Physical Education
Beta Psi Alpha
21 .Alden St.
Providence. R. I.
ROSEMARY P. MICH.ALSKI EARL R. MIDDELa HON OLE H. MIDTTUN
Sociology Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering
Hutchinson Hall Tau Kappa Epsilon 798 Kingstown Rd.
329 Central St. Mill Rd. 451 Court St.
Central Falls, R. I. Manorville, N. Y. New Bedford, Mass.
iENRY S. iMILLETTE PAUL D. .MILLIN PETER J. MINIATI
Agricultural Chemistiy Chemical Engineering Accounting
Sigma Chi Sigma Pi Phi Mu Delta
121 Dexter St. 14 Elmdale Ave. 542 Walcott St.
Cumberland. R. I. Providence, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I.
JEAN C. MITCHELL
English
Sigma Kappa
17 River St.
Edgewood, R. I.
DOMENIC M. MITCHRONEY
Industrial Engineering
Commuter
43 Penn Ave.
Providence, R. I.
JUDITH M. MORGENTHAL
Home Economics
Alpha Xi Delta
43 Glendale Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
FRANK E. MOREY
Physical Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
18 Rhode Island Ave.
Narragansett, R. I.
WILFRED J. MORETTI
Chemistiy
Commuter
33 .Armstrong .Ave.
Providence, R. I.
EVLYNN A. MUDD
General Teacher Education
Commuter
14 Salisbury Rtl.
\V. Barrington, R. I.
JOSEPH P. MUNLEY
Zofjl(}gy
24 Rodman .St.. Nana.
ARNOLD AIOORHOUSE
Animal Husbandly
Phi Sigma Kappa
R.F.D. 3
^Vesterlv, R. I.
HAROLD S. .MOORE
Economics
Commuter
19 Walnut St.
Narragansett, R. I.
Governing groups elected officers our class began to take over as leaders of cam
pus life. Mac Beaton headed the Senate, Marty Salerno prexied IFC, Robert
Schachner led the Blue Key, Beth Rooney headed WSGA, Pan Hellenic cho.se Jean
Mitchell and WAA picked Judith Pitchersky.
Honor societies elected the scholars of our class.
Marilyn Sanborn chosen Co-ed Colonel.
Art Russo coordinated a very successful Rhody Review. Skits presented ranged
from "Mating Time in the Ozarks" to the "Can Can." This would be the last Rhody
Revue for two years.
Our Junior Prom at the Sheraton Biltn
elected queen of the dance.
MERC Weekloud groans heard from
the house too?"
Pete Miniati chosen to head i960 Grist John Capalbo, President of Scabbard
and BladeSarkis Kojiian, prexy of the Rhode Island Club and Bob Paiva, Station
Manager ofWRIU.
Neil Hefti played -Ann Haseotes
eds. "Do 1 have to pick you up at
WARREN E. .MONROE
Agriculture
Lambda Chi .Alpha
73 Deev St.
Rumford, R. I.
CHARLES H. MURPHY, JR.
Chemistiy
Phi Sigma Kappa
Mount Pleasant Rd.
Woonsocket, R. I.
MARC;UERITE L. .MURPH'i'
Home Economics
Commuter
29 Hawthorne St.
Providence, R. 1.
.MARTHA .M. .MURPHY
Business Education
Delta Zeta
10 Malbone Rd.
Newport, R. I.
MICHAEL C. MUSLER
Industrial Engineering
Tau Kappa Epsilon
215MiantonomoDr.
Warwick, R. I.
ELIZABETH A. MYETTE
English
Alpha Delta Pi
26 Callender Ave.
E. Proviilence, R. I.
JERRY M. NAGEL
Zoology
31 Upper College Rd.
1704-StateSt.
Watertown, N. J.
RONA J. NAMEROW
Home Economics
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
245 .Morris A\e.
Providence, R. I.
D. JEAN NARDONE
Business Education
Commuter
Shelter Harbour, R. 1.
SONJA NEVIN
German
LYNNETTA A. NEVINS
Home Economies
Alpha Chi Omega
987 Greenwich Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
Alpha Xi Delta
505 Mildred Place
Oradell, N. J.
fc^^30
CLIFFORD A. NICKERSON
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Nu
6 Apple Hill Dr.
Cranston, R. 1.
DONNA M. NOBLE
Music Education
Commuter
Standish Rd.
Jamestown, R. I.
RAYMOND J. NOLAN ROBERT F. NOVO JAMES A. O'BRIEN
Civil Engineering General Business Administration General Teacher Educati
Phi Mu Delta Commuter Commuter
33 Clark St. Middle Rd. 42 School St.
Pawtucket, R. I. East Greenwich, R. I. Peacedale, R. 1.
INE L. O'CONNELL ROBERT ORAZI JAMES T. OROURKE
Nursing Agricultural Agronomy Civil Engineering
Alpha Delta Pi Kappa Sigma Kappa Phi Kappa Theta
11 Canonchet .Ave. I34St. CecileAve. 306 1/2 Washington Ave.
Wanvick, R. I. Woonsocket. R. I. Providence, R. I.
AUSTIN J. O'TOOLE
English
Theta Chi
31 37 Riverside Ave.
Somerset, Mass.
ARTHUR J. PAGANO
Physical Education
Commuter
96 Warman Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
JOHN E. PALUMBO
General Teacher Educatio
Sigma Nu
76 Adams St.
No. Providence, R. I.
MARIAM H. PATTERSON
Home Economics
Commuter
86 Wells St.
Westerly, R. I.
ANTOINETTE C. PARISE
English
Delta Zeta
.'VnnSt.
'
Westerlv, R. 1.
EDWARD J. PASCUCCl
Accounting
Commuter
47 Auburn St.
Cranston, R. I.
ANTOINETTE J. PAUL
General Teacher Education
Eleanor Roosevelt
19 Dover St.
Cranst-on, R. 1.
FRANK A. PAZIENZA
GeneralAgriculture
Beta Psi Alpha
188 Farmington Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
ROGER L. PEARSON
English
Tau Kappa Epsilon
27 Eleventh Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
Open House followed by Sorority Sing Dianne Kaufman as Miss URI the
girls wore pastel-colored gowns that changed the quad into a river of flowers as they
followed the queen to her throne.
New Sachems tapped eleven outstanding juniors are rewarded for a great deal
of hard work Skip Finizio is elected moderator.
Senior Week arrived. This year we happily helped the Seniors celebrate their last
week as students of URL We couldn't help thinking that very soon we too would be
alumni.
At Long last we had reached the heights of accomplishment. We faced the Fresh-
stige
men from our exalted position and th
Many of us took advantage of our \
school-daze down the line.
Class elections and seniorities prevailed '
consecutive year we chose Skip Finizio to lea
Haseotes secretary . . . John Capalbo-
elected to the all important spot of social ch;
We had important things on our minds C;
concentrate . . . gotta get-outta-here in June
urselves, "How young they look."
SENIORS and enjoyed back-to-
were getting old For the fourth
IS . . . Gail Austin^veep . . . Ann
nd Guido Di Biasio was re-
EUGENE H. PECK
Physical Education
Tau Kappa Epsilon
406 Olney St.
Seekonk, Mass.
EDWARD M. PEASE, JR.
Engineering Mathematics
Commuter
40 Fortin Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
;il, a a.c-.~ a ,l.i[c LEONA ELAINE PECHA
Home Economics
Delta Zeta
9112-II3thSt.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
<FN ,A. PECKHAM
1 1mill- Economics
DdiaZeta
17 Walnut St.
Ft. Devans, Mass.
JANICE W. PENDLEBURY JUDFFH A. PENDLETON
Nursing Bacteriology
Beta Epsilon Commuter
33 Terrace Ave. Hazard Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I. Narragansett, R. I.
EARLE R. PERKINS KENNETH A. PERLOW .IE VNETTE M. PERRETTA
Physical Education English Home Economics
Theta Chi Tau Epsilon Phi Chi Omega
23 Colonial Ave. 91 Blaisdell Ave. 9 \Yine St.
Cranston, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I. East Greenwich, R. I.
CYNTHIA PETERSON
Home Economics
Chi Omega
117 Ten Rod Rd.
N. Kingstown, R. I.
ROBERT W. PETERSON
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
260 Vermont Ave.
Providence, R. I.
WALTER T. PET I \\ AY
Chemical Engineering
Tau Epsilon Phi
140 Dodge St.
Providence, R. I.
BARBARA A. PETRARCA
General Teacher Education
Alpha Xi Delta
496 Providence St.
West Warwick, R. I.
JOSEPH A. PICARD, JR.
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
6101 PostRd.
N. Kingstown, R. I.
ROBERT N. PIERCE
Mechanical Engineering
Commuter
RFD Circle Dr.
Coventry Center, R. I.
ROBERT J. PILKINGTON, JR.
English
Cominuter
78 Farnum Rd.
Warwick, R. I.
JUDITH S. PITCHERSKY
General Teacher Education
Sigma Delta Tau
222 Guildford Ct.
W. Hempsted, N. Y.
PAUL J. PIERPAOLI
Pharmacy
Kappa Sigma Kappa
583 Laurel Hill Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
JOAN K. PLAISTEK
Secretarial Studies
Alpha Delta Pi
179 Fifth Ave.
Woonsocket, R. I.
BEVERLY A. POLIKS
English
Student Apartments
520 Main St.
Gardner, Mass.
LEWIS S. POLLACK
Accounting
Tau Epsilon Phi
133VerndaleAve.
Providence, R. I.
WILLIAM F. POLAND
Physical Education
Tau Kappa Epsilon
69 City View Ave.
E. Providence, R. I.
ROBERT R. PREVOSa-
IndustrialManagement
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
7 Hillside Ave.
Tiverton, R. I.
MARCIA POTTER
Nursing
Commuter
Plainfield Pike
Green, R. I.
JOANNE M. RADICE
English
Eleanor Roosevelt
57 Bliss Rd.
Newport, R. I.
PAaRICIA A. RAINONE
General Teacher Education
Chi Omega
17 Russet \V'ay
Cranston, R. I.
RUSSELL R. RAMSDEN
Mechanical Engineering
Theta Chi
R.F.D. #5
Cranston, R. I.
We heard stories of great military maneuvers Irom our si
PIK became affiliated with KSK.
Co-Captains Bill Poland and I'rank Morey led Rhody to i
ner camp heroes.
1-6 upset over North
eastern. Next Maine was battled to a o-o tie. Our first defeat came at the hands of
UNH who walloped Rhode Island 45-0! Not much celebrating that night!
Spirits were raised again when the "Cinderella" Rams beat Brandeis 20-0 and
U iVlass ,30-6. Menezes, McCormick, Lombardi and Rollins contributed some out
standing ball playing.
Brown, however was too much. U.R.I, bowed 6-0 in the "Mud Bowl." This was by
far the wettest game of the season, and the Rhody rooters had a hard time deciding
theiijust who w
game.
Springfield beat us too, 21-
named Homecoming Queen
awards. Grads returned to atti
we too would be returning alu
Poland and Peck -
D on a wet Hoi
Alpha Xi and
nd the many re
the atstanding players of this
miiig Day. Kate Winfield was
Epsilon Phi won the display
is and get-togethers. Next year
CHARLES F. RANDALL
Political Science
Phi Mu Delta
95 Harvard Ave.
Warwick, R. I.
JEAN R. RAYACK
General Teacher Education
Commuter
57 Woodruff Ave.
Wakefield, R. I.
BEVERLY REUTER
General Teacher Education
Sigma Delta Tau
48 Brown St.
Narragansett. R. I.
AMERICO RICH.\RDS
Pharmacy
Commuter
302 Valley St.
Providence, R. I.
ELAINE S. RICHMAN
Teacher Education
Sigma Delta Tau
62 Ovcrhill Rd.
Pnn ideiKc, R. I.
Be careful don't lob the b;
JORD.AN L. RICH .MAN
Accounting
Tau Epsilon Phi
97 Emerson St.
Providence, R. I.
JOHN B. RIGBY
Electrical Engineering
Butterfield
42 Baldwin St.
Pawtucket, R. I.
EDWARD A. RIVEGLIA
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Chi
992 Manton Ave.
Providence, R. I.
CLINTON J. ROBERTSON, JR.
Physical Education
Sigma Chi
32 Deacon Ave.
^Varwick, R. I.
MARIE E. ROBERT,SON
Geolog),
Commuter
586 Kingstoivn Rd.
Peacedale, R. I.
DAVID HERBERT ROGERS
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
82 Namquid Dr.
Warwick, R. 1.
ARMAND A. ROMEO
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
Hawks Nest
Old Lyme, Conn.
ELSPETH W. ROONEY MICHAEL N. ROONEY
Mathematics Chemistry
Chi Omega Tau Kappa Epsilon
346 E. 25th St. 20-48 Gates Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Ridgcwood. N. Y.
ROBERT E. ROSENBL.ATT
Accounting
Tau Epsilon Phi
330 Grotto Ave.
Providence, R. I.
GENE A. ROSSI
Mechanical Engineering
Commuter
Middle Rd.
Narragansett, R. I.
PAULA H. ROSSIGNOLI
Home Economics
Delta Zeta
919 Hartford Ave.
Johnston, R. I.
EMIL E. ROY ARTHUR R. RUSSO JOYCE A. RUSSO
Chemistiy IndustrialManagement Home Economics
Commuter Beta Psi Alpha Chi Omega
75 Yucatan Dr. 1792 Cranston St. 258 Simmonsville Ave.
Hoxsie. R. I. Cranston, R. I. Johnston, R. I.
EDWARD M. SABELLA
IndustrialManagement
Commuter
858 Atwood Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
AUGUST J. SACCOCCIO
Civil Engineering
Commuter
126 Phenix Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
EDWARD M. SADDOW
Civil Engineering
Kappa Sigma Kappa
33 Benedict St.
Riverside, R. I.
MARTIN SALERNO
Pharmacy
Kappa Sigma Kappa
400 Griffin Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn.
DANIEL J. SAL.MON
General Teacher Educalio
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
56 Cenue St.
Somerset, Mass.
RICHARD M. S.ALTZMAN
Mechanical Engineering
.Alpha Epsilon Pi
3 Douglas Ave.
Providence, R. I.
CHARLES A. SAMOS
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
22 Whalen Rd.
Providence. R. I.
MARILYN R. SANBORN
Home Economics
Delta Zeta
Sunny Slope Farm
Hollis, N. H.
LORETTA E. SANTAGATA
Zoology
Alpha Chi Omega
368 Dyer Ave.
7^ Cranston, R. I.
.Apeda studios sittings and retakes. "Is this really what I look like?"
Frank Morey and Bill Poland named to .All Yankee Conference Team upon com
pletion of football season.
We suddenly became very world affairs conscious as Premier Kruschev made a
widely publicized visit to the United States We hoped very much that he would
take some of our .American culture back to Russia in order to further the cause of
world peace.
New student apartments now fully inhabited. Sorority girls lucky enough to move
in think, "This is the life!"
.Appointments with the placement office more forms to fill out Interviews
the third floor in Davis that meant success or failure with a company. "Will I ever
get a job?"
Boris Bell became URI's new Director of Student Activities succeeding Dr. Ches
ter Berry who had accepted a position at Stamford University.
Fraternities seek exemption from taxes.
JUDITH A. SAUNDERS
English
Delta Zeta
Post Road
Westerly, R. I.
WILFRID L. SAVARD
Geology
Sigma Chi
368 East School St.
AVoonsocket, R. I.
ROBERT A. SA^VVKR
Engineering Mathematics
Sigma Chi
19LamoureuxBIvd.
Woonsocket, R. I.
MARCEL P. SCARBEL
Chemical Engineering
Phi Kappa^Theia
11 Downing St.
Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH R. SCHACHNER ROBERT B. SCHMITT
Mechanical Engineering Sociology
Sigma Chi Sigma Pi
167 West Broad St. 34 Woodruff Ave.
Pawcatuck, R. I. Wakefield, R. I.
ROGER H. SCHONNING
Insurance
ELLEN R. SCHUTZ
Elome Economics
NANCY GORDON SEEGER
Home Economics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
57 Cross St.
Westerly, R. I.
Alpha Delta Pi
319 Highland .Ave.
Leonia, N. J.
Delta Zeta
1 Meadow Lark Trailer Pk.
Middletown, R. I. 77
RAYMOND A. SHAPPY
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
27 Whitmarsh St.
Providence, R. I.
STE\VART SHERMAN
Marketing and Advertising
Alpha Epsilon Pi
140 Shirley Blvd.
Cranston, R. I.
Photographers paradis<
f J>f ^^V
MYRNA C. SHORE
General Teacher Educatio
Commuter
59 Tenth St.
Providence, R. I.
MARVIN B. SILVERMAN
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
34 Taf t Ave.
Providence, R. 1.
\IETH D. SILVESTRI BLAIR NORTON SIMMONS BERND R. SIMONEIT
Biology General Teacher Education Chemistry
Tau Epsilon Phi Delta Zeta Phi Kappa Theta
71 Tell St. 380 Evergreen St. 4396 Post Rd.
Providence, R. I. Pawtucket, R. I. E. Greenwich, R. I.
ALAN H. SINCLAIR JUDITH SKOGLUND LEO E. SMITH
Physics General Teacher Education English
Butterfield Hall Chi Omega Commuter
176 Evergreen St. 56 Brandon Rd. 81 Central St.
Providence, R. I. Cranston, R. I. Pontiac, R. I.
RICHARD SMITH
Pharmacy
Kappa Psi
26 Edward St.
Newport, R. I.
JANE E. SNYDER CAROLE T. SOLOMON JOAN GOBEILLE SOPER
English General Teacher Education General Teacher Education
Commuter Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Kappa
21 Chestnut St. 1 60 Irving Ave. 9 Avice St.
Narragansett, R. I. Providence, R. I. Narragansett, R. I.
C. IRVING ST.AATS
Industrial Management
Sigma Pi
25 Kay Blvd.
Newport, R. I.
DORIS F. STEDMAN
General Teacher Educatio]
Commuter
90 Kenyon Ave.
Wakefield, R. I.
CAROL A. STEWART
General Teacher Education
Alpha Xi Delta
14 Mason Ave.
Cranston, R. I.
f k^
THOMAS C. STONES
Engineering Mathematics
Phi Gamma Delta
116 Samuel Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I.
Two new buildings opened Woodward Hall and new Administration Building.
We heartily approve of the new working conditions.
Rameses I, granite mascot donated by the Class of 1958 is dedicated in front of
Memorial Union. .AKPi volunteered for guard duty before the Bro
"Ring Around the Moon" opened University Theatre many nev
bows before the footlights.
Rena Pazienza named queen of annual Aggie Bawl.
Ground broken for $40,000 addition to Tau Epsilon Phi fraterni
sion and construction on campus.
'AVho's Who" 28 classmates chosen.
We found out who the "brains" of our class were with the am
twenty seniors had maintained honors for three consecutive years.
Sorority rushing ends last year for us to rush 139 pledges
system administered by Pan Hel.
Dean Browning retired as Dean of Arts and Sciences after 1
in game.
stars take their
. More expan-
uncement that
ish
nd faithful
ROBERT P. STRAUT
Insurance
Phi Mu Delta
4513 Bergenline Ave.
Union City, N. J.
NANCY L. STRAWDERMAN
Home Economics
40 Fortin Rd.
Box 237
Ashaway, R. I.
JAMES L. SULLIVAN
Accounting
Theta Chi
26 Newhall St.
Lynn, Mass.
CONRAD P. SUPSKi HAROLD W. SWANSON
Civil Engineering Electrical Engineering
Commuter Tau Kappa Epsilon
522 High St. 26 Brookwood Rd.
Cumberland, R. I. Cranston, R. I.
NCIS R. SWIFT, JR- DONLEY R. T/YFT
Civil Engineering Political Science
Commuter Commuter
1 1 Columbia St. 65 Woodruff A\e.
Wakefield, R. I. Wakefield. R. I.
CAROLYN S. aATT BARBARA L. TAYLOR FR.ANCES W. TAYLOR
English
Chi Omega
Mandarin, Florida
General Teacher Education
Alpha Delta Pi
116 Shirley Blvd.
Sociology
Commuter
8 Liifkin Ct.
Cranston, R. I. Warwick, R. I.
LAUR.A-ELISE TETRE.AULT
Alpha Chi Omega
8 Highland Ave.
Saytesville, R. I.
BERNARD J. TEUBERT
Chemical Engineering
Phi Kappa Theta
244 Lynch St.
Providence, R. I.
CAROLYN T. THOMPSON DONNA R. THOMPSON
Home Economics General Business Adminislrati
Alpha Xi Delta Chi Omega
22 Hatfield St. Seaview .Ave.
Pawtucket, R. I. Branford, Conn.
HOPE THORF.LL
General Teacher Edura[i<
Chi Omega
Cran n, R. I.
JAMES E. THURSTON
Pharmacy
Commuter
9 Baldwin Court
Providence, R. 1.
JOHN G. TIBBI'ITS
Electrical Engineering
Commuler
1786 Frenchtown Rd.
E. Greenwich, R. 1.
CLIFFORD RICHARD
TILLM.W
Political Science
The Manor
35 Aster St.
Warwick, R. I.
DANIEL A. TOa'O
Animal Husbandly
Commuter
Woodsia Rd.
Saunderstown, R. I.
JANICE ROBINSON TOURGEE
Sociology
Commuter
40 Fortin Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
RONALD A. TOURGEE
Mathematical Engineering
Commuter
40 Fortin Rd.
Kingston, R. I.
JOSEPH J. TRAVIS.ANO
Physics
Kappa Sigma Kappa
187 Princeton Ave.
Providence, R. I.
JOHN P. a ROMBINO, JR.
Accounting
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
RFD #1
Bradford, R. I.
DOROTHY C. TROPPOLI
E:uglish
Alpha Delta Pi
248 Trinity St.
Greenwood, R. I.
CLAUDE H. TROTTIER
Chemistry
Sigma Chi
520 Rathbun St.
Woonsocket, R. I.
JEAN F. TUCKER
Elementary Education
Commuter
Tower Hill Rd.
Kingstown, R. I.
ANGETTA F. TURANO
General Teacher Education
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
50 Franklin St.
Westerly, R. I.
HAROLD C. TYRRELL
IndustrialManagement
Commuter
30 Lexington Ave.
N. Kingstown, R, I.
LEE C. UMPHREY
Political Science
Phi Mu Delta
Peninsula Road
Matunuck, R. I.
Pre-registration for last time!
Christmas holidays and New Years Eve parties last ones for many of us to be
together.
Donnelly's boarded up for the winter Pier pretty deadno Reading Day to
spend in the Union.
Flunk second semester seniors? . . . r
same. Only one more set of finals to
Vacation between semesters is spen
Or, by the more fortunate among us ;
Spring social season opened in Febi
semester on campus. Parties, dances i
Soon members of the junior class v
stained experiences. These wei
"Good Luck."
Sigma's May Breakfast^those strawberries sure hit the spot!
3t a chance . . . but we'd better study just the
3a big sigh of relief is heard!
going on interviews and trips to companies.
trip to Florida was welcomed with joy.
jary and we buckled down to enjoy our last
nd socials- -all received our hearty approval.
2re taking over gavels, typewriters, and ink-
id to them we wished a heartfelt
^niii^Aa^ri^^
CHARLES UNG
Accounting
Butterfield Hall
266 Broad St.
Providence, R. I.
JOHN USHER
Political Science
Sigma Chi
Metacom Ave.
Bristol, R. I.
|?'^^]H fT^^ K
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PAUL J. VALLIERE
Electrical Engineering
Commuter
12 Ames St.
West Warwick, R. I.
CLIFTON J. VANDERSIP
Marketing and Advertising
Commuter
1370 Eddy St.
Providence, R. I.
DANIEL P. VEILLEUX RICHARD VENTRONE
Agriculture Biology
Lambda Chi .Alpha Theta Chi
21 Southwick Dr. 1 7 Boxwood Ave.
Lincoln, R. 1. Cranston, R. I.
ANTHONY VERDI AN I HONY H. VERVENA RICFIARD E. VIALL
Marketing and Advertising Industrial Management Mechanical Engineering
Beta Psi Alpha Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Gamma Delta
147 Sandringham Ave. Cove St. 21 Leonard .Ave.
Providence, R. I. Wickford, R. I. E. Providence, R. I.
ROBERT K. \ lERRA
Electrical Enginrering
Commuter
59 Knight St.
Central Falls, R. I.
VIRGINIA E. VIOLA
Home Economics
Beta Epsilon
48 Rochambeau Ave.
Providence, R. I.
1 '
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JAMES H. VOGEL LAWRENCE E. WAGNER
Accounting Business Education
Commuter Tau Epsilon Phi
51 Hamlin St. 74 Park View Blvd.
Providence, R. I. Cranston. R. I.
MELISSA LEWIS WALKER WALLACE A. W.ALKER, JR. JOHN D. WALSH
Home Economics Electrical Engineering Accounting
Sigma Kappa Commuter Commuter
Thistledown Lane 103 Govenor Bradford Dr. 66 Division St.
Kingston, R. I. Barrington, R. I. Newport, R. I.
WILLIAM E. WALSH
English
Commuter
19 Arnolds St.
E. Greenwich, R. I.
ROBERF .A. WARREN
Chrmiial Engineering
Sigma .Alpha Epsilon
951 East 39th St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
DA\ ID K. 11 EI.CH. JR.
Chemistry
Phi Kappa a^hela
1 1 Enfield Rd.
Warwick, R. I.
rlSr"^^tff-^-^
PHILIP M. WEXLER
leiul Business Administratii
Alpha Epsilon Pi
136 Early St.
Providence, R. I.
LYNN E. WFIYTOCK EDMOND F. WIGGINS M,VRILY'N B. WI(;HTM.AN
Elnglish Electrical Engineering Hume Economics
Alpha Xi Delta Bressler Hall Commuler
104 Auburn St. 4 Highland Ave. 60 Howlaiid .\ve.
Cranston, R. I. N. Providence, R. 1. Jamestown. R. I.
LUCINDA 1VILCOX ED\VIN K. WILEY WALTER L. WILK
Secretarial Studies English Electrical Engineering
Alpha Chi Omega Phi Mu Delta Beta Psi Alpha
652 Highland Road 192 Chestnut St. 476 High St.
Tiverton, R. I. Warwick, R. I. Central Falls, R. I.
WILLIAM A. WILSON
Chemistiy
Commuter
12CartierSt.
Cranston, R. I.
bids ended rushing worries Spring costume dances a trip to the
t Ball, slipping at the Seaweed Shuffle, writing love letters in the sand
Roman Holiday, tea for two at the Fiesta, and finally
Fraterni
Barbary C
at the Fiji, reLaxing at th.
obhvion at the Ranch Dance.
Our days at U.R.I, were almost i
Senior Week approached rapidly
Club heralding the festivities.
Finally the time was here our
parties. Strut How did we survivi
Baccalaureate and Class Day.
Commencement a few tears. Fo
skin.
-the Alun
years i ngrav
Warwick Country
;ek -picnics, beach
ngle piece of sheep-
The future Marriage, Army, Grad School, Jobs.
.As .Alumni we say See you next year at Homecoming!
CAROL COLE
CL.ASS HISTORIAN
CATHERINE R. WINFIELD
Home Economics
Alpha Xi Delta
492 Manton Ave.
Providence, R. I.
WALTER W. WOLSLEGEL, JR.
General Business Administration
Phi Kappa Theta
Wordens Pond Rd.
Wakefield, R. I.
EDGAR J. WOOD
Histoiy
Commuter
53 Overfield Rd.
E. Greenwich, R. I.
Future generals ui Am
JUDITH .\I. W^RONOSKI
General Teacher Education
Alpha Xi Delta
77 Maple Ave.
Forestdale, R. 1.
D.AVID W. WRIGHT
English
Commuter
33 Kenyon Ave.
Wakefield, R. I.
Man with the Golden .Arm.
ROBERT F. YOUNG
ieneral Teacher Education
Adams Hall
Hamilton, Bermuda
DALE A. YOST DONALD C. YOUNG
Home Economies Chemistiy
Chi Omega Bressler Hall
Middle Rd. IfiPeckham Ave.
E. Greenwich, R. I. Newport, R. 1.
ARTHUR M. ZARRELLA
Business Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
38 lona St.
Providence, R. I.
JOHN C. ZARTARI.AN
Marketing aitd Advertisint
"fheta Chi
239 Waverly St.
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT E. ZOGLIO ANTHONY A. ZONA
Electrical Engineering Accounting
Commuter Commuter
24 Crowninshield St. 73 Vermont St.
Providence, R. I. Cranston, R. I.
Contemporary concepts.
CARL E. ZOUBIUA.
Electrical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
230 High Street
Cumberland, R. I.
ROBERT J. COLLINS
In memoiy of Robert J. Collins, deceased
member of the class of I960.
VJ^
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Row /: Posner, S., Wronoski, J., Nciso
Lauder, W., Ganze, A., Kane, iM, Has
, Mitchell, J., Pre.s., Ford, L., Treas., Cute, M. Row 2: Browning, B.,
u, S. Row}: Rifkin, L., Bogacki, B., Picken, P., Tatt, C.
Panhellenic
The Panhellenic Association is the governing body for inter-sorority relations on
campus. Two delegates from each of the eight sorority units form this representative
body. The objectives of The Panhellenic Association are:
To maintain a good sorority life and foster inter-sorority relations within the
University.
To further intellectual accomplishment and sound scholarship.
To cooperate with the Lniversity administration in rhe maintenance of high
social standards.
To compile rules governing rushing and pledging.
To act as a forum for the discussion of questions of interest to the university and
sororities.
To establish procedures by which potential sorority groups may be recognized
and admitted to Panhellenic membership.
Association
Alph.
Omegc
-/ll through the house reigns
iove and laughter.
Hedges bring us
ffappine.ss; helping hands fn
//dvisors lead us onward.
Cnapter e\Tr growmg-even to t
//ousemother; all of which
/ncreases our many joys.
Old traditions-new ones addcd-
Musical heritage to pass on;
ndless friendships never dying-
Graduating seniors-time has flown
^Ipha Chis, always and all ways.
Row I: Santagata, 1.., 2nd V. Pres., Johnson, B., Pres., Hammett, C, 1st V. Prcs., Kelly, .A., Treas. Row 2: Tasca, D., Preston, M., Dullard,
B., Colavecchio, E., Maggio, J., Doyle, K., VVn.Kcl, J., Abeel, S., Gcderman, R., Nevin, S. Raw3: Roditakis, I., Davey, IV]., Fryar, J., Fincrty,
I., Gihbs, H., NeLson, L., Hordlow, A., Koechling, H., Coljb, P., Brown, N. Row 4: Filippon, C, Chase, P., Painter, M., Anderson, C, Divens,
D., Barton, P., Donnelly, B., Ca.ssidy, K., Wilcox, I.., Schmid, .1. Rows: Aleixo, L., Schreiner, M., Madsen, D., Kachanis, J., Bolger, E., Ball,
E., Robinson, S., Wilson, V., de Rosa, M., Haseotes, A.
mt%^%
Row i: Finucci, J., Treas., Troppoli, D., V. Pres., Myctte, E., Pres., Cannavo, J., Sec. Row 2: Sherman, S., Prescott, L., Voelker, J., Arruda, B.,
Cimino, B., Allen, C, Sjrotti, R., Schutz, E. Row j: Koczer, B., Brown, M., Starzak, B., Imondi, J., Worrell, J., Plaistck, J., Matterson, G.,
Maccarone, R., Bogacki, B. Row 4: Crowell, D., Shoesmith, C, Goodwin, G., Winiarski, F., D'Ercole, B., Delgado, M., Lapp, J., Capalbo, M.
Rows: Arzooyan, X., Hersey. H., Picken, P., Flatley, S., Cartier, C, Gabriele, B., Zak, J., Wilkinson, V.
There are many fond memories of Alpha Delta Pi, of working together harmoi
ously, hving up to our motto: "W'e live tor each other."
Fall: Fun and hard work on our Homecoming Float; hot dog roasts over a hu
warm fireplace which symbolizes the ever pervading warmth of the friendshi
made here; the joy of having fifteen wonderful new pledges who will kt-ep up t
tradition of ADn.
PFinter: Christmas time singing of Christmas Carols, a Christmas party for t
orphanage; then vacation followed by final exams- the fun stops for a while a
the work concluded.
Spring: Pledge Formal, Initiation, and banquet, more socials. Knjoying the wai
spring days on our patio^basking in the sun. Prospect of .summer vacation a
satisfaction upon looking back at a well rounded year.
Birll^^^9^ ' JV^ '^K%
Wki
^K' .^^Hi^
^
n ^^^ I
^
The "I'vi/zies" had a great year beginning with our suave new apartments which are
very conducive to gab sessions, listening to Belafonte and Mathis, a great deal of
eating and, of course, studying!
We were mighty proud of Kate, our Homecoming Queen and our beautiful win
ning Homecoming Float.
This year the fads were knitting, new hair-dos by B. C, nail polish and the Kings
ton Trio. Other memories are our wonderful pledge class, the Christmas party,
"Help" week, the Pledge Formal, Initiation, Sorority Sing, seniors' party, beach
days and for the seniors the wonderful time at Senior Week. From all of the sisters
and pledges we wish happiness and success to "Rules," Chris, Lynn, Kate, "C. T.,"
Pris, Judy, "Stewie," Cathy, Lynne, and Jan.
Row i: Tangrcdi, B., Treas., Whitehead, D., V. Pres., Wronoski, J., Pres., McAndrcws, L., Sec. Row 2: Gendron, T., Bucchicchio, L., Lelghton,
S., Munari, M,, Cute, M., Chopoorian, T., Smith. R., Crecelius, M. Row j: Carr, R., Winfield, D., DelSesto, B., Colaci.rcio, B., Whytock, L.,
Morgendial, J., John, B., DiMaria, T., DiGange, G., Kevins, 1.. Row 4: Montano, D., Berkinshaw, J., Dimwoodie, V., Pawloski, M., Doonan,
C, Wells, L., Farrell, K., Napolitano, B., Thompson, C.
Row i: Wills, K., Treas., Horley, .M, ;nd V. Pres., Ford, L., Pres., Viola, V.
A., Richardsim, N. Row 3: Coffey, K., Machon, C, Clark, P., Kingslcy, N
t V. Pres. Row 1: Clark, E., Bradley, M., DiMaio, C, Ve.
Remember this past year- quite a year for the "Babes In Toyland." We remember
our rushed "rushing season," the war paint we donned for our Homecoming float,
and our new house and chapter room.
Could we ever forget the "March of the Toy Soldiers," "We Can't Do the Sum,"
or the many hours we spent in front of the T.V. seti*
We remember most of all our wonderful pledge class and what the name ot Beta
Kpsilon has come to mean to all of us. It means friendship, happy memories, and a
place to bring and leave our problems.
BF. bids good-bye to its Seniors those who founded it and turns to look ahead
to a progressive future.
i.iulcrful year for Lambda Beta of Chi Omega. The little grey house with
the yellow shutters was the scene of many happy occasions; Homecoming, pledging,
our aiiiuial Christmas party, our Founders' Day Banquet, and many more out-
statuling events which will remain in our memories long after we have left U.R.I.
tvery Chi O will remember the many intangible things which have made this
year so wonderful; but most of all we'll remember the warmth and understanding of
our housemother Mrs. Walker and Chi Omega itself, with its friendships and mem
ories to cherish forever.
Row r: Thompson, D., V. Pres., Jacob.son, C, Pres., Walker, Mrs., Housemother, Sanders, B., Sec, Rooney, B., Treas. Row 2: Zieglcr, P.,
Robin.son, E., Van Baalcn, B., Edmond, J., Blackwood, J., Lagin, C, Clough, B., DeGoey, A., MacDonald, G., Turnock, M., Carter, B. Row
3: Vanderlieek, D., Breault, S., DiCenzo, B., N'ilson, M., Schiller, M., Lauder, W., Hodgkiason, B., Coleman, S., lacobucci, C. Row 4: Munroc,
J., Cook, S., Mcunicr, J., Gaige, L., Shade, I.., Jordan, L, Randall, N., Matheson, R., Tatt, C, Drew, D., Kellogg, J.
7^oJ^/.All,stin,G.,Sec.,Peckham,K., Pres., Randall, Mrs. R., Housemother, Murphy, M., Treas., Browning, B., V. Pres. ./^oep 2; Feroce, J.,
Evans, L., Vigliotto, F., Spring, S., Kogut, C, Parise, A., Fredette, N., Moretti, J., Manno, D., Norton, B. Row3: Martineau, S., Maxcy, R.,
Hyde, D., Anderson, C, Marley, J., Crins, B., Seymore, B., Karmel, L.. Nye, K. Row 4: Larsen, M., Sullivan, B., Pecha, E., Doyle, K., San-
bom, M., Jocelyn, Steere, C, Giorno, C.
SeptemberV>^ii\i to the big white house with green shutters^sophs thrilled at "moving in" -
hitting the books again. October Rallies and noise "DZ says EZ victory" checkered tablecloths
and 8,J72 feet of spaghetti annual alumnae meeting and memories of Rhody Revue. November
Yarn and argyles, bridge, and cokes rush dates at the L'nion then Saturday afternoon 22
pretty pledges running to get their DZ jackets. December Christmas parties and tinsel for many
wedding bells and riceothers home and vacation. January^o\(\ news and finals another chance
to achieve that 4-point! February loads of fun. March Roses and Pledge Formal^Initiation
"sisters at last" Parents* Tea. April Easter vacation Miami sunshine and a well needed rest
Spring Weekend at Rhody. May Open House and Sorority Sing ^jaunts down to the Pier and
Scarborough final exams and farewell parties. June Graduation Senior Week good-bye to
Seniors and happy days in Delta Zeta.
-Our two brand new trophi
Mrs. O stretching crepe paper
"Who finished my baby food?"
Marshmallows over the open fi
The Kingston Trio at 2:00 a.m
Bovine visitors made our lawn
Our new washing machine
Pull "that" shade down, please.
.Are those ALL TE<t> cars ?
Have a cup of coffee.
Our missing pumpkin.
her Bette at conv
grow thanks TKE
Row i: Consove, R., Sec, Greenberg, R., V. Pres., Fine, B., Pres., Grange, G., Treas. Row 2: Rosenberg, K., Weston. P., Brager, I.., Chandlei
A., Sapirstein, P., Levine, C, Posner, S., Rifkin, h.Rowj: Bleier, N., Skilnik, R., Cohn, D., Finkel, I., Bard, K., Mesnikoff, M. Row 4: Wienei
S., Silverman, L., Mandell, S., Perlmutter, B., Whitton, L., Selig, E.
Row i: Mitchell, J., 2nd V. Prcs., Burke, S., Pres., Reid, Mrs., Housemother, Cole, C, ist V. Pres., DiBiasjo, D., Sec. Row 2: Collins
Scorpio, J., O'Ncil, D., Hall, G., Roberts, J., Camardo, T., Williams, G., Fracassa, B., Mooney, K. Row 3: Wilkinson, S., Hamilton, L.,
vidian, D., Cook, S., Cooper, C, Sopcr, J., Johnsen, J., Nardone, L., MacKenzie, M. Row 4: Stone, J., Adamowicz, J., Arnold, C, Campapiano
M., Baronc, J., Chisholm, L., Tooteil, D., Walker, M., Wilson, E., Stedman, J. Row S: Gilbert, D., Dauray, M., Barker, A., Dunn, E., Kane,
M., Siuta, C, Sturiale, N., Primiano, S., Otto, P., Brashears, M., McCormick, J.
r a night of Books, cigarettes,
that never got off the ground
ihing pinnings, engagements,
's annual visit with "L'gly Elf-
etings "fourth for Bridge"
:oget
nd of
What Sigma will never forget ^the sun rising af
coffee and chatter Homecoming and our "balloon
our leaky pipes our new furniture, at last, i
weddings and babies our own "beatnicks" San
-Ant" and "Snowflake" hour long five minute r
Studying on the porch in the spring getting a ride down to the beach, h
that first of the season tan and/or burn parties down at the big hous
course our May Breakfast.
These are only some of the memories of our beloved Sigma Kappa. W
member them always "Adieu Seniors"
Sigma
Kappc
Due to an overcrowded freshmen class, ^50 optimistic and enthusiastic frosh gals
took up residence in the "Little Campus" a row of sparkUng brick buildings ad
jacent to the men's dorms. The name, by the way, was suggested by our delightful
and extremely patient cleaning woman.
But never let it be said that the Little Campus wasn't right on the ball! How can
we ever forget^participation in basketball and tennis the Christmas door display
the pains and bruises incurred in making our Homecoming Floatour socials
with the men's dorms our nightly get togethers^the wonderful friends we've
made the old acquaintances we renewed our representation in WSGA and WAA.
These and countless other things, great and small, will Uve forever in our minds
and hearts as we leave the "Little Campus" as freshmen to the thriUing "sopho
more world" in the unknown.
Apartments
Row l: Mandella, F., V. Pres., Colucci, S., Coulter, Mrs. Hou.semother, Haas, M., Sec. Row 2: Giroux, V., Gill, J., Mairs, M., Gorman, G.,
Newbauer, B. Row 3: Tobler, D., Gardella, C, Merten, L., Ferrari, M., Slocltzing, B., Longo, M., David, B. Row 4: Montanaro, A., Merrill,
B., MauriUo, A., Bassett, S., Fowler, S., Kirby, K.
Row r: Ustrow, K., Treas., Boleyn, B., V. Pres., Kausch, Mrs., Housemother, Kriegcr, I'res. How 3: Healey, C, GuraK, K., i'eirson, U., Roland,
D., Berliner, E., Bent, L., Carberry, S., Toso, I. Row 3: Johnson, S., Bayes, C, Champoux, J., .'\damski, F., Wrigley, C, Mosher, D., Essex,
D., Holmes, V., Falotico, C, Marques, M., Belknap, E., Skreczko, M., Oyer, S. Row 4: Cunningham, D., Davis, S., Cole, S., Swanson, M.,
Landor, V., Marcus, J., Couchon, N., Bradley, E., McMahon, E., Durgin, J., Rick, J., Farrell, L., Thomas, P., Foskett, J., Rintala, R. Row J:
Cummings, R., Jones, J., Crowell, C, Thayer, \'., Speier, J., Ehricks, J., Rider, H., McCann, B., DelFiore, A., Petit, C.
Eleanor
Freshmen, as we see you walk down the long pathway of cherry trees to our red
brick building, we look back upon the day when we first entered, and we know that
you will also share some of the wonderful experiences we have had here. Here we
made our first major decision we chose between sorority or independent living a
choice affecting the remainder of o
here, E. R. symbolized a home aw;
Smiles, tears of joy, weary eyes,
life in E. R. The Homecoming i
r college career. For those of us who remained
r from home.
nd roaring laughter have all been a part of our
ed and our display fell apart as the judges went
by Niagara Falls in the laundry (the overflowing Bendixes) until we got our new
machines hide and seek with wastebaskets at room inspection time rows of pin-
curled heads out of front windows as a sweetheart is serenaded Christmas time
with our children's party full of beaming faces when Santa arrived. Busy knitting
needles along with the familiar cry "Block it!" He'll never know one foot's bigger
than the other those gorgeous beach days when no one studied and those even
ings we burned the midnight oil cramming for finals ^You freshmen are frightened
by it all the sophs are used to it the juniors are tired of it and we seniors are
going to miss it all.
Roosevelt
.\ new season, a new school, and new students flocking noisily, with eager faces and
anxious hearts into a new experience. These were the freshmen whom .Ann Hutchin
son Hall welcomed one Sunday in September 1959. Then, after only a few days in
which the freshmen could get settled in their rooms with new surroundings and
roommates whom perhaps they've never known before, the upperclassmen made their
return their invaluable experience proved very helpful concerning courses, pro
fessors, homecoming, sororities, appropriate attire, and a number of the other intri
cacies of university life. One of our great thrills was listening to our recently-pinned
girls being sung to by "that tavorite fraternity". Napkins and endless chickenwire
gave us busy days in preparation for our float. Those few weeks of rushing, neg
lected studies, and endless "coffee dates" finally came to a welcome end with bids
and ribboned pledge pins. F"ormals and parties, term papers and averages to be
made these and much more through the year have made our days full of fun and
fascinating. Our first year our first campus home Hutchinson Hall the begin
ning of four wonderful years at U.R.I.
Row I: Moliter, M., Allen, J., Cacioppo, L., Levine, C, Dwyer, B., Treas., Katzman, V., Prcs., Moulson, R., Gaber, M., Forte, D., Jamgochian,
M., Sullivan, G. Row 2: Haynes, S., Chace, D., Sarkison, B., Crowley, J., DeGroat, D., Skolnik, R., Pickthall, L., Bowen, C, Gambert, J.,
Ernst, E., Strang, B., Palmgren, E., Stephenson, J., Kelly, B., Kilguss, N. Row3: Georges, C, Aubrey, J., Bowen, B., Delgrosso, A., Hopkins,
B., Bleier, N., .Sindle, S., Cohen, P., Warchol, D., Sherry, M., Feifert, M., Pawek, J., Glynn, P., French, L., Chiappinelli, M., Tanner, C.
Anne
Hutchinson
Row j: Atteridge. J., Flint, M., Guttman, Z., Kramer, S., Chandler, A., Radio, M., Bebrie, S., Vallone, S., Manchester, N., Belinsky, J., Moul-
ton, J., Keeler, M., Simmons, C, Berger, T., Flue, E. Row 2: Lovely, J., Silverman, L., Miller, M., Carlone, ., Balzofiore, V., Turgeon, K.,
Palo, L., Wilkie, C, Hoffman, D., Avery, M., Her;, S., Wishny, M., Jacobson, C. Row 3: Murphy, M., Vessella, D., Gentes, J., Field, S.,
Haber, A., Fontaine, V., Wise, D., Tucker, N., Russo, P., Avlow, R., Foran, J., Jackson, M., Lewis, J., Borst, M. Row 4: McKenna, J., Sisson,
L., Kendrick, L., Vigliotti, A., Metcalf, C, Quinn, J., Hill, C, Lamon, B., Rosen, S., Finn, B., Resnick, N., Margeson, L.
For most of us it was our first year at L'RI and with it many first impressions
Peck Hall, our new home, saw us through both. We'll never forget: registration and
those charming beaniesour first demerits we learned the hard way the rallies
and the football games our first fraternity parties^the Aggie Ball, our first for
mal; we were so proud of Rena, our sweet, dark-haired Sophomore who was crowned
queen Brown weekend and Homecoming How it poured singing together ac
companied by that familiar banjo sorority rushing and the smiling faces of the new
pledges those gab sessions in the lounge until 4 A.M. those good suppers down
the Hne Christmas parties and holiday vacations waiting anxiously for those long
distance phone calls from that certain someone stufRng ourselves and then exer
cising until dawn Sarah, our cute little "mascot" History 7 one of our biggest
problems the familiar cry, "Who's buzzer?" warm spring daysstudying on the
beach the "joys" of telephone duty sorority sing and spring week those upper
classmen who helped so much our wonderful "housemoms" Mrs. Young and
Mrs. Quirk.
But most of all, when recalling the happy "daze" of our freshman year, we will
remember the warm and lasting friendships we made in Peck the girls with whom
we could share both our good times and our problems.
Row l: Mancini, R., Treas., Schachner, R., V. Pres., Dux, H., .Mv., Guindon, K.,
Klonsky, A., Congdon, C, Dusel, J., Madden, P., Leigh, R., MacCorkle, G., Dr.
Geisler, F., Teubert, B., Blcase, J., Carpenter, R., Kerr, R.
, K., Richmond, B., Steen, M.,
S., Pannonc, J., Carnev.ale, R.,
The Interfraternity Council, originally founded as the Polygon in 191 1, has made
many advances in recent years. The IFC has increased cooperation among frater
nities, has formulated rules and procedures for rushing and pledging of new fra
ternity members and as a regulator of fraternity afl^airs. It further serves to ensure
cooperation between fraternities and the University administration.
Serving as faculty advisors to the IFC are Dr. John F. Quinn, Dean of Men,
Henry A. Dux, Assistant Dean of Men and Dr. George E. Osborne. The Faculty
Committee on Fraternities, composed of fraternity faculty advisors and the Dean
of Men serves as a reviewing body for the council's disciplinary actions.
The IFC sponsors the Interfraternity Sing and Greek Week, also awards for
scholarship and improvements within the fraternity.
Inter-Fraternity
Council
Well, another year gone by
This one by far one of the best fo
Scholarship up, up, up
Sleep down, down, down-
Got the "Bose" a new stove for n
Last year is avenged
Missed the Cabaret,
but all those parties made up for
The house was a bit crowded thi,'
A good sign of prosperity
RHO the first official guardians
of Rhody's new ram
A great new pledge class
The future looks even better thai
an unforgettable past
For what more could one ask?
Row i: Podrat, J., Sec, Merdinger, E., Master, Finkel, B., Lt. Master, Manekofsky, A. Row
man, R., Block, S. Row 3: Greenberg, J., Singer, M., Selig, S., Cohen, J., Shocket, P., L;
; Linder, S., Yarlas, S., Schwartzbcrg, C, Saltz-
Mn^^^m?L.^^U^H^ ' 1
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Row l: Wilk, W ., Irt...,., DcK,.,u, K., \". Prcs., larr, Mr.,. V... 1 lousemother, L'Europa, R., I'res., Patterson, S., Sec. Row 2: DeTora, S., Pan-
none, J., DcConti, R., Lombari, D., Butera, R., Nicolella, D., Diloria, E. Row 3: Gelardi, M., Hempc, R., Florio, J., Tibaldi, F., Catanzaro,
P., Fiore, P., Buonanno, K., Capobianco. J. Row 4: Ondis, A., Rao, A., Angelone, T., Filippone, J., Merolla, J., Rupar, D., Verdi, A. Rows:
Pazienza, R., DiNunzio, J., Goulart, E., SjTer.TOn, P., Taber, R., Russo, A., Mangili, A., Sis.son, R.
Another tremendous year in the annals of Beta Psi .Alpha. Remember T.R.'s Si
lence Did the basin bounce? Rodent where is your cheese? The Penguin, The
Clam, and The GermOKAY DADDIOWhere's the Buffer? -DINK GINK
T.A. and the Dog Let's go Calypso The Trap Steve, Telephone It fell ap.rrt?
Black and Blue?Give Me FiveRupes and6:6 and no LaughsA.R. and
Bowl Is the sun out? Give me a local break Where did you get those legs?
Frank, come in my room On the floor Hey Joe you lost My Date Wants
TeaPolly? Vic dance. Basin .Street, Pledge Formal, Alumni Dinner Dance, Spring
Formal, GRADUATION. The Brotherhood at Beta Psi Alpha.
^ f/ f I ; ? 1
The brothers of Kappa Sigma Kappa can look back on this year and be justly proud
of the many firsts that we have achieved with the knowledge of a job well done. Our
merger with Rho Iota Kappa became oflicial. It was the first year we officially
moved into our own fraternity house. The scholarship trophy was won by the
brotherhood for the first time. The first year the parents of the brotherhood formed
an organization.
The vie dances, homecoming, the Christmas party for the orphans, pledge formal,
Sweetheart Ball and the crowning, the Iris Ball, and finally the blast for the seniors.
As the seniors leave with mixed emotions of joy and regret who can forget
hippity hop's horses, the winning team of general george and the golden animal,
tony and roberts' rules, buddha's jazz, sledge's pear, pop's house, orgy's grass,
trash and the spirit, and midge's meetings.
Row l: Yacino, R., Sec, Salerno, M., Pres., Galbraith,Mrs., Housemother, .lloisio. A., V. Pres., Rossi, R., Treas. Row 2: lacobucci, R., Forcier,
L., Mack, R., Custer, G., Saddow, E., Travisano, J., Peters, .M., Spirito, C, Cinami, F. Row 3: Imondi, A., Hill, D., Coken, D., Andren, C,
Orazi, R., Adamek, C, Bender, R., Thorp, J.
Row /: Johnson, R., Sec, Guindo a, R., Pres., Olson, Mrs. E., Housemoth
Hallal, J., Berardinelli, S., Maniar , S., Gavitt, D., Paiva, R. R0W3: Veilleu
Anthony, P.
, Fishlock, D., V. Pres., Henderson, R., Treas. Row 2: Puletz, E.,
, D., Bennett, C, Geary, F., Beck, N., Lamb, D., Starosciak, K.,
.A new year a fresh start; Lambda Chi still here and wondering why. Mrs. "O,"
the "Guardian Angel" Welcome to LX ."A! The "Tiger," the "Chief," and "Duck,"
and the "Quail" went down the line for a glass of ale .\ye straight tweedley.
Where's my glug? Is that right? Bring it up at a house meeting pass the cheese
to .Alphonse please Waiter! Who's in for boss? .W says "lights out." What's the
Tnbename of this game? Study hours all this and scholarship, too! 12.99
lievable!" Flash! pinning in the pantry allouette the admiral's tlaughter
straight arrow and the new detergentyou get the idea! .411 night, lots of paint,
jelly sandwiches, then to bed but not for long! \Vho unplugged my electric blan
ket? FIRE DRILL!
Lots of luck to Alphonse, Fashlick, I.augh-a-minute, Jello John, Dangerous Dan,
Gentleman Bob, Mr. Clean, Worry-wart, the rockin' Mr. Duckette and all the four
teen dollar men. A great year for Eta, one to be remembered.
toKV>i^Mr5^-?yMir-
The fastest year of all has passed for the Fiji seniors. -All of us will miss Heathclifl^e
and Pwinkle, King Pharr and the Pharaohs, and jokes about the brown-baggers.
Gone will be the conversation around Mrs. Wertz's cofi^ee table and above al! the
inexpressible feeling ol oneness that was felt by all at Phi Gamma Delta. We hope
even better years lie ahead, but their foundation was built here in the common
bonds of fraternal relationship.
Row l: Carpenter, R., Sec, Croce, A., Pres., Wer
zaro, C, Crowley, R., Goddard,.R., Segalini, S.,
Magner, D., Brennan, L., Cox, R., Trimble, E.
McCabe, J. Row 4: Rumazza, R., Ruth, G., Ha
R., McLeod, C, Natt, G., McLean, F.
, Mrs. R., Housemother, King, C, V. Prcs., Carter, T, Historian. Row 2: Arruda, J., Catan-
larofalo, F., Grant, J., Croce, P., Scholler, R., Kerr, R., DiShandeo, A., Pimental, J. Row 3:
Chace, J., Najjar, A., Grosz, \., Matje, R., Crowley, M., King, D., Leach, L., Hatch, R.,
y. A., Wells, D., Fairchild, G., Stone, T., Whitehead, R., Allen, C, Patton, R., Gleason,
Row l: Congdon, C, Sec, Conboy, I .., Pres., (iorman. B., Treas., Keighley, R., \". Pres. Row 2: Marchant, B., Potter, R., Miller, R., O'Rourke,
J., McFneaney, W., SabeCti, C, Sinumeir, B., KinniLr, J., Stcph:inian, R., Salisbury, W., M:irk, F., Jew, J., Westgate, N. Row 3: Teubert, B.,
Xeri, M., FoUett, D., Shappy, R., O'Neill, J.. It.Nyas, K., NLirtin, R., Walsh, D., Parrilla, J., Glovier, R., Rembijas, R., Cohen, E., Klucznik,
A., C/arnecki, A. Row 4: Nichols, D., Scarpel. .M., Moore, F.., Waterman, P., Goldman, A.. Levy, S., Turner, R., Lawson, E., Hanchett, R.,
Huck, F., Coates, .A., Brochu, R.
Once again the graduation march summons a group of "Phi Kaps" to make their
way in the world. We carry with us fond memories of college life enlivened with fra
ternity living. Those "mechanical" functions, the late runs to "Uncle" Moy's and
Iggy's, and the mad rush to complete our thirty foot dismembered Indian for our
lawn display will long be remembered. The Homecoming banquet under the capable
direction of "Dad" was superb, the Pledge Formal and Rose Formal were sublime,
and our annual Harvest Hayride even showed a slight profit! Our picnic, socials,
co-rec sportsah, what a life -all these things bring priceless and unforgettable
memories and a depleted treasury.
And so we carry our treasures and leave these halls of learning, not saying good
bye just so long for now.
Once again a solid, active part of Phi Mu prepares to leave and join the ranks of
the alumni.
Remembering the pledging, especially "that" week, those house meetings, sing
practice, intramurals, the pledge dances, the Fiestas, the various trips to Iggy's,
Giro's, N. Y., and that .\nchor Bar, and all that goes into the Phi Mu tradition
which holds from year to year even though the factor of change has been pressing
hard, the Moose, Mac, a suave Chick, Party Miniati, Smiley Randall, Stroutman,
Wiles, Wheezer, Chimpaneze, Laz, the Head, Munch, .Agates, Chicky, Buzz Corry,
Clark Kent and iXIax J. (don't lie to me, kid!) Loudenslager will make their exit.
Come back and see us in the future fellas, and see if old Phi Mu has changed as
much as you thought it would. Best of luck always.
Row l: Holland, Wm., V. Pres., Owens, A., .Advisor, Randall, C, Pres., Greer, J., Treas. Row 2: Traficantc, M., Brusinl, R., Simone, R.,
Palana, F., Castagnaro, A., Marble, R., Hardcastle, D., Welch, I.., Lisa, C, DiBiasio, R., Minitati, P. Row 3: DelSignore, E., Brennan, R.,
Gutter, J., Vento, C, Williams, R., LaRoche, R., Baxter, W., Bourgery, R., LaRoche, L., LaSala, A., DiNapoli, F., I.illibridge, R. Row 4:
Ferriter, \V., MacDougall, P., Lombardi, F., Nelson, C, DiCola, L., Mancini, S., Chin, F., Nolan, R., Mancini, R., Alarie, A., Wiley, F.,
Hokenson, D., LaTour, G., Robinson, A. Row 5: Newman, \V., Calise, T., Suaut, R., Ricereto, D., Cunningham, E., Chaplin, R., Russo, R.,
Lazarek, W., Loudenslager, M., McCauley, R., Nast, W., Thompson, L., Corry, N.
Row l: I'urri, B., Sec, Murphy, C, Pres., Bloom, E. Mrs., Housemother, Giammasi, U., V. Pres. Justynski, W., Sentinel. Row 2: Libutti, L.,
Boylan, D., Quinones, G., Alexanian, M., Alba, G., Leigh, E. Row3: Perry, M., Saunders, R., Bushnell, R., Demers, R., Perri, R., Simpson, A.,
Kirker, A. Row 4: Beattie, D., Mellom, W., Ducharme, J., Moorhousc, A., Sproul, R., Carlson, R. Rows: Pctitpas, R., Blaney, T., Wilson, F.,
Breault, R., Laquaglia, A., Check, R., Mooza, R., Btack, T.
This has been one of the most momentous years at the Phi Sig house in the last dec
ade. With our addition completed the chapter no longer takes a back seat to any
other house. This has been a year when Phi Sig produced its own Kingston Trio,
Quartet, Quintet. Fond are the memories of the Saturday night assemblies at the
Wheel. The problems of the world were no longer solved over the Lippitt Hall meals
but at our own "gourmet's palace." For the second consecutive year the bowling
team was right up top fighting for the league lead. .And then there is our football
team (?). It is the year when Phi Sigs from all over New England descended on
Keaney Gym to battle their way through a basketball tournament. All these things
the seniors cherish and the undercla.ssnien recall. To our new "alums" the best of
luck and a hearty "OOm Ya Ya."
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Sigma
Kappa
Sigma
Epsilon
Upon completion of its thirty-first year at U.R.L, Sigma Alpha Epsilon reached an
all time high in membership, scholastics, and campus activities. We are proud to
say, that with the completion of our new wing, the house capacity has reached sixty,
and we are now operating at full efficiency.
This year has been a very enjoyable one socially. Our social calendar was full with
such prominent and entertaining functions as Homecoming, the Sweetheart Dance,
the Seaweed Shuffle, and our annual Formal.
Through the cooperation and guidance of Dr. Osborn, our faculty advisor, and
Mrs. White, our housemother, we were able to understand and achieve many new
goals.
Row :: Chirnside, K., House Manager, Finizio, N., Pres., White, Mrs. C, Housemother, ZarrcUa, A., V. Pres., Federico, R., Treas. Row 2:
Laing, R., Dusel, J., LaVault, P., Caldwill, H., Trombino, J., Viccione, D., McAloon, \ ., Chimento, J., Walker, J., Smith, R., Osofsky, R. Row
3: Hodcr, T., Mulvey, J., Sopcr, L., Beers, R., Capalbo, J., Gavitt, J., Augeri, S., Joyce, J., DeFanti, D., Schonning, R., Chimento, F., Garo.
falo, J., Augeri, J. Row 4: Gorman, T., Fratini, A., Flynn, \V., Stenhouse, R., Considine, R., Thorp, N., Booth, R., Koenig, G., Jacquart, D.,
Harrington, T., Salmon, D., Guimond, R., Parise, J., Nield, H., Booth, R., Greig, R., Fortin, P.
Row /: Germano, M., Reese, R., Fagan, F., Treas., Conklm, 1... Pre-., SJi.hnLr, R., \. Pres., Fortier, J., Sec, Rozen, R., Taylor, D. Row 2:
Usher, J., Savard, W., Cardosa, J., Martin, D., Harrington, D., Fiita, R., Mennerick, D., Spooner, F., Roebuck, D., Crowninshield, C, Roben-
hymer, R., Walker, R. R0W3: Anez, B., Roy, O., Davis, R., Irudeau, N., Lees, IX, Sawyer, R., Albright, F., Machado, J., Escobar, A., Roberts,
D., Archambault, O., Chaves, E., Hare, F.] Cloutier, J., Leitao, C, Trottier, C, Dence, D. Row 4: Coman, S., Lackey, R., Gauthier, D.,
Woolley, J., Remor, B., Risio, R., Mania, P., Brook, D., Rickey, T, Smith, F.., Connors, E., Reetz, C, Carlson, B., Schwab, T, French, E.,
Mollica, J., Ducharme, F., Richmond, B., Mason, G.
The seniors who leave us now will never forget the memorable events of the year;
Homecoming, with its happy turnout; the Sweetheart Ball, with its beautiful coeds
and nostalgic moments; the Barbary Coast Brawl, with its rocking and rollicking;
the Sigma Chi Derby, with its "brawir against brawn;" the Turkey Bowl game and
its undefeated Brotherhood.
All this against a background of Rhody's increasing .spirit, growing campus, Union
activities, and intense curriculums. .All this at 73 Upper College Road with lovable
Ma Thornley, the chilly winter decks; the newly planted, newly trampled grass; the
hand stands; the cha-cha-cha.
"Chairs!" "Telephone!" "It'll never get off the ground!" "Study hours!" "You'll
never make it!" "Wonderful!" "Line call'." None of this is ever to be forgotten by
those who partook of it.
Since 1959 is the thirtieth anniversary of the founding of our fraternity on this campus,
we have a very special year to recollect.
Our never-to-he-forgotren house meetings the missing peanut butter Lien A.'s
napkins the pledge follies the cold deck serenaders^ the hole in the treasure the
T.G.T.F.'s the formals and the blasts rushing and so many others.
There were rowdy moments, but there were quiet ones too. We would not have had
it any other way.
And we look back in pride at our senior class which successfully achieved the expan
sion of our chapter house both physically and fraternally, and we look forward in ex
pectancy to the remaining activities and our pledge class for higher objectives and
greater accomplishments in the name of Sigma Nu.
Row l: Ozog, E., Sec, Infantolino, A., Pres., Neal, Mrs. A., Housemother, Carlotti, A., V. Pres., Lyons, R., Treas. Row 2: Boucher, P., Conese,
D., Palumbo, J., Culgin, R., Murphy, D., Bowker, R., Lindgren, R., Jurgela, A., Guimond, P., Joly, E., Pritchard, A., David, L. Raw 3:
Von Essen, C, McElroy, F., Creedon, J., Lombardi, C, .'\nderson, H., Smith, B., Paterson, B., Ferrari, C, Cushmac, G., Taber, L., Dalton,
K., Nickerson, C, Gasior, C, Parry, R., Pahoo, D. Row 4: Brogden, D., Fournicr, R., Ferrari, A., Evans, G., McBurnie, J., Cotter, J., Nord-
quist, D., Barker, R., Riley, J., Crow, J., Connerton, D., Czerwinski, E., Reynold, P., Hopkins, J.
Row l: MacCorkle, G., Sec, Magnusson, H., Pres., Niven, Mrs. C, Housemother, Hibbert, J , \ Pres , Morgan, R , Treas Row 2: Drouin, R.,
Dennings, \V., Aldrich, N., Deary, W., Haskell, J. Row3: Coldwell, S., Menard, R , Perry, F , Barr> , I , Jussila, P , Melino, D. Row 4: Hand,
J., King, J., Gonya, L., Busby, \V., Wiggins, F., Mac Indoe, R. Rows: Foster, G., Staats, L, Thompson, J., Brown, R., Hall, S., Marson, J.
It was a special year at Sigma Pi; a new era. Proud brothers and pledges moved into
their new house at 99 Upper College Road "God bless our mortgaged home." We
welcomed our new housemother, Mrs. Niven, knowing that she would be very help
ful in guiding us through our college years.
Our fine seniors are graduating, but they leave us memories that will not be too
soon forgotten. Recall the work-parties, when all pitched in to get the cleaning and
painting done pledge pranks Sam, our ever-so-nervous mascot initiations
Homecoming "Flush" parties at the Pier and elsewhere Mag's coming of age
the Pledge Formal and Orchid Ball. We wish you success Mag, Magoo, Leo,
Nells, and of course, "Lover," you finally made it.
The brothers of Tau Kpsilon Phi look back at 1959 and i960 as a very successful
year at 22 Campus Avenue. We won first place in the lawn display contest ofHome
coming. The fraternities greatest accomplishment of the year was the building of
our new addition which doubled the size of the house. We at Tau Epsilon Phi con
gratulate the thirteen brothers who are graduating and wish them good luck in
their endeavors. We are sure that the seniors will always remember the great times
that we had by all of our parties down the line. Homecoming, Brown game, and the
Spring formal. Good bye and good luck to the class of i960.
Row i: Beerman, J., Sec, Rosenblatt, R., Treas., Lubusky, J., Pres., Newman, S., V. Pres. Row 2: Goldshine, M., Pollack, L., D'Ambra, T.,
Oriel, H., Leib, J., Herman, W., Dress, C.-, Fornaro, J., Fish, R., Tapalian, H., Dadekian, R., Fishbein, S. Row 3: Gionis, P., Frisch, A., Sil-i
vestri, K., Berman, M., Newman, A., Weiner, D., Chorney, E., Kortick, L., Wagner, J.. Cairo, G., Locke, R., Kaplan, G., Max, S., Goldman,
J. Row 4: Kaufman, M., DeStefano, R., Mayer, M., Klonsky, A., Russo, A., Lepore, j., Torgan, A., Pettway, \V., Pella, P., Newman, J.,
Tudino, F., Richman, J., Perrott, A., Perlow, K.
Row t: Nolan, J., Sec, Swanson, H., Pres., Mrs. Ellis, Housemother, Pearson, R., \. Pres., Middlethon, E., Treas. Row 2: Small, R., Pengard,
W., Chase, J., Costa, K., Tougas, R., Geisler, F., Poserina, J. Row3: Rooney, M., Madden, P., Musler, M., Crowley, K., Kent, J., MacDonald,
J., McCormick, J., Friedrichs, G., Poland, W. Row 4: McClure, R., Walder, W., Hadfield, G., Caffertv, P., Menezes, E., Faulkner J Gagnon
R., Hill, R., Kelley, G., Wright, W., Shallcross, S.
Weakfish and his summer tales. El Fool reminiscing happy times. IVIr. Evil's destruc
tive spells, Moto's big stick at chow and Drogen, iVIr. Hy Drogen, havoc among the
waiters.
The King found his queen and Univac's electrical system shorted by a Frosh
lovely. CT. and Mary Ann sifting sand. Wrong Way found his bearing. Long dis
tance phone calls from Linda. Who's Linda?
Buffalo, King, Luke, Swan, Moto, Uni, Mac, Gus, Dobe,s, and Mathese are all
memories that will live with us forever. Each one holds a deeper meaning for every
senior that will not be among us come next fall.
Epsilon
Four years go quickly. As we prepare ourselves to enter our respective fields of endeavor we look
back at more than our book and classes. We recall the social life and the activities and most of all
we recall the many friends that we have made.
Most of these memories will center around Eta chapter for ir is he
studied and it is here that we have made most of our close bonds. These i
cerned with these friendships than with the many parties, the nunieroi
the Beaux .Arts each years, and thousands of impromptu gathc-riniis r
our four years. These friendships have allowed us to have the other rl
We must also part with "Mom" Whelan who came to us when we
The guidance and warmth that she has afforded us will always be with us.
Fraternity life has been a wonderful thing, an education in itself. We drink a toast to Theta Chi
now as we have done so many times in the past and will continue to do in the future.
that we have lived and
uKjries will be more con-
.lances, the formals and
- have taken place over
re pledges in the house.
Row j: O'Toole. A., Sec., Beaton, M., Pies., Mrs. Whelan, Housemother, McGlinchey, E., V. Pres., Lewis, E., Treas. Row 2: E.ssex, D., Brier-
ley.A., PiaciteUi, R., Cordeiro, R., Moran, J., Deeths, H., Sankey, R., Kojian, S., Hagopian, R., Grilli, M.,Terranova, R. Rows: Dromgoole, J.,
Borhek, W., Prata, J., Smith, J., Feld, D., Ca.swell, W., Champion, J., Borges, R., Gilardi, R., Magliocco, J., Ramsden, R. Row 4: Saulnier,
R., Wilson, P., Ryan, A., Parente, R., Anson, R., Alix, R., Sullivan, J., Slade, R., Scungio, J., Palmer, A. Rows: DeCesaris, F., Hathaway, L.,
Wallace, R., Sala, R., Mahler, R., Faber, F., Stephenson, R., Bradley, R., Dederer, R., Stone, R., Steimle, K., Donovan, C, Silvestone, R.
Row /: Godhino, A., Treas., Finizio, F., V. Pres., Kenny, J., Pres., Greenstein, J., Sec. Row 2: Gilclsky, K., Westfield, L., Gauthier, J., Ballon,
T., Trudeau, M. Row 3: Costa, E., Epstein, H., Smith, W., Hartley, D., Pozzi, J. Row 4: Pointon, L., Antrop, R., Johnson, C, Kullberg, G.,
Watta, D.,Coleman, J., DeLucia, N.RotfJ; Cotton, L., Andrews, R., Balsam, R., Aronson, S.,Westcott, R., Milavee,T., Stephan, B., White, J.
The Butterfield Hall Association has striven to provide the residents with some of
the comforts and recreations which would not be possible without some sort of cen
tral organization in the dormitory.
Through the Association many of the boys have participated in intramural sports
and were well rewarded by closer friendships and frequent victories. Our social pro
gram, consisting of a Christmas party, dances, and socials, has introduced new stu
dents to each other and to university life.
Butterfield
Row J: Wallat, G., Treas., Pardi, R., Sec, Hopp, S., Pres., Halliwell, F., \'. Pres. Row 2: Cyr, R., Cronin,
T., Rosman, L., Lesser, C, Fish, R., Anes, R., Golden, D., Godfrey, T., Ovensteln, R., Frechette, R.
Row 3: Cipolla, R., Beagan, J., Ittelson, L., Squillante, J., Lachance, T., Tooma, S., Landsberg, J.,
Smith, M., Murphy, B. Row 4: I.efevbre, E., Webber, D., Swift, F., Patiie, E., Urban, J., Darowski, W.,
Salraanson, L., Shaw, J., Kaplan, J., Stein, E. Row 5: Ulmschneider, R., Giardino, N'., Brooks, R., Cook,
F., Drew, E., Santos, R., Shapiro, B., Souza, J., Devey, R., Karofsky, I.., Weiss, M., Grimm, P.
Row I: Luft, R., Barnicoat, A., Steiner, E., Weiser, B., Soule, T. Row 2: Barr, T., Gibson, W., Porter, J.,
Jalbert, R., Lanowy, R., Rosen, R., Ferrucci, R., .Anderson, E. Row3: O'Brion, W., Faltus, J., Gibeault,
v., Warren, S., Ashodian, R., Baglini, N., .Ayottc, J., Aldrich D. Row 4: Tello, J., Gadsby, J., Har-
graves. P., Keates, D., Gauthier, R., Campbell, B., Krause, R., Goodrich, F.
Many events of this past year, has really kept us
on our toes. \\'e all enjoyed our two dances
"The Bohemian Hop" and later, "The Santa
Claus Shuffle." Though our Homecoming display
was not among the "top three" we took great pride
in our originality and excellent craftsmanship.
Bressler is mighty proud of its athletes, too. Con
gratulations you did a great job. .\ new ping-pong
table really has taken abuse but we have to ad
mit that it did set us back a few pennies.
These are only a few of the things that kept us
busy. Of course, we can't forget the famous words,
"Hit the Books," The Bull sessions, the jokes, and
of course our terrific housemother. She deserves a
medal. .\\\ has added up to a grand total "A
great year." .And to the seniors, we of Bressler
Hall say, "good luck!"
ACTIVITIES
Row l: Christopher, E., Crandall, E., Treas., Browning, H., \'. Pres., Palir
M., Whitlock, M., Carpenter, \'., Miller, C, Christopher, E. P., Parks, M.,
Spaulding, L, Lepper, R., Bender, H.
;r, E., Pres., Kraus, D., Sec, Grady, E. Row 2: Tilton, D., Bacon,
mmings, M. Row3: Briggs, W., Salomon, M., Howard, F., Bell, R.,
The Honor Society ofPhi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897, the charter
for the local chapter being granted on .April 25, 191,3. There are two
guiding philosophies. One is the conviction that by recognizing and
honoring those who have excelled in scholarship other students may
be inspired to work for high rank. The other is the equally strong
behef that scholarship is not limited to any single field of endeavor,
but may be, and should be, universal.
The highest undergraduate honor is election to membership dur
ing the seventh semester. Most students are elected toward the close
of their college course. Spring elections are also concerned with out
standing graduate students and members of the university faculty.
The National Society of Sigma Xi was founded at Cornell University
in 1886 for the purpose of encouraging research in various sciences.
The Sigma Xi Club was organized on campus in the Spring of 1947
at the University of Rhode Island by members of the faculty who
had been initiated into the society at other institutions. .A, petition
for the establishment of a chapter of Sigma Xi at U.R.I, was accepted
by the National Executive Council in the Spring of 1949. The instal
lation took place in the Spring of 1951.
Sigma Xi Is the foremost science society on the campus.
Rowi: Salomon, M., Hyland, K., Sec, Miller. C, Pres.. Vnuni^ken, H., V. Pres,, Parks, M. M. Row 2: Tsao, D., Knhn, J., Kraus, D., Christophei
E., Browning, H., Bender, H., Lepper, R. Rows: Palmatier, E., Howard, F., Bell, R., Hicks, S., Zinn, D.
Row i: Midttun, O., Sec, Brodeur, R., Sec, Brochu, R., Pres., Scarbel, M., \. Pres., Cretella, J. Row 2: Coi
Broadman, L, Marsocci, A., Craddock, J. Row 3: Rogers, D., Levy, S., Hokkanen, R.
le, D., Saltzman, R., Coulters, D.,
Tau Beta Pi is a national engineering honor society. This organiza
tion is, in engineering, equivalent to Phi Beta Kappa in the human
ities. The society was founded in 1885 at Lehigh University; the
charter for the U.R.I, chapter was granted February 13, 1954.
The primary purpose is to make in a fitting manner those who
have conferred honor upon their .Alma Mater by disringuished schol
arship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering and
to foster a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering colleges of
America.
^9 ?<^5-sir
Alpha Zeta was established as an honorary society as well as a pro
fessional fraternity in whose membership shall be combined the qual
ities of high scholarship, fine fellowship, and sound character.
Our purpose is to create and bond together a body of technical
men who by scholarly attainment, faithful service, and maintenance
of ethical ideals and principles have attained distinction and are cap
able of honoring achievement among others; to strive for breath of
vision, unity of action, and accomplishment of ideals.
Row I: Boaro, A., Censor, Desjardins, C, Chancellor, Ames, R., Treas., Gardner, P., Scribe. Row z: Veilleux, D., Cartier, J., Mason, A., Moor-
house, A. Row3: Check, R., French, E., McDowell, G.
TrT'-iTTrrTii-r"!
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rz, VV., Stitely, J., Colbi
Pi Sigma Alpha Fraternity is the National Political Science Honor
Society. Its chapters are established in colleges and universities of
accredited and recognized standing which offer at least the prescribed
minimum of work in political science.
The University of Rhode Island chapter was initiated in the spring
of 1955, and the names of eighteen students and faculty charter mem
bers are inscribed on a scroll.
Primary qualifications of student candidates for active member
ship include high scholarship, and promise of achievement in their
standing is a distinction that is worthwhile and an encouragement
toward continued intellectual efi^ort.
The Alpha Clii Chapter of the Phi Sigma Biolog
ical Society was chartered in 19J5. The mem
bership is comprised of undergraduate, graduate,
faculty, and honorary members. An overall B
average with no less than a B in any biological
subject are criteria for selection in the Junior and
Senior years, for students who have shown an
interest in the biological sciences.
Row /: Jacobson, C. C, Cannavo, J. M., Sec. Row 2: (iinsburg, M. I..
Editor, French, E. Pres.
Row /: Koechling, H., Pres., Strawderman, N. Row 2: Crandall, E.,
Grady, E.
Omicron Nu is an honor society which promotes
scholarship, leadership, and research in the world
wide Home Economics movement. The activities
of Alpha Mu Chapter for this year included schol
arship awards to a Home Economics Sophomore
and Junior, selhng United Nations recipe books
for a scholarship fund, helping foreign students,
and electing and initiating new members. It was
a year to remember.
Raw l: Carnevalc, R., Collins, G., Schachner, J., Pres., Sanders, B. Row
Feroce, J. Row 3: MoUica, J. A., Hoffer, M., Tibaldi, F. A., Turk, E.
, M., Mardn, S., Jacobson, H., Dauray, M. L.,
The Blue Key Society, an organization of student rep
resentatives from all classes, has for its objective, the
furthering of friendly relations between the U.R.I, vis
itors to our campus. Included, is acting as host to visit
ing athletic teams, touring groups, and dignitaries, as
well as at conferences and alumni functions.
"Sachems" is one of the leading honorary organizations on campus. It is composed
of a select number of Seniors chosen in the spring of their junior year. Membership
is based upon participation in extra-curricular activities and creditable scholarship.
Sachems attempts to find solutions to various problems which aff^ect the student
body as a whole. .^Iso, it desires to foster better cooperation and rapport between
the administration. Faculty and Students.
Among the responsibilities of the Sachems are: care of Ramesis, the University
Mascot; planning and executing of football rallies and supervision of cheerleaders.
The enforcement of Freshman Traditions and the bi-annual Rhody Revue are dele
gated to Sachems, as well as the spring convocation at which new Sachems are
tapped.
Row r: Krieger, M., Rec. Sec, Slader, C. V., Advisor, Finizio, N., Moderat
Bogacki, B., Rooney, B., Beaton, M., Soper, J., Mitchell, J., French, E.
ir, Pearson, R., Treas., Jacobson, C, Corres. Sec. Row 2: Holland, W.,
f^t/f;f-|.,iv'iLi
Row I: Conte, D., Zompa, R., Minch, M., Napolitano, C, Cyr, R., Dt
ler, R., Segalini, S., Drummond, D., Finck, G., Menard, R. Row3: O'l
B., Nagle, D.
y, \\. Row 2: N
len, W., Arthur,
:ipolla, R.,.Sili.,
, Fried, M., Ma
:in, N., Beagan, J., Schal-
, J., Caswell, E., Weaver,
Pershing
Rifles
Company D-12 under the command of Cadet Joseph J. Machado and faculty ad
visor Captain Donald F. HarrLson began its 1959 year enthusiastically. The group
participated in an .Armistice Day Parade that was held in Wakefield, Rhode Island.
The drill team of twenty men performed a special drill for the reviewing dignitaries.
The U.R.I. Pershing Rifle Drill Team received invitations, to participate in the
Navy Day Parade and two intercollegiate drill competitions. The first at M.I.T. in
Boston, Mass. The .second the annual Rhode Island State Drill Meet. There, the
participants include drill teams from the R.O.T.C. units at Brown, Providence Col
lege, and U.R.I.
The Pershing Rifles is also represented in many campus activities. The unit par
ticipates each year at the Military Ball where they perform a saber drill for the Co
ed Colonel and they perform an exhibition drill at the May Day Celebration held on
the quadrangle.
Row 1: DeBiasio, R., Lt., Cronhimer, J., Lt., Harrison, D., Capt. USAR. Advisor, Machado, J., Capt., Nolan, j., Lt. Row 2: Bogart, P., James,
R., Guernon, V., Crossley, H., Bourgeois, R., Irish, G., Kennedy, R., Cookinham, J., Johnston, R., Mancini, P. Row 3: Smith, M., Dziok, T.,
Dwyer, J., Phillips, H., Sherman. C. Well-. D.. Ch,R-f. |., Nart, tr.. ( lut-v r.-m<.nt. W.. i'trt-r-nn. H,
Scabbard
Blade
The Society of Scabbard and Blade is a military honor society for the cadet ofiicers
of the various colleges and universities. Its membership is spread over the entire
United States, having more than one hundred and fifty companies in fourteen
districts.
Here at the l'niversity of Rhode Island, in District I, H Company, 6th Regiment
was founded in 1927. Probably the biggest undertaking that H-6 promotes is the
Military Ball, one of the largest university functions during the school year.
H Company, 6th Regiment of Scabbard and Blade extends its heartiest congratu
lations to the graduating class, and best wishes for the future years.
Sealed: Federico, R., Trottier, C, Capalbo, J., Pres., Capr. Ray, G., Advisor, Corry, \. Ro-x 2: DiBiasio, G., Heaton, C, Hatch, R., Schachner,
R., Prevost, R., Trombino, J., Ferriter, W. Rq-j.' 3: Guindon, R.. Machad-., J., King, C, Klonsky. A., Holland, W., Middelton, E., Sawyer, R.
i^rao:^^
John H. CapaiU, '60
t in American Colleges
n.uiiel Vicc.ne '^i
ii1il Arnold Moorhouse '60 9i
il
Miriam R. Krieger '60
n
/
Norman J. Finizio '60
il
CanilC. Jaclison '60
<5
Anthony E. Infantnlino '60
P
\
Jean O. Mitchell '60
B
Richard A. L'Europa 60
Joan G. .Super '60
I
Gail F. Austin '60
34
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Judith M. Marcus '60 Lois L. Ford '60
WHO
and Universities
Helen Rose Koechling '6(
Judith M. Wnmoski '60 Sally F. Burke '60
Senior Class OJJicers
G. DiBiasio, S. Chair., G. Austin, V. Prcs., S. Finizo, Pres., J. Capalbo, Treas., A. Haseotes, Sec.
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Junior Class Offcers
Slmiding: B. Sanders, Sec., J. Prata, V. Pres., B.
Parente, Treas., J. Feroce, S. Chair. Sealed: H. Sim-
Pres.
Sophomore
Class Offcers
Standing: B. Cimino, Sec, D. Welles, Treas., M. L.
Dauray, V. Prcs. Sealed: G. Hall, S. Chair., J. Mol
lica, Pres.
Freshman
Class Offcen
Standing: P. Zaroogian, Pres., H. Sandler, V. Pres.
Seated: T. Godfrey.Treas., S.Vallone, Sec, B. Gior
dano, S. Chair.
The Student Senate is the voice of the student body which acts as an intermediary
between students, faculty, and administration.
With its members elected on a unit basis, the Senate is a truly representative or
ganization which supervises extra-curricular activities involving the students.
Some of the activities of the Senate are control of all class elections, sponsorship
of the Campus Chest, and the approval of constitutions of all newly formed campus
organizations.
A new undertaking was the scheduling and supervision by the Senate of Home
coming events. The election of a Homecoming Queen was instituted as a part of the
day's activities with the float and lawn display competition highlighting the progr;
Student
Senate
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Inter-Residence
Council
The objects of this organization shall be to promote
closer relations and liason with other campus organi
zations, among dormitory residents, and to improve
living conditions in the dormitory; also to supply the
residents with such comforts and recreations as lie
within the scope of the organization, and to ofi^er an
opportunity for self-government.
.- Pardi, R., Kenny, J., V. Chairman. DaiL
B., Halliwell, F., Gilefsky, K. Rtnc
1, J., Sec.-Treas., Spirito, F. Row 2: Rosen, R., Whitney, J., Godinho,
Snow, B., Cook, F.
Row /: Consove, R., Matheson, R., Sec.-Treas., Rooney, B., Pres., Hall, G. Row 2: Mitchell, J., Edson, J., Irza, P., Krieger, M., Parise, A.,
lard, B. Row 3: Drew, D., Kane, M., Nevins, L., Sanders, B.
This year, the Women's Student Government .Association again
strove toward fulfilling its main objects by providing a sense of coop
eration, respect, and friendship among all the women students here
at the university. The Association consists of specially elected offi
cers, and the highest women officers from nearly every organization
Some of the many annual activities for which the W.S.G.A. is
known are Philantropic Projects; Career Day; the Blue Book; organ
izing the Open House Activities; and of course famous MERC week,
ie.. Men's Economic Recovery Week.
Wometis Student
Government
Association
Judicial
Board
The Judicial Board, with the President of the W.S.C.A. acting as
the presiding officer, is composed of the Dean of Women, six mem
bers elected by the W.S.G.A., and six members appointed by the
W.S.G.C.
This group of students, with the sincere guidance and advice of
Dean Morris, acts not as a jury, but as an advisory council whose
primary interest is that of helping the women students adjust to
college life and to its necessary regulations.
Row r: MacKenzie, M., Rooney, B., Pres., Blackwood, J., Sec, Bocchicchio, L. Row 2: Lippitt, D., Wronoski, J., Peckham, K., Koczera, B.,
Viola, V. Row 3: Kane, M., Matheson, R., Thompson, D.
Row i: Schreiner, M., Collins, G.. Viccione, D., McC
D., Pincince, R., Schonning, R., L'Europa, R.
Union
Board of
Directors
The primary objective of the LInion Board of Directors is to
formulate the policies of the Rhode Island Memorial Union.
Aside from this important duty, the board members are con
stantly developing new ideas for the activity program of the
Union. The Board consists of a male and a female member rep
resenting the three upper classes and three members-at-large.
.All members are chosen for their interest, hard work, and ability.
The chairmen of the seven union committees
(Music & Arts, Games, Outing, Dance, Coffee
Hour, Program and Movies) are responsible for
maintaining the activity program of the Union.
With the aid of their committees, the chairmen
plan and organize a variety of events to promote
and stimulate campus participation.
Union
Committee
Chairman
Row l: Marcus, J., Jacobson, H., O'Neil, D., Row 2: Hoffer, M., Eastwood, D.,
Catanzaro, P., Martin, D.
Christian
Association
The University of Rhode Island Christian .Association
is part of a world wide community of students and
faculty united by a common loyalty to Jesus Christ.
The C.A.'s program on campus includes study groups,
Wednesday evening Chapel services, Thursday eve
ning forum and discussion meetings, and Sunday after
noon fellowship. Q..\. members take part in study and
planning retreats, regional as well as national confer
ences, summer service projects, and directly serve the
community through deputation teams and social action
projects.
Row i: Moulton, J., Keeler, M., Wilcox, N., Rev. E. W. Fetter, Whytock, L., Follett, D., Pres., Koechling, H., Ziegler, P., Jamgochian, M., Man-
cusi, M. Row 2: Johnson, S., Chin, S., Matheson, C, Sarellis, A., Moskos, M., Molitor, M., Cobb, P., Feifert, M., Palmgren, E., Carter, B. Row 3:
Coldwell, S., Spooner, F., Thompson, S., Hodgkinson, B., Hartford, P., Hartford, G., Sarkisian, B., Hopkins, B., Anderson, C, Nilson, M., Ashton,
S., Munroc, J. Row 4: Lovely, J., Hill, C, Lamon, B., Merrell, M., Farrell, K., Wilson, V., White, S., Comstock, C, Divens, D., Mason, J.,
Schmid, J. Rows: Marchant, B., Dimeo, J., Deary, W., Haskell, J., McUowell, G., Morgan, R., Webber, D., Ross, N., Mania, P., Mennerich, D.,
Crowninshield, C.
Row l: Skreczko, M., Pohlut, D., Visco, M., Falotico, C, Boisvert, P., Giroux, V., .Moulson, R., Ulans, M., Mandella, F., lacobucci, C, Kel
Buccini, D., Lennon, J., DelGrosso, A., Toso, 1., Wrigley, C, Carberry, S. Row 2: Gendreau, G., Skranski, C, Balzofiore, \'., McKenna, J., Met
calf, C, Cotter, G., DelFiore, A., Colucci, S., Petit, C, Schreiner, M., Tasca, D., Sant.igata, L., Colavecchio, E., Gentes, J., Field, S., .McMahon,
E. Row3: Aubrey, J., Panek, J., Longo, M., Champoux, J., .Adamski, F., Thayer, V., Couchon, X., Bouffard, J., MauriUo, A., .Madsen, D., Aleixo,
L., Bolger, E., Warchol, D., Sherrv-, M., Wrobel, J., Pezzullo, J., Garofalo, F. Row 4: Bessette, R., Roy, 0., Riveglia, E., Lackey, R., CiuUo, J.,
Marek, J., Croce, P., Rumazza, R., Coleman, J., Ballou, T., Pozzi, J., Fleming, J., Gibson, W. Row J.- Trudeau, N'., Risio, R., Connors, E., Al
bright, F., Cloutier, J., Heelan, J., Milavec, T., Calise, A., Ferri, G.
Newman
fifty years old, is a national organ for theThe Newman Club, which is ovei
Catholic students on the college campus.
This year the U.R.I. N'ewman Club has tried to fulfill the threefold purpose of the
national organization. It has sponsored interesting speakers to develop students in
tellectually, it has strengthened members religiously by close work with the Chap
lain, and it has enriched the social life of students with many varied programs.
Row I: Parent, G., Kovach, C, Walsh, N., Chiappinelli, M., Turgeon, C, .Archambault, O. .A., MolUca, J. A., Dunwoodie, V., Silvestri, K., Flat-
ley, S., Drouin, R. A., Allen, J., Cacioppo, 1.., Trudeau, M., DiMaio, C, Ruggiero, P., Butera, R. J. Row 2: Sullivan, B., Kelley, B., Nardelli, K.,
McCaffrey, T., Giordano, B., Melidossian, A., D'-Alfonso, A., Barbone, J., Murphy, C, Gurak, F., Stephenson, J., Ringuette, 1., Sahagian, H.,
Kelley, M., Clark, D., Healey, C, Sepe, W., Robinson, S. Row 3: Reynolds, J., Villa, C, Xessella, D., Strang, B., Murphv, M., Dubuc, S., Gar
della, C, Atteridge, J., Houlc, J., O'Rourke, C, Thomas, P., Crowley, J., R.aiston, M., Carlone, E., Vigliotd.A., Douglas, J., Belknap, E., Forte,
D., Finerty, 1., Russo, P., Connors, S., Kiore, P. Row 4: Mancini, P., DeTora, S., Marzilli, A., Owens, J., Monaii, M., Colacurcio, C, Berkinshaw,
J., Quinn, J., Tanner, C, Bradley, E., Barrett, N., Breault, S., Ball, E., Ernst, E., Johnson, N., Dwyer, C, Foran, J., O'Hanlev, M., Fcenev, B.,
Vieira, J. Rows: Nolan, J., Beagan, J., Faltus, C. J., McElroy, R., .Nichols, D., Trottier, C, Nagle, D., Daley, K., Bernard, D.,' Gunya, I.., Men
ard, R., Hibbert, J., Natt, G., Souza, J., Fornaro, J., Harrop, J. Row 6: Miniati, L., Cushmac, G., Neri, M., Ferruolo, F., Procacini, R., Caswell,
E., Corvese, D., Darowski, W., White, J., Murphy, B., Chase, J., Clarkin, M., Santos, R.
Hillel serves to fulfill religious culture and educational
needs, while at the same time, to provide a social con
tact and nucleus for the Jewish Students.
Throughout the years, our activities include Sab
bath Services, bagels-and-lox brunches, discussion
groups, a model Passover Sedar, and the presentation
of various films, speakers and entertainers pertaining
to our Judaic heritage.
Row I: Ritchie, L., Scheel, C, Garrea
G., Starzak, B., Wakefield, S., Kenyo
, A., Whitford, W., Prcs., Hancock, Rev. B., Chaplain, Adamek, C. Row 2: Garitt, D., .Macdonald, G.,
, C, Whitford, A., Wales, W. Row 3: Leathers, R., Anson, R., Drew, E., Grimm, P., York, R.
The Canterbury .Association offers to interested students and faculty Episcopal
worship, religious studies, community service, recreation, and relaxation. We have
a varied program designed to meet the needs of all of our members. It includes: Holy
Communion (and breakfast) on Wednesdays, Sunday services in St. .Augustines
Chapel at 9:30, 1 1:15, and 5:50, weekly coffee hours with a faculty guest, lively Can
terbury meetings and a Sunday evening supper group, and Maria our "adopted"
Greek child. Our chief asset is Canterbury House, our base of operations so to speak,
which is open to all, all day, seven days a week. Whenever the University is in ses
sion you can always find a number of Canterburians and their friends enjoying the
fellowship at Canterbury House.
Canterbury
Association
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Scroll is a relatively small organization. Its members are people who are interested
in the Fine Arts. This interest is not Hmited to a passive appreciation or discussion
of the Arts but is an active interest. Many of the members of Scroll write poetry and
short stories for the journal published by our organization. It is one of the objectives
of Scroll to encourage creatively not only in writing but also in other fields of the
fine Arts. We often show films, either documentary or fictional classics considered
works of Art either alone or good portrayals of great novels. Our meetings are re
laxed and not bound by rules of procedure. Discussions are generally varied, heated,
and lively. The members of Scroll are indeed individualistic, a necessary ingredient
in a creative, thoughtful person. Society is indeed richer by the presence of these
serious thinkers and artistic creators.
Rozi- i: DiM.iin.CGold'irein, G., V. Pres.. Whirtnrd, W., Pres., Poirier, S., Sec.-Treas., Mancusi, M. Row 2: CW^k, 'P., Barton, P., Hannigan, E.,
Pcndlcrun, J.. Bcrthlaume, S. Rox j: Gilbert, K., C/.irnccki, A., Young, R.
Grist

. Wilkie, C, Wiley, E., Bogacki, B., Ed;
P., Newman, W., Miniari, P., Sanders, B.
f, DiBiasio, G., Man. Ed,, Smith, R. Row
The Beacon is now in its 52nd year of serving the U.R.I, community. A 12 to 16 page
professional newspaper, it holds membership in both the Associated Collegiate Press
and Intercollegiate Press.
Practical experience in all phases ofjournalism reporting, editing, make-up, pho
tography, business, advertising and circulation is available to any interested stu
dent.
The Beacon prides itself on being the voice of the U.R.I, campus. It seeks to pro
mote greater interest in U.R.I, on and off campus, by presenting editorials, news,
and feature stories and an open look at problems confronting a university and uni
versity students.

F! = il', .JM.-fir.;; Jl, lil .ilPl jS' iliiJJil.'r' if fH. fiajay
Seated: Duhamel, C, Desjardins, C, Social Chairrr
Imondi, A., Ulmschneider, R., Levesque, D., Veill
tl, French, E., V. Pres., Mason, A. Pres., Moorhouse, A., Treas., Hicks, B. Row 2: Phillips, J.,
X, D., Sedgley, W., Boaro, A. R0W3: Grossman, E., Orazi, R., Hill, R., Ross, N., Anson, R.
The Aggie Club is one of the oldest organizations on campus. Its main function is to develop lead
ership, responsibility, and friendship among agricultural students and to promote projects of value
to the University and the College of .Agriculture. The club's largest undertaking is the annual and
traditional "Aggie Bawl," the University's first major dance of the year. Next year the club will
also assume responsibiHty for the school mascot, Rameses IV. Among other activities are the an
nual Christmas party at East Farm, the spring picnic for the College of Agriculture, and the pub
lication of an "Aggie Newsletter," the club also awards Aggie Keys to outstanding Senior mem
bers and recognizes the outstanding Junior aggie of the year.
The Aggie Showmanship Club is organized to promote the art
and science of judging and showing livestock and livestock
products. To do this, the club sponsors the Dairy Products
Judging Team, the Dairy Cattle Judging Team, and the Poul
try Judging Team. The members of these teams engage
ally in competition with other college judging teams of the north
ern eastern states.
Aggie
Shotvmanship
The URI Campus 4-H Club was organized primarily for students to gain training
and increase their own participation in agriculture and home economic extension
programs. Although most of the members have been active in 4-H prior to coming tothe campus, anyone with an interest in youth work is welcome to join.
Every spring the club sponsors a 4-H Career's Day. Last year one hundred 4-H
club members attended this event which was designed to show the advantages of a
college education.
Other activities: judging at 4-H contests, assisting at the R.I. Junior Leaders Con
ference, and holding a square dance.
Row r: Duhamel, C, Hicks, B., Cooml
Schneider, R., Tucker, N., Coombs, L.
leux, D., Sherman, C. A.
, K. L., Advisor, Salisbury, F., Pres., Cimino, B., V. Pres., Desjardins, C, Sec. Row 2: Leathers, R., Ulm-Vlac Donald, J., Moorhouse, A., Boaro, A. Row 3: Powell, J., Arzamarski, A., Hill, R., Sedgley,' W.', Veil-
International
Relations
j: Bruce, C, Treas., Brown, R., Pres., Chorney, E., V. Pres., Ostrow, R. Sec.
' 2: Brown, C, Pendleton, J., Hannigan, E.
Students interest in the political, economic, and
social aspects of the countries of the world com
pose the framework of the International Rela
tions Club. Information on world problems are
presented to the campus via speakers, movies,
and discussions. Delegates are sent to conferences
of the collegiate I.R.C. and to meetings of the
World Artairs Council of Rhode Island. The club
attempts to interest members and others in for
eign places, people, ideas and situations.
The decidedly new stress on international
understanding has shown itself on this
campus in the growth of the .All Nations
Club. This organization permits the Amer
ican student to widen his horizon, and
the visiting student to better know the
United States of .America.
Monthly meeting feature speakers, dis
cussions, movies, visits to sites of interest,
dances, and a traditional banquet at
year's end. Selected representatives at
tend the Christmas Adventure in World
Understanding at Michigan State l'ni
versity.
Psychology
The Psychology Club offers lectures and field trips to
anyone interested in any branch of this science. It's
membership is not limited to students of psychology.
Coffee Hour demonstrations, trips to testing labora
tories, and discussion groups are regular features of
the club.
Row l: Farrell, K., Sec, Nevins, L., Pres., Clark, P., Treas., McAndrews, L. Row 2: Napolitano, B., O'Toole, A., Bradley, P., Newman, J.,
Row i: Lakey, D., Assf. Debai
Cohn, A., Callahan, C, Germa:
Coach, Ziminsky, L., Reese, R., Pres., Dody, A., Advisor, Quinn, K,, Gt
3, M., Foskett, J. Row 3: Torman, L., Gan/e, A., Usher, J.
The University of Rhode Island Debate Council offers a diversified
program of forensic activities. In the course of the year, the Council
sponsors a High School Debate Tournament, a High School Model
Congress and sends teams to intercollegiate debate tournaments in
many states. In the past two years the newly reorganized debate
council has become reorganized on the national level and has released
the prestige of debating on campus to a new height.
URI
Debate
Council
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Mens
Commuters
The Men's Commuter's Club was organized here in February of 1958. Initially de
voted to advancing facilities for the growing commuting element, it has, upon real
izing its immediate goals, developed into a social organization as well. The men
commuters' officers, in addition to their regular duties, officiate over the club.
Residing at "Club 400," the Men's Commuters' Club maintains sight of its orig
inal purpose while entering into social and athletic activities. The club offers men
commuters the first really unified organization, for which their number has so long
been in need.
Row l: Pike, R. M.. Johnson, N., ValUere, P., Bennett, R. Row 2: Borys, S. F., Peisach, J. M., Grugiel, J., Fontaine, R. Row 3: Colley, C, Tilliei
., v., Wales, W., Schg, S., Carr, H., Vu
P., Goodale, B., Southwick, E.
The Sailing Team engages in intercollegiate racing with the major
schools in the New England area. This year under the team Captain
Jay Harford, the racing team held practices at the boathouse and
wound up with a successful season. The fleet of URI boats was en
larged to seven fiberglass racing dinghys this year.
The Sailing Team is a member of rhe New England Inter-collegiate
Sailing Association. Racing continues throughout the year with the
exception of the coldest winter months.
Row I: Hyde, D., Spring, S., Miniari, P
Starzak, B., Miller, M., Caswell, E., Wa
G., Wales, W., MasBregor, A.
\'. Commodore, Ma\
, D., Divens, D., Wil
ore, .Austin, G., Sec, Harford, J., Couchon, N. Row 2: Jones, J.,
i., Philippi, E. Rows: Von Essen, C, Bragg, R., Carr, H., Cohen,
The Yacht Club was just organized in 1935 for the purpose of bringing together
those interested in sailing and has proved to be a very popular organization. Much
progress has been made in these years and particularly in the last year. There are
now six fiberglass Beverly dinghys in the growing fleet which is housed in a building
on Salt Pond in Wakefield.
The club is responsible for the intercollegiate sailing team and has been an active
member of the New England Intercollegiate Sailing Association since 1946. The
club is presently engaged in a long range program of improvements which received
impetus this year from the Patrons Association which donated a new Beverly dinghy.
Row 1: Davey, M., Cotter, G., Jocelyn, W., Sullivan, B., Loud, B., Little, E. Row 2: Vierra, R., Hicks, B., Kindlund, J., Fowler, S., Mattson, C,
Haas, M., Cobb, P., Filippon, C, Winslow, G. Row 3: Shapiro, G., Selig, S., Robinson, D., Grimm, P., Goodale, B., Whitney, J., Southwick, E.
Row /: Ganze, L., DiBiase, A., Hurley, M., Sec, Ewen, N., Treas., Brown, R., Pres., Will, R., Director, Pendleton, J., V. Pres., Mooney, K.
Row 2: Turnock, M., Bruce, C, Jennings, C, Hannigan, ., Dunwoodie, V., Farrell, K., Primiano, S., Kane, M., McCormick, J., Ganze, A.,
Brown, C, DiMaio, C. Row 3: Parrotc, J., Clank, P., Lacey, W., Aronson, S., Hardie, T., Bond, R., Travis, S., Barton, P., Hersey, H.
University Theater
In 1952 the University Theater officially became the outstanding organization it is
today. Since that time it has made considerable progress, culminating this season
with the addition of a Radio Workshop, a project of the Speech Department under
the direction of Mr. John Price, in conjunction with the theater; a new Technical
DirectorMr. Steve Travis from the Tulsa Civic Theater, Tulsa, Oklahoma; and
a schedule of exceptional plays.
The Theater began the year with a production of Jean Anouilh's Ring Round the
Moon. This romantic, sophisitcated comedy was an overwhelming success on Home
coming Weekend not only for the student body, but also for the Alumnae. The sec
ond project of the Theater was the High School Workshop. Eleven High Schools
from the State performed and observed, under the guidance of members of the Uni
versity Theater. This year the High School Workshop had a greater attendance than
ever before.
Dark of the Moon^ a grass roots drama of the Smoky Mountains, based on the
legend of Barbara Allen, was certainly a success. The University Theater's first
attempt with a Tragi-comedy of this type, the performance excelled because of Pro
fessor Robert E. Will's able direction, Mr. Steve Travis' technical assistance and
unique set designs, and cooperative efforts of cast and crews.
The Radio Workshop presented its first production "The Plot to Overthrow
Christmas" by Norman Corwin.
As its third production the University Theater chose Tennesee Williams' Glass
Menagerie,, under the direction of Mr. Steve Travis and the technical assistance of
ProfessorWiUiam Jones. Glass Menagerie was a delicate, artistic and unconventional
treatment of a deeply-moving memory play.
Along with the productions on campus. The University Theater was invited to
attend the special Theater session of the annual New England Speech Association,
and presented a demonstration of creative theater in the form of an original play,
Heritage,^ by Sherwood Collins, assistant director of the Wisconsin Idea Theater.
The University Theater also expanded the opportunities available for the indi
vidual interested in creative theater. This was done through Dramatic Arts Course
Twelve, fundamentals of theater production, the special aim of which is to enable
students to create, produce, and direct original experimental productions.
Two other segments of the University Theater, often not acknowledged though
intrinsically important to any production, were also enlarged. These two segments,
namely Business, and Public Relations, offer opportunities for people interested in
the managerial aspects of the Theater.
The University Theater concluded the 59-60 season with its participation in the
All-University Musicale Carousel.
The University Theater is one of the very few organizations capable of utilizing
talent as diverse as the transition from electrician and actor to writer and artist im
plies. The University Theater is growing and growth means rewarding opportunities
for new members.
i6i
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The University Band has many varied activities. During the foot
ball season it is turned into a marching band and besides playing at
football games it adds spirit to the many pep rallies. The Concert
Band plays two concerts during the year. One is the annual Christ
mas convocation and the other is a Sunday afternoon concert in
March. Small groups of the band also play at basketball games,
march with the alumni on Alumni Day, and participate in the New
England Inter-Collegiate Band.
The .University Chorus under its director. Professor Ward Abusamra, has in seven
years grown to a membership of 130 voices. Drawing upon singers from all colleges
of the University, the chorus sings music representative of all styles and periods
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical and Modern. Last spring they sang concerts in five
high schools throughout the state, and also a performance at the State House before
the Rhode Island General Assembly. For this they received a resolution of commen
dation.
The Christmas program included music ofTomas Luis da Victtoria, Healy Willan
and the Christmas section of the Messiah by Handel. For the Spring Concert the
University Chorus combined with Brown University and the Rhode Island Chorale,
to perform the Cherubini "Requiem Mass" in Roger Williams Park.
"Carousel" was the musical for the Spring Production.
University Chorus
Senior Orchesis is the University Dance Group and is now in
it's third year. Under the direction of Miss Jane Yosepian, the
group has expanded in size and versatility. The purpose of
Orchesis is to acquire further knowledge and experience in cre
ative dance in which emphasis is placed not only on learning
but also on appreciating and understanding dance as a means
of artistic expression.
This past year Orchesis visited various high schools and pre
sented a dance demonstration entitled "The Plastic Body."
This demonstration was seen twice on campus and more recently
as a January cofl^ee hour.
The group is currently planning an all New England College
dance symposium. In addition Orchesis will take part in the
all-L,'niversity production of "Carousel."
This Fall has also seen the introduction of an all-male dance
class. It is our hope that this aspect of the dance program will
continue to expand.
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The University of Rhode Island Radio Club, which operates amateur
radio station WiKMV, is open to anyone with an interest in radio.
The station is located on the second floor of the Memorial Union
Building. The club encourages its new members to obtain their ama
teur radio licenses from the F.C.C. so that they may operate the
club station, and set-up stations of their own.
The club is active in Civil Defense radio networks, and on their
own 6-meter network, with transmitters located in the dorms and
housing units on campus.
WRIL' is a student owned and operated radio station operating at
550 kc. on the standard .AM dial. WRIU brings to the students of
the university music, news, special events and specialized training
in radio station operations broadcasting techniques and technical
operations.
WRIU welcomes all students of the university who wish to learn
more about broadcasting to audition.
The philosophy behind the present operations of WRIU is simply
that the station is open for both the educational and entertainment
aspects of radio. We feel that WRIU provides a valuable facility to
the student within which he can learn about radio, about personality
development as well as a facility within which he can find recreation
and relaxation.
Row I: Horvitz, F., Treas., Fornaro, J., Program Mgr., Paiva, R., Station Mgr., Wear, N. Row z: Aronson, S., Sandler, H., Johnson, R., Winslow,
G., Barnicoat, A., Rosen, R., Davis, S. Row 3: Shocket, P., Fried, M., Ross, N., Hargraves, P.
WW^\
Row I vens, I)., Mennerich, D., V. Pres.,
, Sinclair, A., Caswell, W., LeVasseur, G., Lewis, E.
i., Willcott, E., Hargraves, P., Lesser, C,
J., Pres., Flatley, S., S. y, S. Row 2: Gambardella, .A., Brenn
C. Row 3: Feld, D., Mahler, R., .Anso
The University of Rhode Island Skin Divers Club is a fast-growing
and comparatively new club on campus. The primary objective of
the Club is to help students achieve skill in skin and SCL'B.A diving
and places emphasis on the importance of safe diving techniques.
The Club conducts both wet and dry meetings. Features of the dry
meetings include guest speakers, films and discussions of new develop
ments in the fields of skin and SCUB.A diving. The wet meetings are
training sessions held at the Quonset Naval Station Pool.
The 1959-1960 season finds Coach Miller's rifle team sighting In on bigger and better
targets. Some unprecedented events have already taken place.
Caught up in the whirlwind of expansion at the University, the team has emerged
with an enlarged firing range with twice its former capacity.
The team has posted a score of 1409 in shoulder-to-shoulder competition which
appears to be a record for a University of Rhode Island team. Captain Ted Dziok
fired a 290 out of a possible joo which ranks him the best. Bob Mooza came up with
a perfect target shooting in the kneeling position, a feat of no little merit.
Veteran shooter F.lton Cohen has returned to the fold and is resuming his position
as one of the top scorers. Sophomore Bob Saunders, who has a growing collection of
perfect prone targets, and classmate Henry Phillips are proving to be very capable
competitors.
.Another of the "big guns" is fired by Junior Dave Webber who, along with return
ing letterman Bob Anson and Sophomore Steve Kdwards are major contributors to
the team.
Interest in shooting is reaching new heights and along with the interest comes
accomplishment. The men of the University Rifle Team are doing a good job repre
senting their University.
Association
Seated: Phillips, H., Sec-Treas., Daok,T., Team Capt., Mooza, R. Pres., Goodrich, F., Corres. Sec. Standing: Lelghton, H., Saunders, B., Webber,
Row l: .Sanders, B., Sec, Brigg.s W.. Vogcl, J., Pres., Wood, P., Perriello, D., V. Pres., hederico, K., Treas. Row 2: Nelson, I.., Horvit/, F., Walsh,
J., Poserina, J., Simone, R., Turk, E., Pollack, I.., Andrcw.s, D. Row 3: Dress, C, Fontaine, R., Rosenblatt, R., Fitta, R., Erickson, J., Coldwell,
S., Davis, C, Miniati, P. Row 4: Trombino, J., Guglielmello, J., Ray, A., Lamb, D., Kulllierg, T., Richman, J., Foley, W., Sheridan, J., Ferriter,
The Accounting Association was founded in March
1949, to supplement the study of accounting, to inves
tigate the possibilities of employment for graduating
members, and to promote social activities. -Another
purpose is to acquaint all students at the University
with the uses and functions of accounting. Each year
the name of an accounting major, who over the first
three years has attained the highest average in class
work at U.R.L is inscribed on a plaque in the College
of Business Administration.
Accounting
Association
Alpha
Delta
Sigma
Alpha Delta Sigma is a national professional advertising fraternity
that include active undergraduate chapters and alumni chapters in
the principal cities of advertising activity.
The undergraduate chapters are dedicated to "Bridging the Gap"
between advertising theory and experience, our own chapter attempts
to foster interest in the advertising profession, to promote an atmos
phere in which the advertising neophyte can be introduced to the
practical problems in a dynamic field, and to instill in its members
the high ethical standards that are needed in creative advertising.
The major projects of the fraternity are the composition of an
advertising blotter and a social calendar.
Row i: Steen, M., Camevale, R., Pres., Bretsch, L., Advisor, Donovan, C, O'Toole, A. Row 2: Gavitt, D., Welch, L., Broom
Finkel, B., Sherman, S., Merdinger, E., Ackerman, M. Row3: Greer, J., Wilson, F., Multer, B., Bradley, P., Steinhardr, K,,
Row i: Gambardella, A., Acker
Biasio, G., Carnevale, R., Newr
hardt, R., Wexler, P., Sherman,
nan, M., V. PrL'S., Torgan, A., Pres., RockafcUow, R., .'\dvisor, Catanz
lan, S., Dadekian, R., Korrick, I,., Watdman, P., Spirito, F. Row 3: Weir
S., Kingson, W., Cox, R.
ro, C, Treas., Goddard, R. Row 2: Di-
;r, D., Lepore, J., Broomfield, S., Stein-
The Economics Society is primarily interested in the
informal discussion of contemporary economic prob
lems. Meetings are highlighted by prominent speakers
from the various fields dealing with economic matters.
The purpose of the organization is the development
of an awareness in the minds of its members and other
campus citizens of the important economic and politi
cal problems which are constantly arising in the mun
icipal, state, national, and international scene.
_a tv.
Economics
Society i\ ..!a\....:4
Insurance
Association
The primary function of the Insurance Association is to provide a
bridge for the gap between theoretical and practical insurance knowl
edge. We accomplish this by inviting prominent in.surance men from
various fields of insurance to speak of their professions. Each semes
ter we take a field trip to the home office of an insurance company
for a one-day trainee program.
The direct contacts with the business world combined with our
courses in insurance have provided us with an excellent foundation
for work in the insurance industry.
Scholarship in insurance is fostered by two annual awards pre
sented by Rhode Island Insurance Agents xAssociations.
Row l: Lubusky, J., Giordano, J., Trea<,, Feld, D., Pres., .Arnold, H.. \ Vv- , I>in'- r-1, ^
DeStefano, R., Straut, R., Booth, R., Magnusson, H., Hall. S., Provo.-r, \., R^li.-, R., I I
, i? R-- 2: D.-arv, W., MacConkle, G.,
1 1 l!j{
II .
'
^ 1 Ikf -:iIi ^-
Row /: Sopi
Tanaka, J., Champlin, J. Row 3.
nklin, L., Sec, Kuba, F, Pres., Fagan, F., V. Pre
Jaclndoc, R., .Allen, C, Russo, A., PubUcity Cha
L'Europa, R , Barry, J., Goddard, R., Grim
Ie) , M
The Society for the -'\dvancement of Management
(known as S.,^.M.) was started on the Rhode Island
campus in 1945 and reactivated in 1948. The Society
is the recognized national professional society of man
agement people in industry, commerce, education and
government. It is the purpose of this organization to
acquaint the student with people in these fields of busi
ness, and keep them in contact with the latest infor
mation concerning employment, business and man
agement.
Society for the
Advaticement
Management
Kappa
Alpha
Tau Kappa .Alpha, the National Forensic Honor Society, was founded in 1908 and
is the only forensic honor society in the .Association of College Honor Societies. The
standards of membership include two years of outstanding achievement in forensic
activities as well as high academic and personal qualifications.
The Honor Society, guided by the high ethical standards of the students and
teachers who determine its policy, not only seeks to promote interest in forensic ac
tivities, but also aims to instill Quintilian's concept of an orator as "u good man
speaking" as the accepted ideal for both school and society.
The newly reactivated University of Rhode Island Chapter, was one nt the charter
members, having been founded in 1920, and attempts through sponsoring and par
ticipating in forensic activities to implcnic-nt its aims on the University campus.
Lakey, D., Pres., Usher, J., Treas., Doody, A., Advisor, Quinn, R., Sec., Germano, E., V. Pres.
Row i: Willis, F., Kroian, M
Noble, D., Robertson, M., B;
a, W., Advisor, Marson, J., Gurney, J., Sec.-Treas. Row 2: Loud, B., Marcus, J.,
on, J., Kelm, B. Rows: Dimco, J., Murray, B., Votta, R., Mancini, D.
The U.R.I, chapter of the Music Educators National .
Conference is a new organization on campus composed
of students in the Music Education curriculum. This
year the organization sponsored music supervisors from
Rhode Island who delivered lectures concerning prob
lems in music teaching and led discussion concerning
this area.
The organization is designed to promote understand
ing of problems in the music teaching field, promote
closer student faculty relations, and to develop friendly
associations between music students who will be work
ing together in the future.
Music
Education
Association
Home Economics
The Home Economics Club again began this fall semester with an active and inter
esting program. Beside monthly meetings, highlights were placed on a make-up
demonstration; the selling of chrysanthemums at Homecoming to benefit one of our
deserving students; making, baking and selling fruitcakes; and sponsoring a Coffee
Hour.
Later on, we developed and carried out a Big Sister program at the Joseph H.
Ladd School; held our annual Silver Tea for the .American Home Economics .Associ
ation's International Scholarship Fund; and ended the yeiir with a picnic of farewell
for all of our graduating Home Economics seniors.
The officers and members of the club would like to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to Mrs. Goshdigian and Miss May, our advisors, for all their help and
guidance throughout the year.
Row r: Turgeon, C, Kramer, J., Walsh, N., Koechling, H., Macdonald, G., V. Pres., Barker, .
McCormick, J., Cimino, B., Chiappinelli, M. Row 2: Abeel, S., Bradley, M., Viola, V., Schutz, E,
zak, B., Radio, M., Mancusi, M., Bard, K., Consove, R., Carberry, S., Posner, S. Row 3: Munri
Matheson, R., Wilson, V., Kirby, K., Fillipon, C, Comstock, C, Margeson, L., Ford, L.
., Pres., Nilson, M., Sec, Jocelyn, W., Treas.,
Keeler, M., Campopiano, M., White, B., Star-
, J., Clark, E., DelFiore, A., Cunningham, D.,
. Rider, H., Jamgochian, M., Gendron, T., Preston, .M., Treas., VigUotti, F., V. Pres., McCann, B., Sec, Ritchie, L., Parlak, P., Cacioppo,
L. Row 2: Mattson, C, Angelone, E., Williamson, N., Gardella, C, Tobler, D., Strang, B., Feifert, M., Smith, R., Sandberg, A. Row 3: Marley,
J., O'Hanlcy, M., Belknap, E., Lamon, B., Bowen, B., Farrell, L., Kindlund, J., Vessella, D.
The School of Nursing which was started on campus in 1945,
organized an association for its students in 1950, called Nutrix.
This association gives the students in the clinical areas an oppor
tunity to keep informed on the activities and developments of
the School of Nursing and the nursing profession. Meetings are
held monthly to plan, present activities, and future events.
Row I: Simmons, C, Begrie, S., Tasca, D., Hazard, E., Bickford, L., Chopoorian, T., Berger, T., Allen, J., Ogrodnik, D. Row 2: Hemmcrle, D.,
Conklin, C, Thompson, S., Del Sesto, B., Dubuc, S., Murphy, M., Seifert, S., Moulton, J., Lovely, J., Reynolds, J., Ashton, S., Crowley, J. Row
3: CroweU, C, MauriUo, A., Johnson, N'., Pickthall, I.., Gaim, L., Grira .. R.. -I..,h , I... M. .Ii r. D., M.i,;-.",, D
Kappa
We of Kappa Psi after three years at the University of Rhode Island will always
cherish the memories and affiliations we have had on campus. .After having finally
established ourselves as a professional fraternity, we hope the ideals and pride of our
fraternity will be maintained by future brothers. We are proud and happy to have
had the opportunity to associate with the many fine fraternities and organizations
here at the University of Rhode Island. We hope that the keen scholastic competi
tion which exists among the fraternities will continue, and that the John C. Weldin
Trophy will once again return to Kappa Psi.
We, of Kappa Psi Fraternity, wish to congratulate the senior graduating mem
bers of all fraternities and wish them success in all their future endeavors.
Row i: Flowers, D., V. Kci,'Lnt. Brady, T., Regent, KauCnian, R., Treas., Parker, E., Sec. Row 2: Earnshaw, A., Goolgasian, W., Mollica, J.,
Kaufman, D., Smith, R, R'.-j.- 3: Busscctc, R., C(.ttt;r. W.. I'nntc, R.
jbriele, B., Ponte, R., Treas., Parker, E., \'. Pres., Kaufman, R., Pres., Worthen, L., Advisor, Greenberg, R., Sec., Roditakis, L, Sec.
irnshaw, .A., Goolgasian, W., Minch, M., Mollica, J., Flowers, D., German), J., St. Laurent, R., Bessette, R., Silverstein, N., Kaufman,
o, R., Smith, R., Salerno, M. Row 3: O'Neill, J., Denelle, D., Cotter, W., James, P., Pelissier, N., Roy, R., Milavec, T., Smith, N.,
American
Pharmaceutical
Association
The American Pharmaceutical Association is a national professional
pharmaceutical organization with student branches located in most
colleges of pharmacy in the United States. The purpose of the
A. Ph. A. is to encourage in the broadest and most liberal manner
the advancement of pharmacy as a science and as a profession.
The organization, open for membership to every student of good
class standing in the College of Pharmacy, serves as a means of
uniting the freshmen up through the seniors, both male and female.
The activities sponsored by the A. Ph. A. include debates, movies,
teas, speakers, and dances. Annual events include a freshman recep
tion for all pharmacy students, a Christmas party, a picnic, and a
semiformal dinner dance.
Row i: Casinclli, J., V. Pres., Manni, P., Historian, Catalano, C, Pres., Kauf
man, R., Sec.-Treas. Row z: Tsao, D., Advisor, Gomez, L., Scheuer, E.,Vallnoti,
M. Row3: Der Marderosian, A., Rosecrans, J., Price, J.
On May 19, 1922, the .Alpha Chapter of Rho Chi was founded
at the University of Michigan. Since that time, sixty-four chap
ters have been formed at Colleges of Pharmacy throughout the
nation. The most recently established chapter is Beta Pi, Col
lege of Pharmacy, University of Rhode Island, which was in
stalled on May 24, 1959.
In its brief history as the honor society of Pharmacy, Rho
Chi, by its encouragement and recognition of scholarship has
done much to promote the advancement of the pharmaceutical
sciences. Ultimately, however, the activities of the individual
members in all areas of endeavor have been responsible for
making the name Rho Chi respected throughout the profession
of Pharmacy.
Row l: Brodeur, R , Tre
Row 3: Hill, D., Bi
Engineering
Council
The L'niversity of Rhode Island Student Chapter of the American Institute of In
dustrial Engineers was organized to stimulate and promote the interest and advance
ment of Industrial Engineering. Through its affiliation with the national professional
society, the organization strives to promote professional ethics and standards.
The Student Chapter aids in the professional development of the students by
sponsoring speakers, field trips and other special events. Dr. D. Edward Nichols acts
as faculty advisor for the student organization.
The object of the Engineering Council is to coordinate the affairs and activities of
the student engineering societies. Since its organization in 1939 it has acted in behalf
of these societies in carrying out proposals or suggestions pertaining to the stimula
tion and improvement of engineering in all its aspects at the University of Rhode
Lsland.
Membership is composed of rhe presidents and elected delegates of the engineer
ing societies, with the Dean of the College of Engineering as advisor.
American Institute
Industrial Engineers
Row t: DePalo, M., Pres., Dr. Nichols, Advisi
J., Kittredge, R., Marek, J., Urbanik, J.
, Lusi, R. Row 2: Marchant, B., McCabe, J., Salhany, J., Culgin, R., Atamian, R., Row 3: Westlake.
Row i: Coulters, D., Sec, Huck, P., V. Chair., .Aloisio, A., Chair., Cretella, J., Sec, Shappy, R., Sec. Row 2: Vierra, R., Rogers, D., Hokka
R., Goodrich, F., Davis, S., Selig, S., Jacobson, H. Raws: Valois, R., Eichin, P., Rigby, J., Watts, D.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of
Radio Engineers are the two leading professional societies for elec
trical engineers. The joint student branch is closely associated with
the national organization and acts to promote prolessional ethics
and standards.
To give students a contact with phases of their profession which
they cannot get in the classroom, the student branch sponsors field
trips, speakers, student paper contests, and projects for open house.
Also among its diversified activities is an annual dinner dance and
an "end-of-the-year" picnic.
American Institute of
Electrical Engineers
and
Institute of Radio
Engineers
URI Chapter of
American Institute
Chemical Engineers
The University of Rhode Island Chapter of the American Institute of Chemical En
gineers was organized to promote a professional attitude, to acquaint its members
with topics of interest by means of addresses by experienced men and student re
search, and to foster a spirit of good will among chemical engineering students.
To promote scholastic achievement the Student Chapter participates in the Stu
dent Contest Problem given by the National Society each year. It is a problem in
chemical engineering design, prepared by a subcommittee of practicing engineers. A
prize of $200 is awarded by the National Society for the best problem solution.
Each year, in the fall and spring, an outing is held to acquaint the new students
in chemical engineering with the organization and to promote a closer contact with
the professors and students.
Row l: Caswell, W., Corvese, D., Madsen, N., Advisor, Brochu, R., Pres., Machado, J., Costa, K. Row 2: Glovier, R., Coates, A., SLirbtl, M.,
Fortune, W., Czarneclu, A., Pincince, R., Nickerson, C, Teubert, B.
Row /; Balshaw, J., V. Pres., Eckart, C, Pres., Pawloski. M., Keating, W. Row 2: Azar, R., LaRivierc, W., Mawby, N., Ayoub, P., Walsh, D.,
O'Rourke, J. Row 3: Saccoccio, A., Midttun, O., Swift, F., Mancini, P.
The U. R. I. Student Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engi
neers was organized to acquaint the student with members of the Civil
Engineering profession, to familiarize students with current topics of
interest by conducting joint meetings with the Parent Organization
and other student chapters, and to indoctrinate the student into the
Parent Society.
Annual activities include a picnic in the spring, a regional confer
ence where many student chapters gather to participate in a student
paper contest and several chapter projects.
American Society
of
Civil Engineers
184
American Society of
Mechanical
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is a national profes
sional society for Mechanical Engineers. Its purpose is to advance the
profession by providing the opportunity for engineers to band togeth
er and discuss problems and recent developments.
The .'\.S.M.E. Student Branch is supported by the National Society.
Its purpose is to provide students with most of the benefits of the par
ent organization and to indoctrinate the student into the society. It
supplements the engineering education by providing technical speak
ers, field trips and other special events.
Row 1: Garaache, A., Sec, Bisd, L., Chair., Parican, J., Advisor, Ramsden, R., V. Chair., Coccoli, A., Treas. Row 3: Pannone, J., Deriso, F.,
Henderson, R., Patterson, S., Saltzman, R. Row 3: Laferriere, R., Marek, J., Middelthon, E., Friedrichs, G.
rTTTrT-^wmwf^,^^^..^^
Row /: King, C, Treas., Middelihcin, K,, V. Pres., Machado, J., Pres., Sawyer, R., Sec Row J: C.rWW, M,, I latch, R., Nolan, J., Heaton, C,
Cretella, J. Row 3: Schachner, R., Henderson, R., Trottier, C.
In the third year as a campus organization, the Society of American
Military Engineers has made positive steps toward building a strong,
effective and professional organization on the U.R.I, campus.
The Society is designed to promote an active interest in the field of
Military Engineers, and it is looking forward to another year of
growth and improvement in i960.
Functions of the S.A.M.E. are field trips to various military engi
neering interest points, various guest speakers, reporting on new de
velopments also prove to be interesting, and educational to the student
engineering members.
Society of
American
Military Engineet^s
1^ ^^^
The Mathematics Club of the University of Rhode
Island was organized nine years ago. Its purpose is to
advance and disseminate knowledge of mathematics
and to foster study and research in the various fields
of mathematics. In this way it provides a real educa
tional opportunity for those interested.
Row /: Hall, F., V. Pres., Audet, J., Sec, StaufFer, J., Advisor, Bergeron, A., Pres., Gederman, R., Treas. Row 2: Lefebvre, E., Moskos, M., Ran
dall, N., Goldman, A.
Row I: Cushmac, G., Durst, R., Treas., Kraus, D., Advisor, Simoneit, B., Pre.';
Gillespie, J., Callahan, C, Fox, M., Rossi, R., Speier, J., Gelardi, M., Schreine
Lyons, R., DiNunao, J., Wujcik, S., Trottier, C.
, Gauthier, D., V.
, R. Row 3: Gene
. Row 2: Murphy, K.,
R.. McCormack, A.,
The University of Rhode Island Chemistry Society is a student affili
ate chapter of the American Chemical Society and also a chapter of
the Intercollegiate Chemical Society.
The main functions of the Society are of the following nature. It is
to stimulate interest in the various phases of Chemistry by means of
lectures, moving pictures, joint meetings with other Universities, and
field trips to industrial plants and research laboratories. It is to create
closer relations between faculty, graduate students, and students by
holding picnics, and to create interest on a state-wide basis by the
publication of the "U.R.I. Chem Spectrum" for distribution each year
at the University Open House.
Chemistiy
Society
In 1948 the Physics Society of the University of Rhode Island was
organized and officially approved. Today its members belong to the
Student Section of the .American Institute of Physics, an organization
which stimulates interest and professional pride in the field of Physics.
The Society has prominent speakers lecture periodically to acquaint
the student with the objectives and methods of modern research. At
other occasions movies of technical nature are shown and discussion
groups are formed.
Row r: Alexanian, M., Pres., Sinclair, A., See. Row 2: Jew, D., Treas., Travisam., J.
Physics
Society
Row i: Bookataub, E., Mathleson, J., Bordo, J., Pres., Bartigian, G., Sec.-Treas., Cooper, M., V. Pres., Barnett, J. Row 2: Wellen, P., Willis, F.,
Stafford, E., Parrella, G., Grafton, B. Row 3: MacDonald, S., Carey, S., Shields, M., Farley, P., Tibbetts, C, Johnson, J., Casavant, A. Row 4:
Kerr, M., Miller, C, Grygill, M, Smith, D. Rows: Coggeshall, N., Smith, J., Teeden, J., Noble, D., Taylor, P., Lennon, J. Row 6: Canigha, S.,
Bnino, A., McCarthy, P., Buccini, D., Gendreau, G., Kenyon, C. Row 7: Pendleton, J., Groux, K., Russo, M., Cochrane, J., Ballinger, D., Lund-
gren, C. Row 8: Ganze, L., French, B., Hittner, M., Orr, J. Row 9: Jones, D., Lundgren, E., Weaver, B., Raviele, G., MacLeod, P. Row 10: Cup-
pels, E., Wakefield, S., Rose, B., Tooteil, J., McQuire, W. Row II: Robertson, M., Kenyon, J., Johnson, P., McDuff, C, Kenyon, M.
And so another year has come to an end for some in our small group it is our last
year, and for the rest the beginning of wonderfial college life. Can we ever forget
the times in Davis Hall Brown weekend in the rain Homecoming and our float
sorority rushing the Christmas parties those rides to Wakefield and to Scar
borough Lunches at "Iggy's" Freshman and Sophomore Dance Junior and
Senior Prom nights Final Exams?
As we continue on our separate ways, we will never forget the wonderful experi
ences we had nor the true and trusting friendships we made that were so much a
part of our college years.
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FRATERNITY BIDS
SPORTS
Row /.-Hill, R., Poland,W.,Co-Capt., Straut, K., Pearson, R., Morey, F.,Co-Capt., Magliocco, J., Fortune, W., Perkins, E., Peck, E., McCormick,
i.Row 2: Maack, H., Head Coach,Chirrona, J.,Asst. Coach, Traficante, M., MacDonald, J., Menezes, B., Rollins, J., MacDougald, P., Lombardi,
F., Humphrey, R., LaRoche, R., Carr, R., Bettez, R., Greer, E., Baxter, W., Piez, B., Asst. Coach, OXeary, J., Asst. Coach. Rows: Lillibridge,
R., Fuller, D., Gutter, J., Hoder, R., Lawson, T., \ento, C, Thompson 1.., Grosz, N., Kuzman, J., .Asst. Coach.
C^ FOOTBALL '59
Rhode Island 8 Northeastern
1 959 campaign 'The University of Rhode Island Rams opened
over the Northeastern Huskies before 4,500 fan
The Rams got off to a flying start as they marched 96 yards in 18 plays for their first
score of the year. John Rollins and Bill Poland did most of the carrying. After Rollins
made a first down on the Huskies 15, quarterback Roger Pearson crossed up the opposi
tion with a wide keeper to the left which carried to the 2. Rollins, hitting off the left side,
spun into the end zone for the score. Pearson then fired a short pass to Rollins for the
two point conversion which ultimately proved to be the margin of victory.
Tom Flaherty, the Huskie's fine quarterback, guided Northeastern from its own 15 to
its T.D. When the Rhody line had stalled the Huskie's ground attack, Flaherty took to
the air and was credited with a completion on an interference penalty. He then threw a
35 yard pass down the right side to end Brian McKenna for the touchdown. Jim Hennes
sey was downed attempting a pass for the conversion and the Huskies trailed 8-6 from
The Rhody line contained the opposition's attack in the 3rd period but the Huskies
picked up steam in the 4th quarter and pounded their way down to the 8 yd. line. On a
fourth down play with only inches to go, the U.R.I, line piled up the Huskie's McGonagle
and shook loose the ball. Pete MacDougall recovered for the Rams on the 6 yd. line.
Pearson continued his fine play by getting off a long punt in the last quarter that put
the Huskies in the hole and the game in the bag. U.R.I, was down to the Northeastern 21
when the game ended.
Rhode Island 0 Maine
Co-Capt. Bill Poland
The first home game saw the Rams battle the Black Bears of Maine to a scoreless tie
in their Yankee Conference opener at Meade Field.
Maine's powerful running team had a slight edge in the statistics, but these figures did
not tell the story of the Rams fight, drive, and determined defense.
The Black Bears started rolling in the first period but Roger Pearson stopped them
when he intercepted a pass on the U.R.I. 13. A few minutes later, after a vicious tackle
by Earle Perkins, the Rams recovered a Maine fumble on their own 15. Later in the
quarter the Maine squad started from its own 39 and drove down to the U.R.I, 5. After
three unsuccessful cracks at the U.R.I, line, quarterback Art Mills took to the air, but
Rhode Island 20 Brandeis 0
The Rams bounced back from the New Hampshire defeat to down Brandeis University
20-0 at Gordon field in Waltham.
John Rollins, Bill Poland, Gene Peck, and Roger Pearson provided the offensive punch
as Rhody scored in each of the first three periods.
Rhode Island took the ball on its own 38, Poland made 13 yards on a smash at the
right side. Rollins set as a flanker to the left, went downfield and cut in to catch Pearson's
perfect pass. The speedy halfback reversed his field and outran several judges to the goal
line.
U.R.I, went 65 yards in 14 plays for its second touchdown. Rollins, Poland, and Peck
carried with Poland gaining all but three of the final ii yards. Poland rammed over from
three yards out for the touchdown.
A Pearson to Rollins pass clicked for the two point conversion and Rhody led 14-0
at halftime.
After Rollie Bettez recovered a Brandeis fumble in the 3rd quarter the Rams started
to roll again, this time on the strength of some fine running by Gene Peck. "Doberman"
gained almost all of the Rams 41 yards and scored on a plunge from the 1 yard line.
The Judges were unable to mount a serious threat as they were held to 56 yards on
the ground by the U.R.I, forward wall.
Billy Baxter and Charlie Vento guided the Rams into touchdown territory in the
fourth quarter but Rhody fumbled on the three.
Co-Capt. Bill Poland, who gained 69 yards with an average of over 5 yards per carry,
provided the offensive power while PVank Morey, Rollie Bettez and Jim McCormack
contained the opposition.
Rhode Island 30 Mass.
The University of Rhode Island football team came up with its finest perfc
the sea.son in crushing the Massachusetts Redmen by a 306 count. With John RoUin;
spearheading a top notch team effort, the Rams battered their way across the field con
tinuousty for their victory. Quarterbacks Roger Pearson's understudy, Charlie Vento
cleverly directed a well planned attack in moving the ball 60 yards in 8 plays fur Rhody*:
first score. A V'ento to Nick Grosz pass climaxed the drive.
of
CoXapt. Bill Poland saved the day by batting the ball down in the end zone.
That goal line stand was easily the defensive highlight of the season for the Ra:
oneofthe best stands a Rhode Island team has turned in over several seasons. It ur
ediy saved the game for U.R.I, as neither team came close again.
Rhody made a determined bid for a score just before the half ended. With John
running brilliantly and Pearson clicking with his passes the Rams marched 75 y
Maine 9 before time ran out.
Rollins
Rhode Island 0 VNH
Jack Welch took the second half kickoff and it looked as if the Ma
all the way but Rollins caught him at the U.R.I. 44.
Late in the game the Black Bears tried a field goal from the 15 and
rose to the occasion, roared in and blocked the kick.
i last bid and moved the ball from its own 15 t
zeable gains by Rollins and Bob La Roche bii
aining possession until the clock ran out.
utmanned Rams, showing the effects of their ri
; the last two weeks, were never in contention
45
back would go
; again Rollins
Rhode Island made its o the Ma
a series that included si ut Maine held and
took over on the 1 9, rei
The outweighed and c
Northeastern and Main
cats of Xew Hampshire.
U.N.H., led by quarterback Sam Paul and halfback Charlie Beach pushed across a
score in the opening quarter and then, gathering momentum, registered twice in each of
the remaining three quarters.
It looked as if Rhody was going to have an easy time of it in the early minutes of the
game when Bob Humphrey recovered a U.N.H. fumble on the Wildcats 38 but a Pearson
to MacDonald pass went astray after the latter had gotten behind the U.N.H. secondary
on the 15 yard line.
The Wildcats moved 4^ yards for their first score mainly on the strength of two Paul
to Lou D'.'Mlesandro passes. Rushiewicz banged over from the 4.
After an exchange of punts in the 2nd quarter, New Hampshire drove 77 yards for its
second touchdown, which Beach highlighted with a 34 yard gallop to the one. He went
over on the next play.
Rhody threatened midway through the period on two Pearson to Humphrey passes
but the Wildcats rightened their defense, took ov
their third score. Paul completed a pass to Mezqu
next play.
U.N.H. conrinued to pour it on in the second half as Beach, Dennen, Glennon, and
Klopfer scored for the victors.
Rhody never -itnpped trying but it just could not cope with the bigger, deeper, and
speedier Wildcats.
V
Co-Capt. Fra7zk Morey
Rollins and Bob LaRoche lugged the ball to the Mass. 13 midway in the third quarter.
Pearson then slid into the end zone from inches out for the second score. Later, Rollins
intercepted a pass and returned it to the 50. A Vento pitchout to Rollins was good for 19
yards and Gene Peck later barrelled over from the 1 1 yard stripe. Jack MacDonald took
Vento's pass for the extra point.
The final touchdown by Co-Captain Bill Poland was set up by a RoUin's 48 yard jaunt.
Billy Baxter tools Vento's pitchout and passed to end Ev. Greer to end the scoring for
the day.
Rollins was the outstanding man on the field with 235 yards gained and a fine perform
ance in defense. Tackles Rollie Bettez and Co-captain Frank Morey held the Mass.
offense to 89 yards rushing. Bevo Menezes, Jim McCormick, and Felix Lombardi played
well in a tremendous team effort.
Rhode Island 0 Brown 6
The Rhode Island Rams football team fought a determined but vain battle with the
Brown Bruins before an estimated 7,000 rain-drenched spectators. The sea of mud con
tributed to the sloppy ball handling in this "mud bowl." With 39 seconds remaining in
the first half, one of the East's top ground gainers, Paul Choquette, slanted off tackle on
fourth down with less than a yard to go for the game's lone score. Nick Grosz blocked
the attempted conversion.
Sophomore quarterback Nelson Rohrback, a converted end, teamed up with Dave
Tyler to grind out the yardage for the Bruins. Tyler established a new Bruin record in
carrying the ball 30 times for 119 yards. Brown piled up 15 first downs to State's 6.
Bill Poland rushed for 51 yards and remained a bulwark on defense in thwarting repeated
end run attempts by the Bruins. Gene Peck also contributed yardage with his bull-like
rushes.
Rhody's only two serious scoring attempts were stifled by an interceprion and a fumble.
Rohrback snagged a Vento pass on the Bruin 12 after the Rams had moved it to their
opponents' 20, Choquette pounced on an errant lateral and mix-up in Rhody signals to
remove a second threat by the Rams. The superior size and strength of the Brown line
offset the fine play of the Rhody linemen.
Rhode Island 0 Springfield 21
The University of Rhode Island's football forces suffered their third defeat of the sea
son in bowing to Springfield 21-0, before a rainsoakcd Homecoming crowd.
The score is not indicative of the baligame as a whole. The Rams were in contention
up until late in the third quarter, when they were repulsed on the Maroon's 2 yd. line.
This goal line stand broke the back of the Rams and culminated an afternoon of frustration.
At the outset the Rams had things pretty much their own way, as Billy Baxter directed
the Rams to the Springfield 21, before Roger Durant picked off a pass on his own five.
Springfield bounced back and drove 65 yards in notching their first of three touchdowns.
John Barth, Springfield's fourth string quarterback up until this Saturday proved to
be their hero of the day with his passing and running. He repeatedly ran an option play
which the Rams could not contain.
The score was 7-0 in the fourth quarter when Barth passed for a T.D., and added the
The turning point of the game was when the Maroons held the Rams on their own 2
yd. line with the score 7-0.
It was a long afternoon for the Rhode Island crowd who had litde to cheer about. The
one bright spot was the standout performance of Bill Poland who gained 84 yds. in 19
carries^ the top ground gainer in the game, and backed up the line with his usual effec-
Rhode Island 6 Buffalo 46
The strong University of Buffalo Bulls handed the Rhode Island Rams a 4I-6 thrashing
in a grueling test for the out-manned Rams. The Bulls, winners of the Lambert Trophy
last year and the seventh-ranked small college team in the nation this year, banged across
two touchdowns in the first quarter for a 12-0 lead. The Rams scored their only touch
down of the day on an 8 yard plunge by halfback John Rollins. A Roger Pearson to Bob
LaRoche pass set up the touchdown.
Pouncing on Rhody miscues, the Bulls rolled up a 21-6 edge behind the flashy playing
of one of Buffalo's quarterbacks, Steve Bukaty. The second platoon field general of the
Bulls, Dan Querie, also passed and ran flawlessly as he conrinued the assault on the hap
less Rams.
The Rams dominated the play in the third quarter as they forsook their conventional
T offense for a modified single wing. The team attempted 30 passes, with Pearson hitting
on 1 1 of 25 tor 101 yards. The powerful Bulls used three platoons in offsetting the spirited
play of the Rams.
RoUie Bettez, Frank Morey, and Bevo Menezes went almost the whole distance ibr
Rhode Island. Center Jim McCormicks played both on offense and defense for 58 min
utes of the game. The fine play ofjunior Peter MacDougall, continuing in an ever-improv
ing performance, also was a highlight of an eventful but dismal day fur the Rams.
Rhode Island 0 U. Conn. 34
The powerftjl University of Connecricut football machine methodically outplayed the
injury-plagued Rhode Island Rams in the 49th meeting of the teams at Storrs, Conn, and
won 34-0. A total of 11,000 homecoming fans viewed the onslaught led by Jim Browning,
ex-South Kingston star who lives but a few miles from the U.R.L campus.
U. Conn scored the second rime they had the ball. Browning carried the pigskin to the
three yard stripe and on the next play carried three defenders into the end zone for the
tally. Bobby Humphrey saved a score by bringing down Minnerley after the Huskie had
turned the end for 28 yards. Three plays later D'Avolia scored making it 12-0 Conn. Joe
Kopp then ground out the brunt of 82 not meager yards for the third touchdown.
Following a goal line stand Rhode Island came alive in the third quarter, as QB Rog
Pearson engineered a drive to the Conn 37. Browning then intercepted a Pearson aerial
and rambled unmolested for 63 yards to pay dirt. Sophmore Bob Frost ran 24 yards
through the U.R.L defense to end the days scoring.
Junior Pete MacDougall, in his first starting assignment and Bevo Menezes filling in
for the injured Frank Morey performed admirably. Roger Pearson, Bob La Roche, John
RoUins, Rollie Bettez, and Bill Poland were also outstanding, as was sophomore end Ted
Stebbins.
BASKETBALL
Row l: Multer, B., Chaplin, R., Brown, D. Co-Capt., Harrington, T. Co-Capt., Koenig, G., Lamb, D. Row 2: Calverley, E. Head Cuach, Lasala
T., Stenhouse, R., Davenport, D., Weiss, M., Nast, W., Ricereto, D., Andersen, J., Schacter, S., Steinhardt, R. Mgr.
The University of Rhode Island under the able coaching of Ernest
Calverly opened the 1959-1960 basketball season with an impressive
victory over the University of Hartford. Starters, Tom Harrington,
Don Brown, Barry Multer, Dave Ricereto, and Gary Koenig with
the assistance of Bob Chaplin, Ron Stenhouse, and Stu Schachter
rolled up a decisive 86-40 victory. Multer and Ricereto lead the scor
ing attack with 13 points each.
Rhody then traveled to Marvel Gym and lost a closely fought ball
game to Brown University by the score of 89-83. The Bruin quintet
set a fast pace, jumping to an early 15 point lead and Rhody just
couldn't come close to tightening the gap. Sophomore Dave Ricereto
counted for 26 points. Harrington and Multer scored 24 and 12,
respectively.
A near capacity crowd at Keaney Gym witnessed a close battle
with Dartmouth. Rhody pressed hard all the way but fell short in a
-4-65 defeat. Ricereto, Multer, and Harrington contributed the bulk
of Rhody's points with Donnie Brown doing a fine job under the
boards.
Down by 10 points shortly after the beginning of the second half,
Rhody battled its way to upset Fordham 79-77 in a thrill packed
contest in New York. Co-captain Tom Harrington was the game's
top scorer with 26 points, followed by Multer with 17. Donnie Brown
not only played his usually brilliant game under the boards, but
counted for 16 big points.
Co-Capt, Tom Harrington
On the following evening Rhody again faced \'ermont in a much
harder contest. Forty thrilling minutes of basketball was played as
Dave Ricereto's scoring for the second straight night lead Rhody
to Victory, this time 8,5-77. Ricereto scored the first seven points of
the game and ended up with a total of 27. Brown, Stenhouse, and
Multer scored i6, 15, and 12, respectively.
On January 14, Rhody traveled to Worcester to play a strong
Holy Cross five. The Crusaders jumped off to an early lead in the
first half, fought olT a stubborn Rhody bid in the second-half, and
finished the evening with a 77-65 victory. The absence of Donnie
Brown because of a back ailment was greatly felt under the boards
and in the scoring column. Ricereto was high man with 22 points.
Rhody won its third straight Yankee Conference game by defeat
ing an aggressive New H,ampshire team by posting a 66-57 triumph.
Xo one individual dominated the playing, but Bob Chaplin turned
in a terrific performance in rebounding along with Gary Keonig. The
pair snatched a total of J2 rebounds and fought oft" the rangy Huskies
when the going got tough. Stenhouse was high scorer with 14, Ricereto
and Koenig had IJ apiece, and Multer had 11.
The Rams travelled to .Amherst, Mass. to meet the University of
Massachusetts who were undefeated in Yankee Conference play. The
Redmen took a 6g-66 decision from the Rhody team with a closely
Ronnie Stenhouse Barry AUilter Dave Ricereto
Gary Koenig
Stu Schacter
fought game all the way. Sophomore Mike Weiss made his debut
for Rhody after transfering from Houston by scoring 16 points.
Ricereto lead the scoring with 22 points.
The free throw line proved to be the deciding factor, as the Rams
dropped another 69-66 decision to Rutgers. Rutgers made 21 out of
30 shots from the foul line while Rhody connected on only six of 12.
Weiss, playing his second game, scored 23 points and had 18 rebounds.
Stenhouse tallied 18 and Ricereto 14.
In one of the most exciting and heartbreaking games of the season
Rhody dropped its second Conference game to the University of
Connecticut, defending Yankee Conference champions, by a score
of 66-62. The game was tied 1 1 times and the lead changed hands on
14 different occasions. Neither team had a lead of more than 6 points
at any time in the game. Donnie Brown made a surprise appearance,
not having played since he had injured his back in December, and
played a terrific game under the boards and contributed 11 points to
the cause. Ricereto scored 14, Weiss 14, and Stenhouse 13.
(S^
The Rhode Island Cross Country Team went winless in their first
five dual meets this year. This was partially due to the injury of F.d
French. French, one of the runners on last year's team, returned to
the line up and sparked the Rams to their first victory, over the Uni
versity of Connecticut. In the meet, U.R.I, took five out of the first
six places. Willie Wilson, French, Bob Warren, Karl Steimle, and
Arnie Robinson were the top five runners for Rhody in the meet.
Fred Wilson, Wayne Nordquist, Dave Dunn, Bill Fishburn, Dick
Marciano, and Carl Rietz, also turned in some fine running this year.
Next year's team should be aided by the members of this year's
freshman club, who finished a very successful season, lead by Dave
Edmond's.
This year, the L'.R.I. Mile Relay Team enjoyed another highly suc
cessful season. This year, as was the case last year, Rhode Island was
again rated the number i relay team in New England and was one
of the finest in the F.ast.
Starting the season in Boston, Rhode Island defeated a very pow
erful Syracuse team. Two weeks later, competing in the annual B.A.A.
games, Rhode Island was pitted against all New York Schools and
again came home a victor over such formidable foes as Seton Hall
and Fordham, the latter which had placed 3rd in the National Indoor
Championships in Madison Square Garden. Two weeks later, Rhode
Island again appeared before 14,000 people at Madison Square
Garden, and although the team was weakened by having two of its
members stricken with the flu, it defeated Providence College and
a strong Maryland team.
Art Zarrella Dutch Jacquart John Joyce
George Cushmac
TRACK
Sarkis Kojain
Competing in the National Indoor Championships, Rhode Island
failed to qualify for the finals through poor seeding of the teams. Its
time was good enough to qualify in almost any other heat. The fol
lowing week, Rhode Island participated in the annual Knights of
Columbus meet at New York, where it again, ran another fine r,ace.
Its opponents were: Bates, Georgetown, Syracuse and Maryland.
.Another promising sidelight is that every member of the starting
team will return next year. Lisa and McAloon are juniors, while
Brennan and Steimle are both sophomores. Next year, Rhode Island
again is expected to reign as one of the better teams in the East.
C^
Al Torgan
BASEBALL '59
The first two games of the 1959 season were cancelled as a result of
rain and wet grounds. The Ram nine planned to open the season at
Springfield, but the game was called off after an hour and a half delay.
The home opener against Northeastern was also cancelled because of
wet grounds. The games were not rescheduled.
Rhody finally got the baseball season under way at Amherst where
they lost a 10-2 Yankee Conference game to the University of Mass-
iichusetts. The Redmen jumped oft' to a quick 2-0 lead in the first
and held the lead until Rhody tied it up in the sixth. UMass. bounced
back and picked up seven runs in their half of the sixth and one more
in the eighth. Don Harrington and Bob Peltier had two hits apiece.
Tony Rao was the losing pitcher.
The University of Connecticut handed Rhody its second straight
Yankee Conference defeat by the humiliating score of 23.4. Rhody
w,as held to four hits, while four Rhody pitchers were shelled for a
total of 23 hits. Roger Pearson collected two of the four Ram safeties.
Brown tagged Rhode Island for Rhody's third straight defeat by
a score of 6-2 in the first home giime of the season. In the eight with
the score 4-2 Rhody loaded the bases with one out, but relief hurler
Dave Manson retired the next two Rhody batters and retired the
side in order in the ninth. Tony Rao, Rhode Island's starting pitcher,
collected two of Rhody's five hits.
Vermont visited Rhode Island on April 24 and 25. Vermont won
the first game by a score of 6-0. Rhody's Pete Kearns broke up Ross
Arters bid for a no-hitter when he singled as a pitch hitter in the
ninth with one away. Bobby Humphrey, made his first start of the
season on the mound and pitched very well except for a five run fifth
inning.
On the following day the Ram nine picked up their first victory of
the season as they whipped Vermont 8-4. Tony Rao went the dis
tance for U.R.I. The Rams broke up a 2-3 tie in the seventh by scor
ing three runs on a walk, an error, and two hits including a double
by Bob Peltier that drove in two runs. Rhody added two more in
the eighth.
LI.R.I. traveled to the University of Maine the following weekend
only to drop both games of a doubleheader, each by one run margins.
Tony Rao looked impressive as he went the distance in the first
game, but lost a 2-1 decision on a ninth inning rally by Maine. One
of Nick Trebisacci's three hits, a double in the sixth, combined with
a single by Bob Humphrey provided Rhody with its only run.
In the second game. Bob Humphrey allowed only one earned run,
but six errors and a couple of walks allowed Maine to register a 4-3
victory. Whitey Fell and Roger Pearson collected three hits apiece.
Pearson hit a home run with one on in the eighth.
In a return game with L'Conn, the Rams nearly upset the Yankee
Conference Champions. Connecticut finally pulled the game out with
a six run tenth inning and won it by a score of 12-6. Rhody trailed
6-1 going into the last of the ninth. In the ninth Rhody picked up
five runs and would have won the game if an attempted squeeze
play h.adn't backfired.
The nine hit pitching of Rony Rao in 13 innings lead Rhody to a
4-3 victory over Providence College. Rao went 13 innings after pitch
ing nine innings the day before against UConn. Providence College
broke a i-i tie in the first of the 12th by scoring 2, but a walk to
Don Harrington and a triple by Bob Peltier followed by a bad throw
allowed Rhody to tie it up. In the 13th Rao was hit by a pitch,
received second on an infield error, and scored on two wild pitches.
In a heartbreaker at Durham, N. H. the R. I. nine lost a 3-2 game
to the University of New Hampshire. With two out in the last of
the ninth Bill Marshall blasted a 340 foot homer for the winning
nm. Howie Levine ted ort' the second and seventh with singles and
scored both of U.R.I.'s runs. Bettez, Sheridan, and Humphrey com
bined tn hoki New Hampshire to seven hits and only one earned run.
In a return gaiue with New Hampshire, the Rams lost their sec
ond game of the >ear to N. H. by one run. The Wildcats scored one
run in the ninth inning to defeat the Rams 5-4. First baseman Hugh
Marshall of New Hampshire, led the Wildcats with three hits, in
cluding two doubles that drove in two runs and scored twice. Tony
Rao was charged with the loss.
Brown's Dave Manson pitched a 7 hit, 4-2 victory over the Rams
in the next encounter. This game was the last of the season for Brown
and left them with an 11 -3 record for the year, the best Brown record
since 1919. With the victory Brown wrapped up its second straight
state title. Roger Pearson lead the Ram's hitting attack with three
hits. Tony Rao went the distance for U.R.I., allowing only nine hits.
Five Rams errors allowed Providence College to post a 10-3 victory.
The victory was the second of the season for the Friars and the loss
was the eleventh for Rhody. Providence out hit Rhody eight to seven,
but some costly mistakes were capitalized on by the Friars. Roger
Pearson was the big man with the stick for Rhody, collecting two
for three.
UMass. game on May 19 was concelled by rain after one and one-
third inning with the Rams leading, 3-0.
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Row /: Beck, W^, Coach, Tryhuh/ak, G., Fell, H., Levine, IT, Verdi, A. Augm, S., Peltier, R., Pearson, R., Magliocco, J. Row 2: Dromgoole, J.,
Taft, D., Sheridan, J., Wells, R., Escobar. A., Grilli, M., Parente, R., .'\ne/, B., Ra(., A., Trebi.sacci, N., Humphrey, R., Simmons, H.. Kearn.s P.,
Harrington, D., Bettez, R.
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After a disappointing 2-5 record last year, Coach Tootel's tennis
forces rebounded to a respectable 6-s record this season.
The loss of senior Dick Haut this year undoubtedly hurt the team's
chances for a more successful year.
Coach Tootel's netmen split their first four games by losing to
Hartford (4-5) and Massachusetts (3-6), and by beating the Coast
Guard Academy (5-4) and Providence College (6-3). In their next
match Rhody was swamped by Trinity (1-8).
The Rams won their next three matches against Connecticut,
Maine, and Vermont bv identical scores, (6-3), only to be drubbed
by Brown (0-9).
Rhody's net forces split their two remaining games by beating
New Hampshire (6-3) and losing to Springfield (2-7).
In the Yankee Conference Championships held at Kingston on
May 8-9, Rhody tied Vermont for second place while Massachusetts
walked off with top honors in the conference.
'59
Tennis Results
0pp. R.I.
Hartford 5 4 Connecticut
Coast Guard Academy 4 5 Maine
Providence 3 6 Verinont
Massachusetts 6 3 Broi^^n
Trinity 8 I New Hampshire
Springfield
Row 1: PordozCT, W., Noble, \V. Row 2: Chase, S., Keighley, B., CarLson, B., Tooeell, V. Coach, Miller, M., Slater, K.
The loss of .Archie Boulet and .Murray Zaretsky leaves two positions
to be filled in this year's golf team, however Coach Paul Cieurzo still
has five returning players from last year's team and some bright
prospects.
With the return of Bob Fitta, Ed Saddow, Cliff' Tillman, Bob
Orazi, and Rod Brusini from last year's team and with the addition
of Dick G.agnon this year should prove to be highly successful for
the team.
GOLF '59
Golf Results
0pp. R
Wesleyan Univer:sity 4M 2,
Hartford University 4 .1
Trinity College 5 2
Maine o 7
Massachusetts 2 5
Brown 2 5
Harvard 5 2
Bates College I 6
Bowdin 5 2
Maine 4 ,J
New Hampshire 5 2
Connecticut 5 2
Row l: PhiUips, H., Saunders, K., U,.^K, I ., Wt.uier, D. Row 2: Goodrich, F., Graf, Kdwards, S., Cohen, E.
RIFLE TEAM
The 1959-60 varsity rifle team has proven to be one of the finest teams in recent
years. Following a trend of gradual improvement over the last few years, the team
has posted several very fine scores and defeated a number of formidable opponents.
The shooters, coached by M/Sgt. Howard Miller, and captained by sophomore Ted
Dziok, consists of a strong complement of juniors and sophomores and shows great
promise for the future.
Taking their places with returning lettermen Elton Cohen, Bob Mooza and Bob
Anson were junior Dave Webber and sophomores Bob Saunders, Henry Phillips and
Steve Edwards. One of the notable achievements of this 1959-60 rifle team was a
record breaking 1409 out of a possible 1500 posted in a shoulder-to-shoulder match.
The record of this year's varsity rifle team is impressive and a result of long hours
of careful practice.
Record 19^9-60 Season (League matches only)
Boston College 1379
University of Rhode Island 1378
Providence College 1371
University of Rhode Island I409
Brown University 1315
Wesleyan forfeit
University of Rhode Island 1397
Boston University 1371
Worcester Tech. 1361
222
Coast Guard 1409
Northeastern 1405
University of Rhode Island 1379
University ofMassachusetts 1320
University of Connecticut 1379
University of Rhode Island 1371
Yale forfeit
, Kojian, S., Pres., Klonskv,
rn.,P.Rowj:}mc^,i.,Da
. V. Pres., Magliocco, J. Row .
port, D., Torgan, .\., Multer,
, G., Jurgela, A., McElroy, K.,
RHODE ISLAND CLUD
The Rhode Island Club is an honorary society of varsity lettermen.
The major function of the club is to bring the athletes closer together
into a bond of brotherhood. Closely allied with this is the promotion
of friendship and understanding among all athletes, coaches, fellow
students, the faculty, alumni, and all others who show their interests
in the University athletic program.
The enforcement of all rules regarding the wearing of athletic
insignias, which are presented at the annual athletic awards convo
cation, is a major responsibility taken by the club.
A special recognition award, an honorary key, is presented to out
standing senior members. The latest item of apparel of the club was
the initiation of the R.I. Club blazer jacket which along with the
familiar R.I. sweater will distinguish the blue and white athlete
wherever he may travel.
URI INITIATES HALT OF FAME
The URI Hall of Eame was formally inaugurated with the old Master of Basket
ball, Frank William Keaney as it's first member. Preceding the URI-UConn hoop
tilt. Coach Keaney was cited as the foremost promoter of sports ever to have entered
into the Rhode Island athletic picture.
Members elected to this Hall of Fame must receive the unanimous vote of the
Athletic Council, for outstanding performance in, or service to, the athletic pro
gram of the University.
Coach Keaney revolutionized the game of basketball with his firehouse style
offense which led to the NIT when URI basketball was in its heyday. Keaney's
award was not for basketball alone but for his all around contribution to Rhode
Island athletics in every sport that he coached.
It was indeed fitting that this award was given to this incomparable and color
ful builder of men in the gymnasium that bears his name and which becomes the
"House that Keaney Built" whenever his deeds and accomplishments are recalled.
PULETZ WINS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
Edward E. Puletz brought national fame and recognition ro the I '.R.I. campus dur
ing the spring of :959 with his outstanding performance at the National Intercol
legiate Bowling Tournament at St. Louis.
As an 1 8 year old freshman, Puletz teamed with Jim Davis of Pace College to
win the national intercollegiate doubles championship. The Ridgefield, N.J. agri
culture student rolled games of 197, 153, and 241 contributing 591 pins to the win
ning total of 1 167. Trailing by 65 pins going into the third game, Puletz chalked up
the high single of the tournament to clinch the championship by two pins.
By accomplishing national recognition in the bowling world, Puletz demon
strated that URI'S athletic expansion may realize glamorous dividends.
The URI coed team won the regional championship and placed sixth in the
country against fourteen other women teams.
Members of the men's team which finished twenty seventh in 56 team field were
Puletz, Dom Mitcheroney, Daniel Confalone, Larry Wagner, Guy Alba and
Edward Saddow.
Row l: Regan, G., Edmond, J ., .Sullivan, B., Parise, T., Caprain, Dauray, .\I., Norton, B., Reynolds, J. Row 2: Fredette, N., lacobucci, C, Fei
J., Essex, J., Del Fausse, S., O'Hanley, M., Tooteil, D., Savarese, J., Hall, G. Row 3: l.indcr, S., l.ieb. P., Jacobson, H., McDowell, G., Bro
field, S., Czarsty, S.
CHEERLEADERS
The cheerleading squad, led by Toni Parise, maintained enthusiasm and spirit at
football and basketball games, and at the Friday night rallies. Both varsity and
freshman cheering squads performed faithfully at all URI athletic events and kept
the morale of the fans and teams at the highest possible level.
The group provided an energetic cheer for Rhody whenever the going got rough
on the field, and after a hard fought victory.
Varsity Ckieerleaders
Row 1: Edmond, J., Sullivan, B. J., Co-captain, Parise, T., Captain, Dauray, M. L.,
Sec.-Treas., Simmons, B. Row 2: Fredette, X., lacobucci, C, Feroce, J., Tooteil, D.
Savarese, J., Hall, G. Row3: Linder, S., Lieb, P., Jacobson, H., McDowell, G., Broom-
field, S., Czarsty, S.
' ff-W \
Fres/yman CJyeerleaders
Row 1: Regan, G., Reynolds, J. Row 2: O'Hanlev, M., Essex,
J., Del Fausse, S.
The Women's Athletic Association is more than the legislative body of women's
sports activities, it is also an organization which strives to promote interest in
women's sports, not for competition, but for development of sportsmanship and
team work. It accomplishes these ends through interhouse and varsity competition.
The \^ ..A.A. also seeks to develop leadership in women students by offering them
the opportunity to represent their housing units as members of the Council, and as
team and head managers. Various activities which require organization and com
mittee work are also provided.
Under the capable leadership of the Executive committee, the W.A..^. has spon
sored activities of varied interest. Among these are the basketball-badminton play-
day. Door Decorating contest, and annual Banquet which terminates the year's
activities.
The W.A.A. Council is composed of the Executive committee, team managers,
head managers, representatives from each housing unit, and freshman member at
large. Via officers and committees, the Council is primarily concerned with organ
izing the activities of the W.A.A., nominating the slate of oflficers, tallying indi
vidual and house points, publicizing events, and in general, assisting the advisers
in carrying out the entire W.A.A. program.
WOMENS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Row l: Allen, C, Gederman, R., Sec-Treas., Pitchersky, J., Pres., Yosepian, J., AdvLsor, Masscy, M., Advisor, Bollard, B., V. Pres., Koczera, B.
Doyle, K. Row 2: Moretti, J., Voelker, J., Welshman, L., Clough, B., Whitehead, D., Davey, M., Chin, S., Giroux, V., Mancusi, M. Row 3
McKenna, J., Greenberg, R., Rieser, N., Drew, D., Machon, C, Randall, N., Montano, D., Dauray, M.
Under the capable directions of Bonnie Donnelly, the 1959 Tennis
club had an active season. Although most of the games were rained
out, the girls did practice quite faithfully, both on the court, and
with the aid of the blackboard.
On May 11, U.R.I, was host to the high school tournament con
ducted at Keaney. South Kingston, West Warwick, and Barrington
competed for honors. At the conclusion refreshments were served.
Both coaches and students exchanged ideas and discussed improving
their games. Everyone in attendance remarked on the success of the
tourney and are looking forward to repeated invitations in the spring.
FIELD HOCKEY
The 1959 hockey season began with the usual demonstration game as
the east bank of the women's athletic field became filled with eager
freshmen. The honor club practiced every Monday night preparing
for any outside games we would have. A team of Freshman women
went to Warwick High School to play them to a 0-0 tie.
The honor club team went to Pembroke and battled a fine game
in the brisk autumn air. An invitation was received from Southern
Connecticut State College to challenge them, but inclement weather
changed our plans.
Under the able coaching of Miss Kyvallos, we should see our
varsity team become a threat to any of the schools with which the
field hockey team will compete.
Row i: Randall, N., Mgr., Cook, S. Row 2: Wilcox, N., Giroux, \'., l.amon, B., Dunwoodie, V., DelFiore, A., Santagata, L.
s a lot of enjoyment involved, and
rtunity for each girl to participate
Badminton is a sport where there
at the same time, affords an oppc
in an individual sport.
The Badminton Honor Club offers a chance to instruct those who
do not know how to play, and increase the skill of those who can play.
These "experts" are taught various advanced techniques.
During second semester there is an interhouse tournament in which
the majority of the houses participate. This is a marvelous oppor
tunity for advancing skills on a competitive basis.
If one sees unfamiliar female faces on the U.R.I, campus during
the month of either March or April do not be surprised. They are
girls from different colleges who come to participate in a WAA-
sponsored Playday.
On Feb. I4, 1959, the basketball, badminton playday was con
ducted at Keaney Gym. A reception in the foyer followed. The play-
day has become one of the major highlights of the badminton season.
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Volleyball's short season was packed with many exciting moments.
Enthusiastic coeds practiced faithfully for the tense and energetic
games they finally played.
Under the capable coaching of Miss Kyvallos, the team
instructed on the finer points of the game and were also made aware
of the new rules that h,ave been in effect for two years. At times it
became chaotic when new rules collided with the old.
Next year's season holds promise for success. With the return of
our enthusiastic hopefuls, it should be a fun-filled sport, and also
one which will show a record of many games won.
Row i: Xewbauer, B., Altieri, S., Koechling, H., Bullard, B., Moskos, M., Chin, S. Row 2: Clough, B., Santagata, L., Silverman, L., SulUva
Bolger, E., Jackson, J., Bassett, S., Rieser, N., Wells, L., Mason, J., Visco, M., Donnelly, B.
m^hi\w^y^^
Row l: Koechling, H., Mattcson, J., Miss Crooker, Whalen, J., Parise, A., Lovely, J. Row .
Metcalf, C.
, N., Jackson, J., Sanborn, L., Mei
BASKETBALL
When most campus eyes are focused on Rhody's male 5 at Keaney
Gym, tense and exciting moments are passing at Lippitt. Here, in
this humble edifice, U.R.I.'s coeds are defending the hoops.
Last year, the fun-filled season began with the first game on Jan.
7, 1959, at New Haven State Teachers College. The games that fol
lowed were played with Salve Regina, The U'niversity of Connecticut
and the University of Bridgeport.
This year something unique has been initiated. Instead of the
usual club team. Miss Crooker, with the aid of Donna Ballinger,
divided the club into three teams. It is hoped that by this division
more people will get a chance to play and that working units of
players can become coordinated by playing together.
RIFLE TEAM
Once again the University of Rhode Island Women's Rifle Team has
upheld its reputation for producing several excellent modern day
"Annie Oakley's." Leading the expert sharpshooters Is Cindy Petit
with her outstanding average of 99. Closely following Cindy are
Sandy Berthiaume and Lua Barnowich. After a long season of hard
practice, the girls will show their marksmanship next fall when they
once again become Intercollegiate. The Rifle Team is affiliated with
The National Rifle Association, and through this organization our
team has fired many postal matches, and in the past, in shoulder-to-
shoulder matches with other colleges and universities.
All Intramural Sports
Trophy Sigma Alpha Epsilon
INTRAMURAL
Tennis
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Horseshoes
Phi Gamma Delta
Norman Finizio pictured above holds the Intramural Sports
trophy which is presented to the Men's Organization that
amasses the highest point total in all areas of Athletic Com
petition. S.A.E. won their league title in Football and Bas
ketball but lost both championships in the playoff games.
They won the softball title and tied for second in Volleyball.
Their winning total was 646 points. Sigma Chi finished
second with 546, and Phi Mu Delta third with 467.
Sigma Chi captured the foul shooting tournament for the
second year in a row. Phi Mu was runner up with Sigma Nu
third.
The cross-country romp was won by Arnie Robinson of Phi
Mu but Sigma Nu won the team championship. Jerry Creeden
and Angle Ferrara paced Sigma Nu's team which crossed the
finish line among the first fifteen.
Phi Mu's grapplers scored nearly a clean sweep of the six
classes in the wrestling tournament. Mike Traficante, in the
unlimited class, Pete MacDougald, Felix Lombardi, and
Charlie Nelson all were title holders. Beta Psi Alpha placed
second and TEP third.
Spring track was won by Sigma Nu, followed by Phi Mu
Delta and T.E.P. Peter Guimond sparked the Sigma Nu
forces with blue ribbons in the 100 and 110 yard dashes.
Alpha Epsilon Pi won the trophy for tennis and volleyball.
Barry Emanue! and Bob Missle were victorious in tennis
while Barry Multer led the volleyball squad to victory. S.A.E.
and Sigma Chi tied for second in volleyball while Theta Chi
took a third.
Foul Shooting
Sigma Chi
Wrestling
Phi Mu Delta
-^\^^^\- ..,.,
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CHAMPIONS
Football
Theta Chi
The touch football league was decided in a hotly contested
tilt under the arc lights at Mead Field as Theta Chi defeated
S.A.E. 20-I2 for the title.
S.A.E. had gone undefeated through league play and had
won their first playoH^ game against Phi Gam. Theta Chi
who had lost to S.A.E. 6-0 during the regular season won
their semifinal game to set the stage for a rematch.
Led by QB Jerry Plumb's passes and the defensive play
of Bob Silvestri, Theta Chi clinched the championship. For
S..-\.E. Vin MacAloon, Skip Finizio and Buzzy Basilico per
formed well as did ,Aldo Sammartino and Jim Hill for Theta
Chi.
Joe Arruda and Charles King paced Phi Gam's horseshoe
team to victory over runnerup Theta Chi.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Basketball
Phi Mu Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon walked ofl^with the laurels in the soft-
ball behind the strong right arm of Dale Brown. Brown
pitched every game for S.A.E. as they won their league easily.
In the playoff's Brown bested Skip Whidden of Sigma Nu 2-0
in a pitching duel. Burly Lou Placella knocked in both tal
lies for S.A.E. one with an inside the park homer.
Sparked by Jim Cavanaugh and Vic Rebello, Phi Mu
Delta went on to win the 1959 Basketball title by defeating
S.A.E. by a score of 31-38. Other members of the quintet
included Joe Giordano, Nick Trebisacci, and 'Stid Cunning
ham.
Phi Mu's overall record was 8 wins and i defeat. S.A.E.
had finished the regular season undefeated but dropped the
title game as they had done in the football final. Bob Warren
and Dale Brown played well in the losing cause.
Volleyball
Alpha Epsilon Pi
rW A. A ENTER
The Participation Trophy was won this year by .Alpha Chi
Omega. This trophy is awarded each year by the Women's
Athletic .Association to the Women's housing unit that has
accumulated the largest number of points throughout the
year. This is awarded on the basis of the number of mem
bers participating in relation to the number of members of
the entire house. The points are given to each member for
participating in both House and Honor Club sports, which
are, field hockey, basketball, volleyball, badminton, softball
and tennis.
The trophy was first awarded in 1955 and .Alpha Chi Omega
has been the recipient each consecutive year.
Unlike all other sports trophies, the Participation Trophy
can never be retired. The purpose of this award is to instill
enthusiasm and interest in Women's .Athletic events.
ir'..l..-I. Participation Trophy
Alpha chi Omega
This year's hockey tournament will never be forgotten either
by the harried participants or the myriad spectators who
lined the bank to watch. In the exciting semi-finals Alpha
Chi played Peck four times. The initial game and two play
off games remained scoreless till darkness which made it
impossible to play further. The last playoff^ game seemed to
be doomed to the same fate as the others, but in an exciting
second .Alpha Chi scored a goal and prevented retaliation
by Peck Hall.
The events of the previous games stirred up excitement
for the final game that was played between Chi Omega and
Alpha Chi Omega. .All speculated on the outcome of the con
test since both houses showed their prowess during previ
ous games. In the final moments of the game, Chi O's Willa
Lauder, swatted a drive into the goal cage and scored the
only point of the game. They defeated .Alpha Chi Omega
and brought home the plaque.
The softball tournament got underway on April 24, 1958 at
the Women's Athletic Field. Rhody was finally blessed with
fair weather enabling the coed stars of the softball diamond
to wield a bat. Cheers and cries of victory sounded across
both diamonds as the games progressed.
At the close of the season, E. R. Hall staged a gallant
attempt against Alpha Chi Omega. After five innings the
score w,is tied 12-12. .Although the sun was setting, hopes
didn't dim and an extra inning was called. For a while, it
looked as though another inning would be necessary to break
the tie. But suddenly, the game was decided. Sunny Nevin
blasted a home run over the bank while another girl was on
base and helped Alpha Chi defeat E.R. 14-12.
Field Hockey
Chi Omega 236
Softball
Alpha Chi Omega
HOUSE CHAMPIONS
Hutchinson Hall
Basketball
Roosevelt Hall
Volleyball
Congratulations go to two freshman dormitories, Hutchin
son and Peck, who played in the final game of the inter
house basketball tournament after eliminating teams of
upperclass sorority women! This goes to show that expe
rience is not all that is important in playing basketball. The
final game was a thriller as Hutchinson and Peck fought to
the very end. There was much excitement as Hutchinson
finally won by a score of 18-17.
After a fall season of practice, April, 1959 marked the open
ing of our interhouse tennis tournament. Although there are
singles and doubles matches, there is only one trophy and
only one recipient. In the three final exciting playoffs, Eleanor
Roosevelt won the first two matches. To turn the tables and
to prevent a landslide victory. Alpha Chi won the singles
matches. In this final playoff^ game Chip Santagata beat
Joan Taylor and won the interhouse trophy for Alpha Chi
Omega.
Shuttlecocks whizzed back and forth across the nets as
interhouse badminton made its 1959 debut at Lippitt Hall.
For the first time, the tourney was conducted on two
nights rather than during the duration of the season.
While the singles match was being played, Bonnie Don
nelly and Sunny Nevin bested .Alpha Xi's doubles team to
win the doubles tournament. Chip Santagata defeated Bar
bara Lincoln to clinch the trophy for Alpha Chi.
The inter-house volleyball season was brought to a close
last year with Eleanor Roosevelt Hall victorious over Alpha
Chi Omega, the previous trophy winner, in the final game of
the double-elimination tournament. It was anybody's game
as the two skilled and enthusiastic teams went into the third
game of the two out of three series. Players and spectators
alike were tense and excited as E.R. battled to the finish.
Records were made and broken each week as the women
fought for first place in the co-ed bowling league. Chi Omega
took top position as they defeated Alpha Chi Omega in a
playoff match. These teams were tied tor first place after
the regular league season. Eleanor Roosevelt Hall placed
third in the league made up of six sororities and housing
units. With .scores of 722 and 1957 Alpha Chi Omega won
the honors in high team game and high team three.
Tennis
Alpha Chi Omega
Bowling
chi Omega
Badminton
Alpha chi Omega
CO-REC
Volleyball
Alpha Chi Omega Beta Psi Alpha
Bowling
Alpha Chi Omega Phi Sigma Kappa
Every member of the team is important, from the shortest
to the tallest. The ball sometimes appears to rebound from
the wall or ceiling, which often happens.
This year it was difficult to determine who would win but
after several close and tense games. Alpha Chi Omega and
Beta Psi Alpha proved to be most skillful and expert in the
volleyball game. Their victory was the result of defeating
Phi Kappa Theta and Beta Epsilon.
For the second consecutive year Theta Chi joined forces with
Alpha Chi Omega in mixed doubles badminton. Bob Mah
ler and Chip Santagata played In League A and went on to
win the tournament. Sunny Nevin and Don Feld rallied in
League B but lost in the final match.
This season's tournament marks the second consecutive
win for Bob and Chip who also teamed up last year. Next
year's competition should hold many surprises as the season
progresses. The outcome should be a source of speculation.
The bowling season was filled with cries of strike! spare!
Competition grew keener. The rumble of balls speeding down
the alleys and the banging of battered pins echoed through
out the Union game room.
Phi Sigma Kappa and Alpha Chi Omega combined talents
and captured the crown in both leagues. The competition
took an amusing turn when these two victorious teams vied
for the championship. The final winners were lauded for
their excellent play.
Under the capable leadership of Buz Basilico, Alpha Chi and
S.A.E. staged many hard-fought battles. Many games were
dotted with home runs by Skip Finizio and Lou Placella.
The guys who coached at third and first were a constant
source of strategy and amusement.
Phi Mu Delta and Alpha Xi Delta were almost successful
in defeating their opponents. However, in the final moments
of the game, S.A.E. and A.X.O. displayed winning form and
defeated their challengers.
Badminton
Alpha Chi Omega Theta Chi 238
Softball
Alpha Chi Omega Sigma Alpha Epsilon
To Our Advertisers:
Our sincere appreciation and best wishes for a prosperous year, on
behalf of the Class of 1960.
Edward Sanders
Advertising Editor
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Nina Brown Marion Hebdeii
Beverly Johnson Judith Fryar
Cynthia Hammett Barbara Donnelly
Lucinda ^V'ilcox Helena Koechling
Helen Gibbs Donna Lee Divens
Loretta Santagata Pamela Barton
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Anthony Aloisio David La Salle
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Anthony Fiinaro Edward Suddon
Donald Hill Martin Salenns
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Speedcraft Enterprises Inc.
12 Tower Hill Road, Walefield, R. 1.
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MANSION NURSING HOME
104 CLAY STREET
CENTRAL F.4LLS, R. I.
we have grown
in capacity
in service
in responsibility
The Second Largest Home in The State
"Mention the name Mansion"
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Agostini Construction Co., Inc.
General Contractors
Intlustrial, Commercial, Residential Building
John D. Agostini, Pres. S: Treas.
Dominic J. Agostini, Vice Pres.
George L. Agostini, Secretary
70 Beacon Street Pawtucket, R. I.
PAwtucket 6-4400
Tel. G.Aspee 1-0788
G. FRED SWANSON, INC.
METAL BUILDING PRODUCTS
615 Cranston St., Providence, R. I.
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PHI MU DELTA?
PROVIDENCE PAPER COMPANY
Office Equipment & Supplies
Industrial Papers Printing Papers
"Visit Our Furniture Showroom"
Established 1885 - Tel. GA 1-7600
160DORRANCEST. PROVIDENCE 2, R. I.
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PROVIDENCE GAS COMPANY
100 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.
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25 years on campus
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Alpha Xi Delta
extends best wishes
Who's he in
Beta Psi Alpha?
to the Class of I960
Delta Sigma of Sigma Chi Pkextends best wishes to xJwm
Roy Bailey Joe Machado
Howie Bucklin Art Marley
John Cardosa Hank Millette
Stu Coman Ed Riveglia
Les Conklin Clint Robertson
Ed French Will Savard
"Duke" Germano "Buzz" Sawder
Bill Heagney Bob Schachner
Tom Kennedy Claude Trottier
Bob Lackey John Usher
1. '. 1
and the Class of 1960
Who's she in
Eleanor Roosevelt?
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SOUTH COUNTY SAND AND GRAVEL COMPANY
North Road
Peace Dale, Rhode Island
Ready Mix Concrete
Hot and cold mixes
Asphalt Paving
Asphalt Plant
SAND - GRAVEL - LOAM
Phone: ST 3-4741 or ST 3-5194
KINGSTON ^^ST i""*^ ^^^^^^k
SAUSAGE i' ''9
FACTORY
extends its congratulations
to the
graduating class of 1960
Who's he in
Lambda Chi Alpha?
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Bristol Manufacturing Corporation
Kappa Sigma Kappa?
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
extends best wishes
to the seniors
Compliments ol'
Leslie Bent
Marie Bergantini Ken-Mor Cigarette Vending
Mary Best
Brenda Boleyn
Barbara Bourbon
MACHINE CO.
Cynthia Brown
Catherine Bruce
Sondra Cole
Marilyn Cooke
Donna Cunningham
Sally Davis
Ina Horvitz
Miriam Krieger
Elizabeth Lahoud iSr.'"?5',^
Velma Landor
Judith Marcus
Julie Matthews
Rona Namero
Tilden-Thurbep
WaylandSquon N>pai1 WotihHill Gotdinatf
Antoinette Paul
Judith Pitchersky
Joanne Radice
Jewelers Since 1H36
Angetta Turano
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RHODE ISLAND ^%
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The BEACON Sigma Chi?
Bressler Dormitory
Association
wishes the best of luck
to the Class of 1960
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Who's she in
Hutchinson Hall?
Narragansett Electric Company
extends its congratulations
to the Class of 1960
Congratulations
from
ADAMS HALL
SIGMA DELTA TAU
Best Wishes to the
Graduates of 1960
Best Wishes to the
Class of 1960
Plantations Steel Company
12 Stokely Street
Providence, R. I.
Who's he in
Theta Chi?
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v^KL DUDLEY HARDWARE COMPANY\L nK^ 200 Wickenden Street
^J^^^^ Providence, R. I.
^^^^^^^m Administration Building
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Electrical Engineering Building
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Who's he in East Hall
Sigma Nu? Additions and Alterations
Good Luck
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Class of 1960
from
Butterfield Hall Association
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University Book Store
"Everything you need in college."
Books
Papers
Supplies
8:45- 11:45
Monday - Friday 12:45- 4:15
ETA CHAPTER
of The Fraternity of
THETA CHI FRATERNITY BETA PSI ALPHA
extends best wishes to congratulates the following seniors:
Ken Beauregard Jim Hill Robert Carnevale
Mac Beaton Sarkis Kojian Edward DiSimone
Pete Bradley Ev Lewis Richard L'Europa
Walter Caswell Joe Magliocco John Merolla
Fred DeCesaris Bob Mahler Frank Pazienza
Herb Deethes Austin O'Toole Arthur Russo
Mike DeGuzman Russ Ramsden Donald Rupar
Charles Donovan Jim Sullivan Frank DeRiso
Don Feld Dick Ventrone Anthony 'Verdi
John Zartarian and the graduating class of 1960
and the class of 1960
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^ NU ETA CHAPTERof
Sy PHI MU DELTAextends best wishes to
'i^ ' Bernard Barry "Buz" CorryPaul Casewell "Chick" FerriterJim Cavanaugh Joe Giordano\ ^ Charles Heaton Fred Kenyon
k ( r^ Bill Holland Max LoudenslagerBill Lazarek Bob MacCauleyBob Mancini Pete Miniati
"Agates" Marble Charles Randall
Lee Umphery Bob Straut
Who's he in
Ed Wiley Bob Williams
Alpha Epsilon Pi?
^f^rl
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES Jm
Lippitt Hall-Butterfield Hall #A^A
Faculty Dining Hall
BEST WISHES
to the graduates of 1960
Who's he in
Sigma Pi?
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Charles A. Maguire 6t Associates
Consulting Engineers
Providence, Rhode Island Boston, Massachusetts
APEDA STUDIO, INC.
212 WestlSdi Street
New York 36, N. Y.
Circle 6-079O
For over 25 years leaders in
the fields of commercial and
college yearbook photography.
FINI
Photography hy .|osc])li J. Cilllcy, New Mope, Pennsylvi
Where Artist and Craftsman Meet
At Keller the eye of the artist and the hand of the craftsman
meet to solve problemsjust one of the things that make
the distinctive difference ^^^^ in aVelvatone yearbook.
WM J KELLER INC
PUBLISHERS OF FL\ER YEARBOOKS
BUFFALO 15, NEW YORK
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The success of the 1960 GRIST is attributed to long hours of formu
lation of ideas. The efforts of Bc\'erly Johnson, Bob McCauley and
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